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Preface

The Communication Technologies for Vehicles workshop series provides an in-
ternational forum on latest technologies and research in the field of intra- and
inter-vehicle communications and is organized annually to present original re-
search results in all areas related to communication protocols and standards,
mobility and traffic models, experimental and field operational testing, and per-
formance analysis.

Previous Nets4Cars/Nets4Trains workshops were held in Saint Petersburg,
Russia (2009), Newcastle, UK (2010), and Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany (2011).
These proceedings contain the papers presented at the 4th International Work-
shop on Communication Technologies for Vehicles, which took place in Vilnius,
Lithuania, in April 2012.

The workshop was collocated with the Second Baltic Conference on Future
Internet Communications BCFIC-2012 (technically sponsored by IEEE) and
meetings of two COST actions: IC0905 TERRA: Techno-Economic Regulatory
framework for Radio spectrum Access for CR/SDR and IC0906 WiNeMO: Wire-
less Networking for Moving Objects.

Our call for papers resulted in 21 submissions. Each of them was assigned to
the Technical Program Committee members, and 13 submissions were accepted
for publication (9 for the road track and 4 for the rail track). Each accepted
paper got at least three independent reviews. In addition, two invited papers
were accepted. The order of the papers in these proceedings was aligned with
the workshop program.

We extend a sincere “thank you” to all the authors who submitted the results
of their recent work, to all the members of our hard-working comprehensive
Technical Program Committee, as well as the thoughtful external reviewers.

April 2012 Alexey Vinel
Rashid Mehmood
Marion Berbineau

Cristina Rico Garcia
Chung-Ming Huang
Naveen Chilamkurti
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Cellular Networking Technologies in ITS Solutions:  
Opportunities and Challenges 

Andreas Fasbender1, Martin Gerdes1, and Sascha Smets2 

1 Development Unit IP & Broadband 2 Technology & Business Lab 
Ericsson GmbH, Aachen, Germany 

{andreas.fasbender,martin.gerdes,sascha.smets}@ericsson.com 

Abstract. The Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) domain is already today the 
leading vertical industry sector for the adoption of cellular connectivity. In-built 
and brought-in access to mobile telecommunication networks is a key enabler 
for advanced safety, navigation and infotainment services. 

The growing complexity of the industry ecosystem as well as the diverse 
service requirements put on the underlying connectivity and service enablement 
infrastructure demand for open, flexible and scalable end-to-end ITS solutions. 

In this paper we present scenarios, solution requirements, service enablers 
and an end-to-end ITS system architecture, covering in-vehicle and backend 
components, connectivity solutions and service life-cycle management. While 
we put specific emphasis on presenting opportunities and challenges relating to 
cellular ITS solutions, we also point out aspects relating to the required mar-
riage with Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) systems. 

Complemented by experiences from projects with industry partners and the 
research community and by reflections on ongoing efforts in ITS standardiza-
tion, we conclude that only by a combination of cellular and DSRC networking 
technologies the full range of consumer and business needs will be addressed. 

Keywords: ITS, HSPA, LTE, 802.11p, DSRC, connectivity enablement, flexi-
ble subscription management, service enablement, OSGi, virtualization. 

1 Introduction 

With about 40% of connections or ~40M subscriptions the transport industry is al-
ready today the largest vertical market for cellular M2M connectivity [1]. And the 
adoption of mobile technology in the ITS sector is expected to even accelerate, and 
double until 2014. The rapid uptake of vehicular connectivity is driven by e.g. 

• the demand for increased road safety: ~1.3M people yearly die as a result of a road 
collision, which is one of three leading causes of death for people aged between 5 
and 44 years and costing countries 1-3% of GDP [2]; 

• the optimal use of road infrastructure to cope with sharply increasing traffic vo-
lumes: ~1.2B vehicles are projected globally by 2020, up 73% from 1998 levels 
[3]; 
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• macro-economical factors such as the rapid growth of megacities and forecasts that 
50% of urban population will not own a car by 2050, driving the demand for co-
modal and multi-modal urban transport solutions as well as traffic efficiency; 

• the goal to drastically reduce CO2 emissions globally while increasing energy effi-
ciency and the share of renewable energies, in the EU expressed by the 20-20-20 
renewable energy directive; 

• the global push towards an accelerated introduction of electric vehicles and sup-
porting infrastructure, and similar industrial and political forces aiming to embrace 
e.g. pay-as-you-drive road pricing and insurance models; 

• the need of passengers and commuters to always stay online and enjoy constant 
access to their personalized Internet service portfolios, such as radio and video 
streaming, navigation and social networking services. 

In this article we summarize selected findings from working on the adoption of cellu-
lar networking technologies in the ITS solution domain. Based on collaborations with 
the automotive industry, we assess requirements and impacts of ITS services on the 
underlying connectivity and service enablement infrastructure and ecosystem. 

We start with sample usage scenarios in Section 2 that drive the adoption of vehi-
cular connectivity, deriving ecosystem impacts and solution requirements. Section 3 
introduces an open, flexible and scalable ITS solution architecture and selected core 
enablers for advanced, mobile telematics and infotainment services. Here we also 
reflect on past and ongoing R&D work towards combined cellular and short-range 
ITS solutions. Section 4 summarizes our conclusions and outlook for future work. 

2 Scenarios and Requirements 

2.1 Example Scenarios 

Mr. Martin lives in Belgium, where he buys a brand-new sedan from a German auto-
maker. It is the year 2014, where services such as emergency call (eCall), network-
assisted navigation, breakdown assistance and automated maintenance scheduling are 
included as standard features. Adding to his basic portfolio, Mr. Martin books person-
al assistance services, advanced RT navigation (including hazard warnings, virtual 
traffic signs, and travel and parking guides), Internet media streaming services, and 
guest Internet access via the car-internal WiFi hotspot into his package. 

Provisioning 
Upon signing of the contract at Mr. Martin’s dealer, the car is ordered at the automak-
er. Once delivered to the dealer, the car is pre-provisioned for the Martins: NFC-
enabled car keys are paired with the car for Mr. Martin and his wife to support  
personalization of e.g. seat height, steering wheel, and preferred media sources.  

The communication gateway in the car is auto-provisioned to connect by default to 
a Belgian operator as home operator. Via a portal Mr. Martin specifies that traffic 
consumed by his wife, children and two ride-share colleagues will be charged to his 
car subscription, while traffic generated by other passengers will be charged to them. 
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Remote Car Management and Assistance 
A multitude of sensors constantly monitors essential car functions. After 5.000 km of 
driving, oil levels are below minimum and the brakes require attention. This informa-
tion is – via the OEMs Customer Relationship Management portal – delivered to the 
dealer, who in turn informs Mr. Martin about a required maintenance action. By 
pressing the assistance button, he is instantly connected to a personal helpdesk at his 
car vendor, and reserves a booking at the garage. 

General car usage information is permanently collected for statistics and OEM 
quality assurance purposes, but anonymized before being uploaded to the car maker. 
Personal driving data of Mr. Martin and his wife are also aggregated and forwarded to 
their insurance company once per week via a secure channel. 

Telematics Services 
The car also permanently tracks environmental parameters such as speed, accelera-
tion, location, road surface conditions, traffic signs, and weather situation. One day, as 
Mr. Martin approaches a curve, the navigation system warns him about an accident 
and a related traffic jam right ahead. He hits the brake, but a notch too hard and the 
tires block due to the icy road conditions in front of the curve. The system reacts in-
stantly, resulting not only in a safe standstill, but also in a location-augmented “black 
ice” warning that will now be spread to all vehicles approaching this road stretch. 

Infotainment 
Prior to a vacation trip to Italy, Mr. Martin has synched the latest media between his 
DLNA home media server and the car, so that the kids can enjoy the latest movies on 
the rear-seat entertainment system. Later, his son plays an online multi-party game, 
while his daughter connects to her social network. While Mrs. Martin prefers listening 
to online music stored in her personal media bank using her phone, Mr. Martin acti-
vates his headset via voice-control and tunes into his favorite Internet radio channel. 

Despite crossing several borders, the Martins do not need to worry about roaming 
costs for the considerable network capacities used during this trip. 

2.2 A Highly Complex Ecosystem 

These sample scenarios already motivate that the growing adoption of vehicular con-
nectivity has an immense impact on the business foundation and technical complexity 
of the future ITS ecosystem (Figure 1), with new challenges relating to for example 
OEM logistics, car sales and after-sales processes, service business models, HMI 
integration, and telecoms and ITS standardization, to name just a few. 

Car OEMs are now adding cellular broadband connectivity as a hygiene feature in-
to their new product lines. At the same time, they increasingly adopt service-based 
sales models. For many OEMs, more than 50% of income is already today generated 
after the initial car sale. Emergency call, road pricing or theft tracking services will be 
mandated in many countries within the next years, implying that road authorities, road 
tolling consortia, insurances and other authorities will enter the ITS ecosystem. Inter-
net and media Service Providers are also pushing into the established automotive 
value networks, based on Internet business and deployment models. This also adds 
significant complexity to the in-car electronics subsystem and HMI, as ’foreign’  
applications start competing for driver attention and with vehicle resources that have 
so far lived in a well-shielded IT environment. 
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Fig. 1. Growing complexity of the ITS services ecosystem 

Backend and in-vehicle communications will be enabled by a number of different 
solutions, and most operators have reacted by setting up specific M2M business units. 
Approaches include built-in gateways by OEM suppliers, brought-in (aftermarket) 
gateways, and the user’s mobile phone or PND acting as display and/or routing de-
vice, adding gateway, PND and phone manufacturers to the ITS value network. 

2.3 Solution Requirements 

The future connected vehicle will link different devices to Service Providers from 
various domains, in many cases via several access networks and operators. Each Ser-
vice Provider will impose specific requirements for example on bandwidth, real-time 
constraints, provisioning, data security, and APIs, as described in the following. 

Connectivity Enablement 
Requirements on connectivity span from guaranteed and instant delivery of life-
critical information, to high-latency data aggregation and best-effort Internet bearers. 
Today’s cellular and fixed (data) communication networks deliver and enforce differ-
ent connectivity packages and types. To fully cater for automotive service demands, 
innovative support systems are needed that among others provide: 

• support for full IP connectivity, both over enterprise networks and public Internet; 
• late binding of network subscriptions to an operator after car delivery, and optional 

re-provisioning of subscriptions in the field during vehicle lifetime; 
• efficient on-demand provisioning and management for large pools of subscriptions; 
• capabilities to create and enforce tailored, i.e. service dependent, connectivity ser-

vices with specific QoS and pricing, security, charging and billing rules; 
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• access-agnostic connection management, mediating between backend enablers and 
available cellular and/or short-range bearers depending on service needs. 

Connected Vehicle Platform and Connectors 
Car OEMs adopt vendor-specific strategies for integration of online services within 
the vehicle and for backend connectivity. A generic ITS solution requires that it 

• is as far as possible independent of the underlying connectivity hardware and OS; 
• can be integrated with different in-car networks, sensor networks, media buses and 

consumer electronics (e.g., via CAN, MOST, LIN, AutoSAR, BT or WiFi); 
• provides support for Life Cycle Management, i.e. can be flexibly enhanced after car 

sale to support both new or modified in-vehicle devices, as well as future services 
and applications and their upgrades; 

• provides generic connectivity enablers like e.g. remote provisioning, remote wake-
up, and device, service and performance management; 

• can guarantee reliability, security and QoS enforcement where required. 

Service Enablement 
Service Enablement refers to generic functions that can be reused to compose domain-
specific services. These can be applied across different ITS service ecosystems, and in 
some cases even across different vertical industries. 

Service enablers can be hosted by different players in the value network. Example 
enablers include user profile and context management, identity federation, position-
ing, geo-messaging, QoS management, data aggregation and filtering, scheduling, and 
content transcoding. Centralizing generic functions at a network operator or aggrega-
tor leads to reduced capital and operating expenses due to better economies of scale. 

A component-based service enablement approach 

• supports deployment across different ecosystem partners (e.g. MNO, connectivity 
aggregator, location services provider, service or infrastructure hosting provider); 

• provides in-built scalability, performance, and security, e.g. through cloud-based 
deployment and advanced AAA and SLA management; 

• adopts service-oriented architecture principles and web programming standards, 
supporting simple composition and flexible integration with other service enablers; 

• enables data and user anonymity where requested, e.g. by using ID masking and 
separating data management from content management; 

• exposes functionality over APIs, be it provider internally, via SLA-controlled links 
(e.g. to OEM or insurance firm), or completely open to other Service Providers. 

Content and Data Management 
ITS solutions typically also require integration of domain specific enablers, building 
on the generic service enablement functions described so far (see Figure 2). 

Examples of Content & Data Management enablers include real-time road usage 
data aggregation, data fusion of vehicle battery charging needs for power generation 
planning, device/content aggregation, transcoding and channel bandwidth manage-
ment for optimized media delivery, or network-based voice recognition. Such  
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enablers are data and information centric, and tightly integrated with the Business 
Support Systems (BSS) of the affected Service Provider. They should, among others, 

• support deployment across different ecosystem partners, (e.g. network operator, 
data aggregator, cloud hosting provider, road toll authority or media company); 

• provide APIs for flexible integration into external BSS; 
• allow for the distribution across administrative domains to enable the federation of 

information and services. 

In this article, we prioritize issues relating to connectivity and service enablement, and 
will only briefly touch some content and data management related issues. 

3 An Open, Flexible and Scalable ITS Solution Architecture 
In the following we describe a layered end-to-end solution architecture for ITS servic-
es, covering Connected Vehicle Platform (CVP) and corresponding components in the 
telecommunication and ITS backend (Figure 2). 

Connected Vehicle Platform 
The connected vehicle platform (CVP) addresses the vehicle side (OEM hardware and 
software) requirements of the proposed ITS solution architecture. 

A central role of the CVP is to open up the capabilities of the ICT world to the au-
tomotive world to enable advanced ITS services utilizing communication technolo-
gies. While the CVP architecture proposed in this paper integrates the communication 
platform with the application environment, the proposed end-to-end ITS solution 
architecture does not exclude platform distribution into a Network Access Device 
(NAD) and one or more in-vehicle application platforms. 

 

Fig. 2. Generic end-to-end ITS solution architecture 
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Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) can be realized through applications running on 
the CVP, inbuilt devices connecting to the CVP, and or portable user devices such as 
smart phones or advanced PNDs with support from the CVP. 

Virtualization of the CVP hardware using a hypervisor has portability and deploy-
ment advantages across different application domains: Multiple CVP software plat-
forms including their dedicated OS can be deployed as confined sandboxes on top of 
the virtualization environment, independent of the underlying hardware platform.  

Enabling access and priority control for independent sandboxes allows assigning 
different subscriptions to each application domain. By that the access to security rele-
vant or OEM internal applications can be separated from the more open user applica-
tions. For example, safety applications shall not be degraded in their availability,  
usability and performance by infotainment applications running on the same shared 
platform. Here, virtualization can ensure that safety-critical processes always get  
required hardware resources like CPU time and prioritized communication capacity. 

Connectivity 
Different radio access technologies can be supported through corresponding plug-in 
modules in the CVP, e.g. cellular 2G/3G/4G, WiFi 802.11p, and DSRC. OS and  
middleware provide standard APIs towards network applications, native clients, and 
for service enablers through an integration and abstraction layer. Remote wake-up 
functionality enables the CVP to remain in sleeping mode during parking, consuming 
almost no power. Via the cellular network, the platform can be woken up on demand 
from a device management component with corresponding APIs. 

Beside utilizing the networking capabilities of the CVP for applications running on 
the platform itself, the gateway middleware can also provide connectivity for nomadic 
devices carried into the vehicle, such as smart phones, laptops, or tablet PCs, con-
nected via local access networks such as WiFi and Bluetooth. Based on supporting 
functions such as user management and charging, a smart bit-pipe can be established, 
providing service-aware QoS provisioning and charging for services on nomadic de-
vices. Thereby, billing for vehicle connectivity and for automotive specific services 
(e.g. safety services) can be separated from billing for user-centric services (e.g. re-
mote content access or media streaming services). 

Through implementation work in the CoCarX [12] project and in bilateral engage-
ments we could prove that smart bit-pipe services can be established by either using 
IMS for service differentiation, or by relaying WiFi-based local authentication via the 
CVP SIM to the operator subscriber management support systems. 

Interworking of Cellular and Ad-hoc Networking Technologies 
Today, different wireless access technologies are often still seen to be competing for 
mass deployment of ITS products and services. Based on results from R&D projects 
with the automotive industry, we promote an integrated approach, where cellular and 
short-range access technologies complement each other as communication enablers  
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for an even broader range of applicable services. This is also a conclusion from [11]. 
In the German AKTIV CoCar project [5], High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) net-
works were shown to be capable of handling a variety of ITS services. Even time-
critical safety related services like Road Hazard Warnings can be served. It was prov-
en that the car-to-network-to-car transmission delays in a HSPA network are in most 
cases below 500 ms (Figure 3).  

Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks will reduce car-to-car delays even to values 
below 100 ms in 95% of cases. The infotainment user experience will then be uninter-
rupted even for HD video. Due to the drastically increased system capacity of LTE 
much more vehicles can be served at the same time in the same area. The LTE roll-
out will soon lead to almost complete broadband coverage in broader parts of the 
world. Combining HSPA/LTE performance with the wide infrastructure availability, 
cellular networks allow a straight-forward introduction of ITS services. This is espe-
cially needed for overcoming situations where DSRC radio equipped vehicles are not 
available within the transmission range [11]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Car-to-Car delay measurement results from [6] 

The CoCarX follow-up project [12] focused on how cellular networks can be com-
bined with ad-hoc solutions such as 802.11p into one heterogeneous communication 
system, and proved that by this combination the strengths of both systems can be leve-
raged. By using standardized message formats (e.g. as currently specified in ETSI 
Technical Committee Intelligent Transport System (ITS): [13] and [14]), messages 
can seamlessly be transmitted over the most appropriate channel, depending on the 
requirements of the service and available communication capacities. While cellular 
systems offer advantages compared to WLAN-based solutions in terms of coverage 
and easy migration, ad-hoc networks provide shorter latencies, required e.g. for line-
of-sight critical services such as car collision avoidance. 
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Fig. 4. Complementary network technologies for ITS services 

Figure 4 clearly shows that only by complementing communication technologies 
the full spread of required ITS services can be supported. For an analytical compari-
son of IEEE 802.11p/WACE and LTE performance the reader is referred to [15]. 

Provisioning and Subscriber Management 
A particular strength of cellular networks is the inherent support for global connectivity 
enablement in globalized car production and sales processes, and for the cross-border 
mobility of vehicles, including the flexible provisioning of network subscriptions. How-
ever, in order to enable full cost control for users, vehicle manufacturers, and services 
providers, traditional data roaming approaches cannot be sustained. Operators are there-
fore teaming up in international alliances to provide cross-border M2M services without 
roaming fees. Another approach is to establish an intermediary MVNO, i.e. a virtual 
operator that aggregates connectivity by subcontracting ‘real’ operators in each serviced 
country, and who also handles the subscriber management. 

If global network connectivity can be offered via a contract with a single M(V)NO, 
in theory a single global subscription is sufficient to authenticate vehicles to the oper-
ator. However, this implies network provider lock-in, a situation that OEMs want to 
avoid, as the life time of a car series can easily exceed 15 years. Therefore, options to 
re-provision subscriptions during vehicle lifetime via remote management processes 
are required. Similar flows are imposed e.g. if a car is sold internationally.  

When car vendors or service providers work with multiple MNOs across different 
countries, the target network operator is typically not known at production time, im-
plying that the subscription must be bound to a preferred, typically national MNO 
after car delivery. This feature is also referred to as late binding. 

Telecommunication operators and vendors have reacted to these industry require-
ments. Standardization efforts during recent years in 3GPP [8], GSMA [9] and ETSI 
[10] have recently resulted in the definition of requirements and solutions for a provi-
sioning chain that supports late binding, re-provisioning and the transfer of subscrip-
tions. To ensure a highly tamper-proof solution, subscription credentials must only be 
stored in trusted environments (TRE). This can be a standard UICC as used in mobile 
phones today, or an embedded UICC (eSIM) soldered to the connectivity platform. 
Operators and players in the automotive domain prefer the latter smart card platform. 

In proof-of-concept projects with OEM suppliers, the viability and strong security 
of flexible subscription provisioning solutions could be validated, using different TRE 
platforms such as UICC and integrated communication module. Standardization of 
eSIM-based provisioning solutions is expected to fully conclude within 2012. 
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CVP Abstraction Layer and end-to-end Service Integration 
While native clients and applications are tailor-made for the hardware and OS specif-
ics of a given platform, the concept of an integration and abstraction layer utilizing 
Java and OSGi technologies allows deploying different types of software bundles on 
top of a flexible, extendable and remotely manageable deployment environment. 

South-bound the abstraction layer adapts to OEM specific hardware APIs (e.g. for 
access to CAN bus information), while the north-bound integration layer for OEM-
independent service bundles enables efficient development, integration and also up-
dates during vehicle life-time. In the same way, the CVP integration and abstraction 
layer can be flexibly extended for new hardware devices and their specific APIs. 

An example is a content and data management bundle, enabling efficient collec-
tion, aggregation and communication of vehicular data from multiple car sensors and 
devices, for example speed, location or diagnostics data.  

In the service backend, corresponding service enablers communicate directly with 
their counterparts on the CVP. These service enablers in turn provide APIs for the 
development, composition and execution of business solutions, utilizing dedicated 
development tools and execution environments. Following the example above, the 
content management and aggregation components support to make the aggregated 
data from numerous vehicles available to local services hosted in a service delivery 
platform (SDP) or to 3rd party service providers through data warehousing. Optional-
ly, data can be processed and anonymized before exposure.  

The enforcement of certain Quality of Service (QoS) levels addresses the require-
ment to prioritize certain types of traffic (e.g. safety-relevant traffic information) and 
to delay others (e.g. remote diagnostics information). Thereby, QoS levels can be 
assigned as required per service or SLA, and the system can also be off-loaded during 
busy hours. This is supported by a generic scheduling function in the service enable-
ment layer. As one corner stone of Ericsson’s smart pipe solution, the scheduler car-
ries out the planning and control when and how to retrieve or send data, based on 
different input derived from SLAs, service owners and metrics like for example time-
of-day, network load, and geographic distribution. 

Service Life-Cycle Management and Application Stores 
Software and service life-cycle management supports the update of native and Ja-
va/OSGi software components from a remote software management service.  

Application stores are applications on top of a Service Delivery Platform (SDP) 
that aggregate and deliver applications, and manage the charging and settlement of 
transactions. Combining the software and service life cycle management with the 
application store results in a smart, safe and vendor controlled deployment of services 
and applications. Based on open web standards and APIs, open car application stores 
enable developers to reach a new attractive customer base. The application store itself 
is in general agnostic to a car maker brand, although applications may be optimized 
for specific human-machine interfaces. This opens up for new revenue streams for all 
ecosystem partners. 

Content can be presented in a tailor-made way to in-vehicle clients, taking capabili-
ties such as screen size, resolution and I/O devices into account. While OEMs will 
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typically take care of the HMI, generic interfaces can be provided ensuring a proper 
presentation to a wide device range, without forcing the developer to take care. Rules 
for driver distraction can be enforced in a way that traffic safety is enhanced. Several 
industry initiatives are working on these issues, e.g. Genivi [16], CE4A [17] and Car 
Connectivity Consortium [18]. 

The application store is not only attractive to developers, but to car OEMs as well. 
Branded application stores can for example provide additional services or limit offers 
to their customer base, e.g. additional engine power could be bought for a weekend. 
They can also be hosted by different providers (e.g. network management centers, 
customer care centers, ad brokers), thereby enabling completely new business models. 

Road Hazard Warnings Distributed with GeoMessaging as Example 
The distribution of Road Hazard Warnings depends - as various other vehicle applica-
tions and services – on accurate geographic information, and data distribution rather 
to a specific geographical area than to specific individual vehicle. As an efficient  
method for location-based distribution of information, while assuring privacy for the 
individual users, we propose GeoMessaging as an addition to the known methods of 
unicast, broadcast and multicast. As proof of concept of the proposed end-to-end ITS 
system architecture, we have developed a Road Hazard Warning service, a Geo-
Messaging enabler and further components for the whole chain from development, via 
distribution, deployment and provisioning to operation, and presented it at major in-
ternational conferences. 

A content and data management bundle and a GeoMessaging bundle are down-
loaded and provisioned on top of the CVP integration layer from an OEM specific app 
store. The first one utilizes information, originating from car sensors and provided 
through OEM specific APIs, to identify vehicle or road hazards, and takes care for the 
immediate transmission of the geo-tagged warning information to a hazard informa-
tion aggregation enabler in the service backend. The latter one forwards GeoMessag-
ing area information to the GeoMessaging enabler in the backend. On reception of 
certain hazard information, the Road Hazard Warning service, running on the SDP, 
uses the GeoMessaging enabler to immediately distribute the warning information to 
all vehicles in the same GeoMessaging area. 

Utilizing generic APIs of the CVP integration and abstraction layer, the introduced 
bundles can be deployed in any corresponding car. The received warning information 
can be used by in-built HMI devices, or by portable user devices connected locally to 
the CVP. At the same time the remote software management allows software main-
tenance during the life time of the car.  

Our grid based solution can be integrated in today’s cellular networks, utilizing 
particular strengths as wide-area coverage, low latencies and cellular structure to 
achieve minimal location updates and time-critical delivery of information to a mas-
sive amount of clients in specific geographical areas. Simulations show that millions 
of vehicles can be served in an area matching the size of Germany with a delay of just 
a few hundred ms [7]. 
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4 Summary and Conclusions 

Fueled by consumer benefits, new business opportunities and regulatory demand, 
vehicle communications is already one of the key connectivity growth drivers in the 
M2M arena. Cellular networks have proven to be capable of addressing a wide range 
of ITS services at limited investment risks. 

A number of road blocks still have to be removed along the path towards an open, 
flexible and scalable industry ecosystem. In this paper, we have presented an end-to-
end solution approach, spanning across in-vehicle networking and vehicle gateway, 
connectivity and service enablers, all the way to application stores and APIs for the 
integration of 3rd party services. We have described selected technology enablers, 
including remote subscription management, flexible service and software lifecycle 
management, geomessaging and open service delivery platforms. 

Via a number of prototyping projects with key industry partners we could verify 
that a layered and component-based solution approach supports easy integration, 
reuse and extendibility of services in vehicles using a single gateway integration 
layer. Other efforts looked into CVP platform issues and flexible subscription provi-
sioning. 

The ITS industry is progressing towards a new telematics and infotainment servic-
es ecosystem. The presented solutions will be further explored in consumer, business 
and technology trials during 2012, while further research will be conducted for exam-
ple in the area of heterogeneous access technologies and architectures for open data 
exchange and brokering. 
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Abstract. The configuration of security mechanisms in automotive on-
board networks makes it necessary to define and deploy adapted security
policies. This paper discusses how to design policy engines that imple-
ment an effective enforcement in such architectures despite the complex-
ity of the protocol stacks of on-board electronic control units. It also
evaluates how policies expressed in XACML can be adapted to the auto-
motive environment efficiency requirements despite the limited compu-
tational power of those units and network bandwidth limitations.

Keywords: Security Policy, XACML, ASN.1, On-Board Policy Engine.

1 Introduction

The changing requirements of automation have triggered a tremendous evolution
in automotive on-board systems, making vehicular communication a central fea-
ture of modern vehicles. Vehicular on-board networks have long been designed
with safety rather than security concerns. The security of bus systems was, to
a great extent, achieved through obscurity. Recognized security solutions must
now be used in order to mitigate the attacks that recent studies on those archi-
tectures have shown to be possible [16] or [25], [14], [33]. Secure communication
is a basic need in such architectures and should at least ensure some form of
authentication to participants.

Research we conducted in the past 3 years in the European funded project
EVITA [21] has been specifically addressing those requirements and appropriate
solutions for vehicular on-board networks. This project features a comprehen-
sive security architecture solution covering all aspects of on-board communica-
tion (data protection, secure communication, secure and tamper proof execution
platform for applications). The security mechanisms that we have defined in this
project are in particular coordinated by a security policy aiming at both net-
working and cryptographic material security. Due to the extended lifetime of
vehicles and the need to service them and therefore replace ECUs, it is manda-
tory that this policy might be updated. We focus in this paper on the networking
security policy and discuss how it can be implemented efficiently.

We have approached this problem through the combination of cryptographic
protocols and trusted computing, the latter ensuring the binding of the former
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Fig. 1. Automotive on-board network architecture

to a known platform. This is achieved by associating a hardware security mod-
ule (or HSM) to every ECU, as illustrated in Figure 1. The security policy to
be applied in a vehicle is the combination of an invariant policy for the usage
control of cryptographic credentials of electronic control units, and a flexible net-
working security policy. The credential usage control policy is enforced by the
HSM [27] and possibly through the virtualization of the ECUs if applications
on the same ECU have to be segregated. In contrast, the networking security
policy is enforced by all network elements. Those elements first consist in the
protocol stacks implemented at the different ECUs: those stacks implement se-
cure protocols for transport, diagnosis, firmware update, key distribution (see for
instance [28]), policy distribution, or even system boot; they have to be linked
with the keys initially bound to ECUs by the HSM, which provides trusted au-
thentication as the building block for all those protocols. The interconnection
gateways between the different communication buses of the vehicle, or the V2X
communication units, or even the tools used to diagnose and service vehicles
constitute other network elements where policy enforcement can be done, based
on trusted authentication or other security mechanisms like traffic filtering or
secure logging.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the
security policy enforcement architecture, and in what way the security policy
supports the flexible deployment and enforcement of the networking security
policy. Section 3 discusses how XACML is being used to define the flexible part
of such a security policy. Section 4 presents and analyzes performance figures
for our policy engine. Section 5 reviews the capabilities of existing access con-
trol frameworks in comparison with our own system, with respect to the policy
interpretation and enforcement. Finally, the paper summarizes the results that
we achieved regarding on-board access control.

2 Security Policy Enforcement Architecture

We first describe the architecture that was adopted in [32] to enforce modular
access control. The policy engine, which can be flexibly updated, is deployed
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Fig. 2. PDM and PEP deployment

within the automotive system environment. The policy that it enforces is de-
fined as a mandatory policy for all communication in the vehicle at a backend
system and is transferred to the vehicle. The policy engine is composed of two
main components i) A Policy Decision Point (PDP), following the terminology
used in XACML, and ii) Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). Within the scope
of EVITA, both components are implemented as a proof of concept within the
EMVY middleware framework defined in [6]. EMVY uses a distributed master-
client architecture and provides component based templates for introducing se-
curity relevant mechanisms for securing communication between ECUs within a
vehicle. The PDP is implemented by a component termed the Policy Decision
Module (PDM). PEPs are instead implemented at various components of the
middleware, as described below. The policy decision module is used as a cen-
tralized module accessible from different domains and application as shown in
figure 2.

2.1 Policy Enforcement Points

Policy enforcement points (PEP) have to be deployed together with a PDP.
PEPs handle access, or communication, or boot sequence validation requests for
instance and have to enforce policy based decisions. Access control in vehicular
embedded IT infrastructures has for instance traditionally been developed us-
ing a single enforcement point. However, in our fine grained architecture, policy
enforcement has to rely on a series of such PEPs at different parts of the com-
munication stacks and middleware, as well as at application level. For instance,
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Table 1. Software Security Modules and Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs)

Security Mod-
ule

Module Description Policy Enforcement Point
(PEP)

Communication
Control Module
(CCM)

Handles all communication
functionality between EMVY
nodes and internal modules.

enforce the filtering policies which
act as firewall. Rule enforcement
will be based mainly on transport-
layer parameters but also on
application-layer information.

Entity Authen-
tication Module
(EAM)

provides authentication, single
sign-on/ sign-out security ser-
vices.

enforce the policy based login and
authentication services (e.g., pass-
word, smartcard).

Key Management
Module (KMM)

Distribution of fresh crypto-
graphic key material among
clients.

enforce the key generation and
group communication security
rules.

Platform In-
tegrity Module
(PIM)

Enhancement of platform secu-
rity by supplying runtime plat-
form integrity

rule enforcement regarding valid
boot integrity measurements.

Secure Storage
Module (SSM)

Cryptographic storage opera-
tions for applications.

enforce the secure storage/access of
data security rules (i.e. encrypt the
storage device or, can encrypt data
objects individually).

Security Watch-
Dog (SWD)

Intrusion detection and man-
agement services.

policy enforcement rely on a set of
rules consists of a attack pattern
and an action.

deciding on access control for some RPC request requires first allowing network
traffic between the communicating parties, then distributing the proper session
keys through the key distribution mechanism, then authenticating the communi-
cation channel using these keys, then finally making sure that the RPC request
can be performed by the entity authenticated at the transport layer. A list of
the enforcement points deployed in the car is presented in Table 1.

2.2 Handling Policy Decisions

The policy decision point decides based on security policies whether or not ac-
cess to a particular resource is granted. The decision of the PDP is then enforced
by the policy enforcement point (PEP) which drops a message, forwards a mes-
sage or modifies a message (e.g., encrypts the message with the cryptographic
key of the destination ECU) according to the security policy. A policy decision
point usually acts autonomously in its domain where he is assigned and makes
decisions in response to an authorization request. By default, a PEP actively
queries the PDP for every decision. For instance, an EMVY remote client ap-
plication (C2X application in figure 2) queries the PDM at the EMVY Master
Node for each authorization request. However, a PEP could be pre-configured
by the PDM (autonomous PEP). Such an autonomous PEP would act as an
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ancillary PDP, mostly based on static or cached security decisions, and possibly
parameterized decisions depending on security information that are available lo-
cally. For instance, during the secure bootstrapping phase, the SSM-PEP acts
as an autonomous PEP and decides based on its local policy whether the PDP
is allowed to load security policies.

3 Security Policy Expression

As we explained, the onboard network policy has to describe how to configure
very different security mechanisms. After exploring several alternatives includ-
ing drafting our own policy language, we decided on building upon the XACML
[17] access control language, obviously for expressing the access control rules of
our security policy, such as the definition of secure communication groups and
related authorizations at the RPC level, but as well as a more general policy
language. XACML provides a flexible and modular way to define and enforce
policies, and its decision/enforcement model fits well in distributed environ-
ments, even for the on-board embedded system of a vehicle. XACML provides
an interchangeable policy format, support for the fine grained description of
resources, can describe conditional rights, supports policy combination and con-
flict resolution. Another important aspect regarding the choice of XACML as
our policy language was its independence from a specific implementation and the
large number of tools for writing and analyzing any policy. In the case of specific
configurations, XACML is flexible enough to represent different security profiles.
For instance, the XACML Policy element can be used in order to encapsulate
complex firewall rules comprising multiple attributes, the source IP address/port
numbers being specified in the XACML Subject element for instance, and the
destination IP address/port number being mapped to the XACML Resource
element. In a similar way, the XACML Rule element can be used to represent
distinct firewall rules.

However, due to the embedded nature of the on-board system and its func-
tional and non-functional constraints [18], [15], it is not feasible to transmit,
process, or store XML-based policies in the car. For instance, for the ubiqui-
tous CAN bus, which is operated at around 500kbit/s and offers 8 bytes of data
payload per packet, verbose formats like XML would constitute a hardly justifi-
able increase of the bus load. To cope with the above-mentioned limitations, we
defined a binary-based security policy language that consumes less bandwidth,
is fast to process, and requires less memory (see Section 4 for a performance
analysis). We called this representation the Policy decision module Native Lan-
guage (PNL). The purpose of the PNL is not to define yet another access control
policy language but rather to provide an alternative interchangeable format for
XACML policies, that can be used where performance is an issue. We built PNL
on ASN.1 standards [31]. These standards are adopted in a wide range of ap-
plication domains, as in aviation systems for traffic control, mobile networks,
network management, secure emails, fast web services, etc., [31]. PNL makes use
of these standards, describes a serialized representation of XACML policies in
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binary format, and ensures that the XACML structure is preserved during seri-
alization. In order to do so, a XACML schema is mapped into a corresponding
ASN.1 definition (see listing 1.1). This mapping is based on the ITU-T X.694
standard (Mapping from XML Schemas to ASN.1 modules) [30].

1 XACML DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN
2 /* XACML Policy Defintion */
3 PolicyType ::= SEQUENCE {
4 ...
5 ruleCombiningAlgId UTF8String,
6 target Target,
7 choice-list SEQUENCE OF CHOICE {
8 ...
9 rule Rule

10 } OPTIONAL,
11 obligations Obligations OPTIONAL
12 }
13 Policy ::= PolicyType
14 /* XACML Target Definition */
15 TargetType ::= SEQUENCE {
16 subjects Subjects OPTIONAL,
17 resources Resources OPTIONAL,
18 actions Actions OPTIONAL,
19 environments Environments OPTIONAL
20 }
21 Target ::= TargetType
22 ...
23 /* XACML Rule Defintion */
24 RuleType ::= SEQUENCE {
25 effect EffectType,
26 ruleId UTF8String,
27 description Description OPTIONAL,
28 target Target OPTIONAL,
29 condition Condition OPTIONAL
30 }
31 Rule ::= Rule
32 ...
33
34 END

Listing 1.1. Excerpt of a Policy decision module Native Language (PNL) based
on ASN.1 Definition. An excerpt of serialized policy using listing 1.1 is presented
in Fig.3.

We have implemented the XACML to PNL mapping engine. In our architec-
ture, this encoder resides at the OEM’s backend system. The mapping engine is
responsible for serializing security policies into the PNL format and then trans-
mitting it to the vehicle. During the serialization process each security policy
is verified against a XACML schema. Upon a successful validation, the security
policy is serialized into a specific ASN.1 encoding scheme. Due to constraints
from other components (e.g., low level drivers, HSM interfaces, etc.) which em-
ploy the ASN.1 DER encoding [29], the security policies are also serialized using
DER encoding rules. However, a more efficient binary encoding such as Packed
Encoding Rules (PER) can be used if needed. We anticipate that using PER
encoding scheme would further enhance performance and latency results.
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3.1 Security Policy Configuration

From the on-board PNL configuration perspective, our high-level goal is to auto-
configure security policies and appoint access rules from the vehicle ignition
stage. This implies that security policy are deserialized during secure bootstrap-
ping phase, while also recognizing an explicit configuration procedures, after
secure bootstrapping phase, in order to load new/update policies (i.e., instal-
lation of new application with its policy set or update existing policy). Note
that the new policy set or security rules which may have an impact on the ba-
sic safety of the vehicle are always configured during next vehicle start cycle.
Adding/updating safety critical rules while vehicle is running may cause safety
critical problems, depending on the security policy responsible for.
In our implementation stack, the bootstrapping protocols are defined to ensure
the secure initialization of all security modules and components ( see figure 2).
On a certain point of the boot strapping procedure, the boot chain send an ini-
tialization call to the PDP(s) to load all PNL based security policies (i.e., group
communication policy) from its policy database. Note that these security policies
are stored in the Secure Storage Module (SSM), which enforces confidentiality,
integrity, authenticity, and freshness mechanisms. Thus, require proper authen-
tication and access rights to access these policies. Since during boot strapping
process, SSM cannot ask PDP for a decision when PDP is opens/reads from
its policy database (which is also stored via SSM), it has to make autonomous
decisions. A detail description of autonomous decisions (autonomous PEP) is dis-
cussed in section 2.1. On successful verification of access rights, the SSM allow
the PDP(s) to read policy set from its policy database. Regarding the integrity
of policies, we rely on the security solutions enforced by SSM. However for the
policy validation attempt in our prototype implementation, we enforced, that

Fig. 3. PDM: On-board policy deserialization and configuration
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a vehicle will only be started in case of successful configuration of all PDP/au-
tonomous PEP(s) with respective security policies and the vehicle will shutdown
momentarily otherwise.

4 Performance Analysis

We have analyzed the performance of the PNL as well as the memory consump-
tion of different policies by varying the number of elements and attributes used.
Performance has a special importance with respect to the user experience in au-
tomotive environments, where the time to load and configure security policies,
and to assess authorization request and response time is a critical issue when
the driver waits for his vehicle to start. The deserialization and configuration of
authorization/security policies must be performed before receiving any request
from a PEP. Hence, the configuration of these security policy is significantly
contributing to the overall responsiveness of the policy decision and enforcement
at startup time.

4.1 Performance Analysis: Technical Approach

In order to evaluate our results against other XML based access control poli-
cies, we are comparing our results with different XML parsers. There have been
numerous benchmark studies towards the evaluation of XML parsers [3], [8],
[13], [2], [34], [26]. These benchmarks cover several aspects of XML parsing such
as performance, schema validation, DOM manipulation, XML security, etc. We
used these benchmarks in order to select an agile XML parser implemented in
the same language as our own (C/C++), and to run a comparison with our
ASN.1 encoded policies. Several lightweight C/C++ XML libraries [3], [2], [1]
have been developed for low power devices, with fast parsing capabilities. For
instance, the pugixml library enables extremely fast, convenient, and memory-
efficient XML document processing. It consists of a DOM-like interface with
rich traversal and modification capabilities. However, since pugixml has a DOM
parser, it cannot process XML documents that do not fit in memory; also the
parser is not a schema validating parser [3], which is a mandatory requirement
in our case, for obvious security as well as safety reasons, such as to prevent
software compromises.

4.2 Experimental Setup and Results

Based on results of these benchmarks and these specific constraints, we decided to
evaluate our results with the Gnome XML toolkit (libxml) [4]. According to the
XMLBench Project [8], libxml is the fastest toolkit that has a rich enough set of
features. We have generated several XACML policies with various sizes using the
UMU XACML editor. The policy tickets are than transformed into a correspond-
ing PNL description, as described in section 3. We have set up a testing environ-
ment in order to compare the scalability of our parser with libxml. All presented
performance results were obtained using a 64 bit Mac OS X 10.7.2 on a MacBook
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(a). Comparison of XML and PNL
security policies, with different elements
and attributes, in terms of size (bytes) of
policy data

(b). Speed up analysis of about 25-200
XML and PNL security policies, where
single security policy is constitute of 21
XACML Policy Elements.

Fig. 4. Size of data and increase in speed up factor

Pro with 8GB of RAM and a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7 processor. All tests were run
in a single user mode without any system services running. We followed the as-
sumptions outlined in [8]: for instance, the time spent to initialize the toolkits is
not counted in these results, in order to compare our results with this benchmark.
The measurements consist in several latency results which show that the parsing
of a PNL encoded policy is lighter and enables a much faster parsing and config-
uration of security policies. Figure 4.a compares the parsing time with different
policy sizes, in which the PNL encoded policy parsing is approximately a third
of the XML policy. For 2364 elements (2898 attributes) in a single XACML pol-
icy, the PNL encoded policy amounts to 42,368 bytes and the XML encoded one
to 152,817 bytes. In the eight tests presented on Figure 4.b, we parsed a single
XML policy (21 Elements, 22 Attributes) up to 200 times to understand the scal-
ability. This resulted in parsing times of 0.25ms. In contrast, deserializing using
the PNL encoded security policy 200 times takes approximately 0.015ms. Parsing
with the PNL encoding is thus about 16 times faster that with an XML based en-
coding. If we scale up the above presented comparison results for modern ECUs
which might only contain 32 bits, 40-MHz to 60 MHz processor [11], the parsing
time for 200 PNL policies in an average ECU takes up to 1.05ms. Whereas, the
same XML based policies requires approximately 17.5ms. Furthermore, a link to
the maximum computational delay to provide safety applications (also related to
the maximum number of signature verifications per second) might also highlight
the need of such fast and scalable binary based policy language.

5 Related Work

There has been a quite remarkable progress in the area of access control archi-
tecture for automotive networks [10], [7], [20], but they appear to have succeeded
mostly in terms of requirement specification or have been only concerned with
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security policies for protecting V2X communications. Gerlach et al. [12] present
a C2C communication solution integrating several previous proposals [23], [24],
[19] for secure vehicular communications [7]. These proposals consider the car
mostly as a single entity, communicating with other cars using secure protocols
and thus essentially aim at communication specific security policies enforced at
the Communication Unit of the vehicle. Our approach in contrast treats both
the expression of V2X and intra-vehicle security policies uniformly. The EASIS
project [10] defines a central gateway, a sort of firewall, that is configured so that
it denies all data traffic from the external interfaces (e.g. C2C/C2I or Telem-
atics) as a default. Unfortunately, like [7] this proposal is also limited to V2X
security policy enforcement and not accompanied by any further analysis of the
particular requirements/limitation of an in-vehicle architecture with respect to
security policies. Zrelli et al. [35] proposed a security framework for the vehicular
communication infrastructure implementing access control at both the data link
layer and the network layer. However, the proposed solution is solely based on
a central policy decision and enforcement module. A single failure in this mod-
ule may compromise the overall security of the on-board network. Furthermore,
this solution is obviously only handling V2X security policy enforcement at the
gateway level.

For in-vehicle architectures, numerous authors mention the need for an on-
board access control architecture [16], [22], [5]. However, very few solutions have
been proposed. A recent security analysis [16] has shown that the risk of attacks
on vehicle on-board systems is not anymore of theoretic nature. It depicts several
scenarios where access control is either weak or simply not considered, like the
firmware update process, which may compromise the overall security of the on-
board network, yet no security architecture is described in this work. In [5],
a set of cryptographic protocols are discussed to support vehicular use-cases.
However, regarding access control, this intra-vehicle security tool box is also
limited to the only specification of an API, without any detail about the policy
decision engine, practical matters regarding the enforcement architecture, nor
implementation perspectives.

Chutorash et al. [9] propose an approach for integrating firewalls in a vehicle
communication bus. Firewalls are integrated between application software and
between vehicle components. In their approach, filtering rules are applied only
on user’s request, and commands sent from the HMI, preventing unauthorized
access to vehicle components. We see that the practicality of this approach is
largely limited by the fact that: i) rule enforcement is limited to firewall rules
and more specifically only to user commands. However, in an automotive system,
different entities (i.e., security modules as discussed in section 2) are themselves
requesters ii) rules are statically defined and remain the same over the vehi-
cle lifetime, and iii) the constraints of embedded vehicular networks regarding
notably the policy transmission, processing, or storage and the practical imple-
mentation of the proposed approach, are again left out. The OVERSEE Project
[22] aims among other objectives at in-vehicle firewall configuration and appli-
cation level access control using XML based configuration rules. As of now, this
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project has just begun and no result is available, thus we cannot evaluate the
practicality of this approach. However, according to our experience, the per-
formance of verbose formats like XML in a constrained environment has to be
closely watched.

6 Conclusion

We have exposed in this paper in what respect the complexity of automotive on-
board network architectures and their evolution involve a complex expression of
the security policy. Today’s automobiles are a perfect example of a system whose
security relies on the combination of many different enforcement points in the
vehicle on-board network and even in every electronic control unit’s communi-
cation stack. The role of a security policy in this context is to link the trusted
computing base and the trusted credentials it stores with enforcement mecha-
nisms, as well as to connect enforcement mechanisms together. We are taking
advantage of the extensibility of XACML subjects to associate attributes, and
in particular the means to perform a trusted authentication of electronic control
units: this mechanism is at the core of the EVITA approach. The performance
of the policy parsing is also very important in a vehicle. We described how the
XACML policy can be encoded in ASN.1 in order to make it fit better the
resource constrained environment of a vehicle. The policy engine described in
this paper was finally deployed in the EVITA project demonstrator - two cars
equipped with the EVITA HSMs and software framework - and was successfully
used for network filtering, configuring secure group communication, and RPC
level access control.
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Abstract. The provisioning of security for highly dynamic wireless networks, 
as for Car2X applications is still a major topic, as very specific requirements 
have to be solved. Those include a perfect privacy level and advanced real-time 
behavior, and the necessity to work with a public infrastructure (PKI) to support 
secure authentication.  

This contribution analyzes these requirements, discusses the existing ap-
proaches, performs a gap analysis and elaborates on proposals to fill these gaps. 
It describes work in progress within the KoFAS-initiative for the development 
of a cooperative pedestrian protection system (CPPS). 

Keywords: car2x networks, security, privacy, PKI. 

1 Introduction 

In general, precise perception of the vehicle’s environment is an essential requirement 
for all preventive vehicle safety systems. For example, today’s advanced driver assis-
tance systems (ADAS) are based on on-board environment perception sensors.  

Cooperative systems may be used alone or in conjunction with image-based sys-
tems, like e.g. [3] [1]. The technology can also be used for an omnidirectional percep-
tion system for pre-crash safety and as sensor support for intersection safety. Those 
systems are designed around or based on car2x-communication technologies, such as 
IEEE802.11p [4], the “IEEE 1609 Family of Standards for Wireless Access in Vehi-
cular Environment (WAVE)” [5]or similar activities in Europe [6], where the higher 
layers are defined by the Car2Car Communication Consortium [7].  

One of these extensions, are developed within the research project Ko-TAG, which 
is part of the research initiative Ko-FAS (Kooperative Sensorik und kooperative Per-
zeption für die Präventive Sicherheit im Straßenverkehr, [8]), initiated in 2009. Here, 
a solution has been proposed, which enriches the current IEEE802.11p protocols, 
enables it for additional application scenarios, and has been designed to work as an 
add-on subsystem, which may be seamlessly integrated into IEEE802.11p-based car-
to-X-communication. The proposed subsystem protocol combines communication 
and localization [9]. 

Various approaches have been developed in order to answer the needs for network 
security and privacy of these systems. Two actual projects should be mentioned. The 
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goal of PRECIOSA (Privacy Enabled Capability in Co-operative Systems and Safety 
Applications) is to demonstrate that co-operative systems can comply with future 
privacy regulations by demonstrating that an example application can be endowed 
with technologies for suitable privacy protection of the location related data of indi-
viduals [10]. PRESERVE (Preparing Secure Vehicle-to-X Communication Systems) 
[11] contributes to the security and privacy of future vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-
to-infrastructure communication systems by addressing critical issues like perfor-
mance, scalability, and deployability of V2X security systems. 

This contribution analyses the special requirements for this extension (cf. ch. 2), 
presents existing approaches (cf. ch. 4), performs a gap analysis and elaborates on 
proposals to fill these gaps (cf. cg. 5). 

2 Ko-FAS System Overview 

The Ko-TAG project concentrates on the development of a cooperative sensor net-
work between vehicles and vulnerable road users (VRU). Its objective is to add value 
to existing passive driver assistance systems such as radar- or camera-based systems. 
At the one hand, this requires to enable the localization of foreign targets even when 
losing line of sight or in scenarios with multiple objects requiring prioritization. One 
the other hand the cooperative sensor network provides valuable additional informa-
tion about the localized target such as its movement parameters or even entire move-
ment patterns that support the accident prediction algorithms at the higher layers. 
Since those networks in the Car2X environment are highly dynamic the actual topol-
ogy can change within short time periods regarding to the number of network partici-
pants and the reaction time of the system the different scenarios are handled by an 
underlying net-work communication protocol allowing a prioritization of connected 
devices and therefore affect the measurement update rate. 

Within the Ko-TAG-architecture, it is anticipated that vehicles are equipped with 
an On-Board Unit (OBU), which communicates with a SafeTAG (ST). This ST can 
be given to any secondary partner. In its original purpose, a VRU is equipped with a 
ST. In addition, if the ST is given to another vehicle, a significant extension of the 
project scope with regard to omnidirectional safety will be achieved. The integration 
of infrastructure, i.e. at intersections, could further improve the functionality and the 
accuracy of the system. This intersection use case is currently addressed in a neighbor 
project (Ko-PER) and can eventually be extended by the Ko-TAG communication 
and localization. Fig. 1 shows the potential links between traffic objects.  

The cooperative sensor system developed in the Ko-TAG project consists of On-
Board units (OBU) and transponders called SafeTAGs (ST). The sensor concept al-
lows for a selective localization of STs and a selective communication link between 
localization units and STs for an efficient use of the available bandwidth (link (2) in 
Fig. 2). Furthermore there is a lightly modified version of the ST that can be con-
nected to an OBU via a TCP/IP link to provide omnidirectional safety amongst vehi-
cles (link (3) in Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. Supported topologies within the Ko-TAG project; dotted lines show the potential addi-
tional links within the overall Ko-FAS approach 
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As of writing this contribution, the project is still on its way – also with many func-
tional challenges. However, the project should pave the way also towards a secure 
operation of the communication links. Therefore, this contribution describes the cur-
rent level of discussion within the project – and will report later on its developments. 

3 Requirements 

3.1 Security Objectives 

Literature mainly describes six legacy security objectives [13] [1], which will be de-
nominated as parameters within the course of this document. In [14], trustworthy 
dissemination of data shall include the following aspects, which are then discussed 
with regard to the anticipated application: 

• integrity of messages includes the aspect that data “is delivered as sent” and is not 
manipulated during the communication process, 

• authenticity ensuring two aspects: The first is around the trustworthiness of the 
device itself, the second concentrates on the trustworthiness of the communicated 
data, e.g. by false injection attack. 
Basically, a mutual authentication between both sides of the communication is re-
quired. As a trade-off, one could argue that from application point of view, it is es-
pecially important to perform rapid and reliable authentication at the vehicle unit, 
as there, reaction times can be seen as much more critical, and abuse could lead to 
more serious consequences as in the case of a pedestrian. 
In order to avoid misunderstanding, the aforementioned shall not say that the situa-
tion at the other object, i.e. a pedestrian should not be verified, however, as speed 
and level of distraction is much lower, a higher false-alarm rate could be accepted. 

• access control restricts the access to the device and to the communication elements, 
and is mostly a characteristics of node architecture. 

• confidentiality allows only authenticated users or devices to understand the mean-
ing of the communicated data. It is general understanding that eSafety information 
shall be openly shared to improve traffic efficiency and road safety [14]. Messages 
need to be authentic, but their contents needn’t be encrypted. 

• availability of the system, i.e. timely delivery is of key performance for the per-
formance of the systems (real-time behaviour). The availability must be met under 
conditions of scalability (cf. ch. 3.3), but must also be secured for Denial of Ser-
vice (DoS) threats. DoS may be either produced by an unintentional failure or ma-
licious action forms a severe security risk in any distributed system. 

• privacy, the protection against typical privacy-infringing malicious profiling or 
accidental eavesdropping. 

3.2 Environmental and Architectural Conditions 

Services 
In VANETs two different service categories dominate: Services provisioned by a 
dedicated server infrastructure, in the following referred to as platform services, and 
decentralized ad hoc services primarily using broadcast based information dissemina-
tion, in the following referred to as VANET services [15]. 
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Devices and Their Characteristics 
The communication system consists of three types of devices: devices at the roadside 
(road-side unit, RSU), devices at a vehicle and devices at other objects. 

It is a common assumption that devices at the roadside or the vehicle might be 
trusted tamper-resistant hardware security devices (HSD) that has computation capa-
bilities to calculate private/public keys [16]. The HSD is preferably to be reconfigur-
able such that it can be reconfigured by down loading data from the central CA [16].  

The other object might be as “simple” as a pedestrian. Simple in this context means  

• it might have severe restrictions with regard to energy, 
• it might have severe restrictions to cost, and 
• above all, the likely situation that no connection to the internet can be taken as 

granted.  
 

However, this last restriction might be relevant for all three kinds of devices. Also 
vehicle or road-side unit (RSU), which might be equipped with mobile communica-
tion equipment, might suffer from – at least – temporal loss of Internet connectivity. 

Authorities 
In many systems, a trust domain is used, which could be managed by a regional trans-
portation authority (RTA). This trust domain allows the assignment of a system pub-
lic/private key pair to each legitimate user for authentication purpose. 

3.3 Functional Requirements 

In addition to the objectives and characteristics described in ch. 3.1 and 3.2, two more 
requirements must be regarded, which are specific to CPPS  

• scalability: Obviously, the number of communication nodes in the system increases 
significantly, if not only cars, but also infrastructure and pedestrians are communi-
cating – and therefore must be secured.  

• real-time behavior: The time conditions of the Ko-FAS systems is much more time 
critical than legacy C2C-communication schemes. This is valid with respect to two 
aspects: It concerns the time from first physical connectivity of two nodes to func-
tional communication. But it also includes the real-time behavior during communi-
cation. For the challenges described herein, the first aspect is the more demanding. 

4 Existing Solutions 

4.1 Technology Scouting 

A vast amount of literature can be found on the topic of network security in general 
[13], and of security for ad-hoc networks [17] and on the security of vehicular ad-hoc 
networks. 

As an excellent entry point, [20] provides an extensive overview on the security of 
V2X networks from the Sevecom project [18]. Two aspects shall be examined in 
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more detail, as they are crucial with regard to the requirements. Those are privacy and 
authentication. Other aspects, like secure routing are disregarded, as they are not rele-
vant for the anticipated application scenarios.  

4.2 Privacy Protection 

The objective of privacy is the protection against typical privacy-infringing malicious 
profiling or accidental eavesdropping [14]. 

Basic Techniques 
In general, location privacy protection schemes for mobile networks can be classified 
as policy-based and anonymity based [21].  

In policy-based schemes [22], vehicles specify their location privacy preferences as 
policies and trust that the third party location-based service (LBS) providers adhere to 
these policies. 

In the anonymity-based approaches [23], the location tracking of a target vehicle 
can be mitigated by using a randomly chosen and changing identifier, called the pseu-
donym [24]. Pseudonyms can either be a set of public keys, network layer addresses 
[25], or link layer addresses [26]. Pseudonyms are generated in a predefined way such 
that the adversaries cannot link a new pseudonym to previous ones of the same vehi-
cle. The change of pseudonym denotes that the vehicle either changes its public key 
or addresses on the different layers (i.e., network and link). This approach regards 
anonymity as being untraceable between two successive locations of the target. Since 
pseudonyms cannot be linked to each other, they can provide a certain degree of pri-
vacy. In general, frequently changing pseudonyms are accepted as a solution to pro-
tecting the privacy of VANET [27].  

In doing so, it is important to have in mind that changing the pseudonym only at 
one layer may still pose a risk that an attacker can link two pseudonyms from the 
unchanged address at the other layer [21]. 

To provide privacy effectively [15], the whole system architecture has to be evalu-
ated and included in the privacy concept. In contrast to security mechanisms it is not 
sufficient for privacy to be included in one layer (e.g. application). To provide a high 
degree of anonymity the privacy concept has to ensure the so called unlinkability of 
”traces“ a node leaves behind. Since all layers in the communication stack generate 
characteristic labels, such as IP-addresses, Medium Access Control (MAC)-addresses 
or session identifiers, the privacy component has to have control over every commu-
nication layer and the generation of labels. If any label changes all other labels have 
to change as well, otherwise the messages can be linked by the unchanged label(s). 
Hence, a single privacy component has to control all involved communication- and 
label-generating blocks in the system. Otherwise no reliable privacy concept can be 
provided. 

Specific Privacy Enhancement Schemes 
Various location privacy enhancement schemes are presented in [21]: 

AMOEBA [50] can mitigate the unauthorized location tracking of vehicles by us-
ing the concept of group navigation for V2R communications and by introducing the 
random silent period between update of pseudonyms [28] for V2V communications.  
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In [29], the road network is divided into observed zones and unobserved zones 
from the viewpoint of the adversaries. Observed zones are those areas where the ad-
versaries can track the locations of the target vehicles. The unobserved zones (also 
called the mix zones) are some predetermined locations (e.g., road intersections) 
where the vehicles vary their directions, speeds, and their pseudonyms. The adversar-
ies would have difficulty in linking the vehicles that emerge from the mix zone to 
those that entered it earlier. Since the locations of mix zones are predetermined, the 
adversaries may still attempt to eavesdrop on transmissions originating from the mix-
zone area.  

In the CMIX (Cryptographic MIX-zone) [30], each vehicle obtains a public/private 
key pair from certificate authority (CA) via the road-side unit (RSU), and utilizes 
these keys to encrypt all messages while they are within the mix zone. 

The concept of location k-anonymity [31] is proposed for protecting the location 
information through spatial and temporal cloaking. In spatial cloaking, a vehicle 
broadcast its coarse-grained spatial range information when the number of vehicles 
within its range is greater than a certain threshold. In temporal cloaking, the beacon 
message will not be broadcast by the vehicle until a certain number of other vehicles 
have visited the same location. 

In [21], the concept of both grouping and mix-zone by using the neighbouring ve-
hicle density is proposed. By monitoring the neighbouring vehicle density, each vehi-
cle updates its pseudonym only when there are at least k−1 distinct neighbouring  
vehicles. 

4.3 Authentication 

Fast Authentication 
In order to support the real-time behavior, authentication schemes must be fast and 
reliable [32]. [33] proposed a predictive key distribution approach, based on pre-
distribution of the authentication key one hop ahead of the mobile station using 
neighbor graph knowledge, to reduce the delay caused by the authentication process. 
[48] proposed a fast authentication scheme using the exchange of the random nonce, 
which helps to generate a symmetric key for a mobile station to process authentication 
with a next will-be associated access point (AP). [51] proposed a pre-authentication 
scheme based on a hash chain, which is shared by a mobile station and an authentica-
tion server. The symmetric key used for the upcoming authentication can be pre-
constructed by hashing the concatenation of an element of a hash chain from the au-
thentication server and a handover key from the previous AP. 

Pseudonymous Authentication  
The basic approach to secure communication is pseudonymous authentication [35]: 
each vehicle (node) is equipped with multiple certified public keys that do not reveal 
the node identity; the vehicle uses one pseudonym at a time and after a period it aban-
dons it and switches to a new pseudonym. This way, messages signed under different 
pseudonyms cannot be linked. 

The pseudonyms can be obtained a priori or be reloaded, or generated by nodes on the 
fly [36]. In both cases, a communication transcript, under one or more pseudonyms, can 
be linked back to the long-term identity of the node that generated signed messages under 
those pseudonyms [35]. Moreover, long- or short term credentials can be revoked. 
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In [16], a widely used solution to handle the trade-off between authentication and 
privacy in VC networks is described. It is based on the digital signature of every mes-
sage before transmission using a short term public/private key pair that is completely 
independent of both the unique identifier (IDx) of the vehicle and the long term pub-
lic/private key pair (SKx, PKx) allocated to the vehicle during first registration. The 
long term identifier will be issued by a centralized certificate authority (CCA). The 
short term key pair is certified by the certificate authority (CA). The short term pub-
lic/private key pair is used for signing a very limited number, normally one, of the 
messages. The vehicle at the end of the allowed period has to switch to another cer-
tificate. Accordingly, each vehicle is equipped with a number of certified public keys 
(pseudonyms) that do not reveal the vehicle identity. The long term certificate and the 
short term certificates are maintained by the CA. More importantly, the CA keeps a 
mapping between them. Since the short term keys are independent from the unique 
identifier of the vehicle, this mechanism guarantee that messages signed with differ-
ent pseudonyms cannot be linked. 

The unique identifier, the long-term keys, the short-term keys and all other crypto-
graphic material are stored in a hardware security model (HSD) on the board of the 
vehicle.  

Anonymous Certificates 
Recently most proposals on VANET security [37] [38] [39] provide the option of 
using anonymous credentials in authentication while preserving traceability and revo-
cation once such credentials are misused. 

Anonymous certificates can be created by certificate issuers using blind signatures 
[40]. Blind signatures allow certificate issuers to digitally sign a certificate without 
knowing the content of the certificate [32]. A blind signature scheme can be imple-
mented by any common digital signature scheme, such as RSA and ElGamal. To gen-
erate a blind signature, the message is firstly blinded by a user using a blinding factor 
(a random number). The blinded message is sent to the signer, who cannot see the real 
content of the message, and the signer signs it using a standard signing algorithm. The 
signed message is returned to the user, and then the user knowing the blinding factor 
can remove it from the signature. Finally, the result (message/signature) of the blind 
signature scheme is the same as the normal signature scheme. 

Zero-Knowledge Approach 
The Zero-Knowledge approach was proposed as a promising technology in [41] how-
ever, it seems that it hasn’t found any acceptance since then. 

5 Gap Analysis and Additional Proposals 

5.1 Address Handling 

The anticipated communication flow is based on individual addressing, as are many 
network protocols. Identification hiding based on multi- or broadcasting is not suita-
ble for anticipated bidirectional communication between individual nodes.  
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Therefore, addresses for the operation in the wireless localization network shall be 
managed, so that identities can be disguised. However, this camouflage of addresses 
shall observe three important properties: 

• Addresses shall be unique. It shall be avoided under all circumstances and at all 
times that two different nodes have one identical address.  
In order to support this, within the KoTAG-project a combination of geography-
based, time-based and random addressing is proposed. Devices select addresses for 
a certain period of time, which include their GPS coordinates, a time-stamp and a 
random part.  
In order to get rid of the (already very small) probability that two devices at close 
locations and identical times choose the same random number, a verification of 
double addressing can be performed similarly to autoIP-protocol [42]. Special 
countermeasures can be activated if hidden-station problem impedes a direct su-
pervision of the channel. 

• Devices must be traceable during a certain period of time, so that the CPPS-
functionality can be supported. Address changes can be performed at regular pe-
riods in time, however, not during a critical pre-collision phase. Intrusion detection 
analyses can help to discover the attempt to keep a device constantly in a critical 
phase so that no address change is triggered. 

• Identification shall include device types, such as tag or vehicle unit. This means 
that one part of the identification remains unchanged throughout the lifetime of the 
device. However, this behavior does not endanger anonymity of the individual 
node. 

5.2 Traceability of Certificates 

One of the fundamental challenges which remain with regard to authentication is that 
authentication requires some kind of identification of nodes, with respect to the certi-
fication authority. Even in those cases, where devices have more than one certificate 
to be used, some link to the identity of the device is given, because the certification 
authority can store which certificate was provided to which station.  

In addition, the certification authority should have some proof that the device ap-
plying for a certificate is not malicious. This requires some kind of identification or 
unique information of the device. 

Attempts to have a multi-step approach with an additional trust center, comparable 
to the systems being used for credit-card authentication, help to increase the security 
level, however, still rely on the assumption that this additional trust center can be 
trusted.  

5.3 Onlineliness, Revocation Lists and Scalability  

Fundamentally, it is not required for the devices to maintain connectivity with the 
Trusted Third Party, yet it is required that the nodes in the network establish connec-
tivity to the Trusted Third Party from time to time in order to receive certificate up-
dates as well as information about black-listed certificates (certificate revocation list, 
CRL). However, the following restrictions must be taken into account, which partially 
are derived from ch. 3.3: 
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• scalability: The administration of white or black lists of certificates or devices shall 
be handled on an individual basis. This implies that these lists are directly depen-
dant from the size and the lifetime of the network. Assuming a large proliferation 
of the system, local storage or network bandwidth and real-time behavior will be at 
stake. Approaches like in [43], [44] or [45] help to alleviate, but not to solve the 
problem. 

• real-time behavior: As mentioned, real-time behavior is a key element of the antic-
ipated functionality. Online verification of a certificate typically consumes a signif-
icant time and – of course – requires online connectivity at that very moment. This 
leads to a tradeoff between communication bandwidth and local storage size vs. 
onlineliness. 

• lifetime: The more often the devices change their disguised identity the harder it 
will be to trace these devices. However, for each new identity, new certificates are 
used. This leads to another tradeoff between security and scalability. For example, 
the IEEE P1609.2 standard for (WAVE) proposes the issuance of short-lived certif-
icates to reduce the overhead of CRLs. [48] proposes to distribute temporary certif-
icates over road-side unit (RSU). Lifetime might also be restricted by number of 
(successful or unsuccessful) authentication attempts [49]. 
 

Of course, the attacks against mobile C2x-networks include the types of attacks that 
are also known for normal networks, i.e. passive and active attacks, and external and 
internal attacks. With regard to the requirements of ch. 3.1 and ch. 3.3, it becomes 
clear that an extremely hard requirement on real-time behaviour must be regarded. 
Therefore, at least, an intrusion detection system must be activated to detect blocking 
of the communication channel. 

6 Outlook 

Based on this technology scouting, a security architecture is currently under design 
and development for the KoTAG-architecture. It will be presented in the subsequent 
workshops of nets4cars. 
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Abstract. The importance of emergency response systems cannot be overem-
phasized today due to the many manmade and natural disasters in the recent 
years such as September 2001 and the recent Japan earthquake and tsunami dis-
aster. The overall cost of the Japan disaster alone is estimated to have exceeded 
300 billion USD. Transportation and telecommunications play a critical role in 
disaster response and management in order to minimize loss of human life,  
economic cost and disruptions. Our research is concerned with developing 
emergency response systems for disasters of various scales with a focus on 
transportation systems, which exploit ICT developments.  

In this paper, we leverage Intelligent Transportation Systems including Vehicu-
lar Ad hoc Networks, mobile and Cloud Computing technologies to propose an in-
telligent disaster management system. The system is intelligent because it is able to 
gather information from multiple sources and locations, including from the point of 
incident, and is able to let vehicles make effective strategies and decisions of com-
munication protocols usage. Hybrid vehicular communications based on vehicle-
to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure protocols are opportunistically exploited. 
The effectiveness of our system is demonstrated through modelling the impact of a 
disaster on a real city transport environment and comparing it with the case where 
our disaster management system was in place. We report great benefits derived 
from the adoption of our proposed system in terms of improved and balanced traf-
fic flow and smooth evacuation. 

Keywords: Disaster Management and Resilience, Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, Cloud Computing, VANETs, Mobile Communications. 

1 Introduction 

The importance and scope of emergency response systems have grown tremendously 
over the past decade in particular after September 11, 2001. Disasters, manmade and 
natural, are a cause of great economic and human losses each year throughout the 
world. The overall cost of the recent Japan earthquake and tsunami disaster alone is 
estimated to have exceeded 300 billion USD. This has driven many new initiatives 
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and programs in countries throughout the world, in particular in the US, Europe,  
Japan and China [1], [2], [3].  

A great deal of advisory and policy documents has been developed by various gov-
ernment authorities through surveys, consultations, experiences and other means of 
research [4], [5]. As an instance, ensuring the success of mass evacuations is a critical 
aspect for the Department of Transportation, in cooperation with the Department of 
Homeland Security. The main purpose is the assessment of mass evacuation plans for 
the country’s most high-threat, high-density areas, as well as the identification and 
prioritization of deficiencies on those routes that could impede evacuations [6].  

Transportation and ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) technolo-
gies play critical roles in responding to emergencies and minimising disruptions, hu-
man and socioeconomic costs. We have witnessed unprecedented advancements in 
information and communication technologies over the last few decades and the role of 
ICT technologies in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is to grow tremendous-
ly. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), sensor networks, social networks, Ve-
hicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) technologies are enabling 
transformational capabilities for transportation [7], [8]. The ability to monitor and 
manage transportation system in real-time and at high granularity has grown tremend-
ously due to sensor and vehicular network that generate huge amount of extremely 
useful data. However, many challenges in realising the ITS potential remain, includ-
ing the interworking and integration of multiple systems and data to develop and 
communicate a coherent holistic picture of transportation systems. This is particularly 
difficult given the lack of data and systems interoperability as well as the business 
models to develop such an advanced infrastructure, which requires coordination be-
tween many stakeholders and general public. 

Cloud Computing has emerged as a technology, coupled with its innovative business 
models, which has the potential to revolutionise the ICT and ITS landscape. It is already 
making a huge impact in all sectors through its low cost of entry and high interoperability 
[9]. Moreover, the technology allows one to develop reliable, resilient, agile, and incre-
mentally deployable and scalable systems with low boot-up time, and at low costs, while 
giving users access to large shared resources on demand, unimaginable otherwise. 

In this paper, we leverage the advancements in the ICT technologies ―including 
ITS, VANETs, social networks, mobile and Cloud Computing technologies― to pro-
pose an Intelligent Cloud based Disaster Management System (ICDMS) for an urban 
environment. By exploiting these latest technologies, the system is able to gather 
information from multiple sources and locations, including from the point of incident, 
and is able to make effective strategies and decisions on communication protocols in 
order to propagate the information to vehicles and other nodes in real-time.  

This work aims to (i) improve the system model by means of introducing a novel mes-
sage propagation algorithm, and (ii) validate the effectiveness of our proposed ICDMS, 
by means of extended simulation results. The previous work had only reported the road 
traffic modelling results for disaster management [10]. The effectiveness of our system is 
demonstrated through modelling the impact of a disaster on a real city transport  
environment 1 . We model two urban scenarios for disaster management (i) using  

                                                           
1  This paper focuses on disaster management although our work is broadly applicable to emer-

gency response systems of any scales, such as emergency vehicles warning system, and, in 
general to the operational and strategic management of transportation systems. 
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traditional technologies, and (ii) exploiting our intelligent, modelling and vehicular 
Cloud-based disaster management system, ICDMS. The comparison of the two scenarios 
demonstrates the effectiveness of our system in terms of the number of people evacuated 
from the city, the improved traffic flow and a balanced use of transportation resources.  

This paper is organised as follows. Section  2 provides introduction to Cloud Com-
puting and VANETs. Section  3 describes the architecture and various components of 
the proposed ICDMS. Section  4 provides an evaluation of our system and Section  5 
concludes the paper with directions for future work. 

2 Background Material 

2.1 Cloud Computing 

Cloud Computing (CC) is swiftly becoming a very attractive and foundational element in 
global enterprise computing [9]. It is believed that the foundation of CC was a result of a 
set of many pre-existing and researched concepts, i.e. distributed and grid computing, 
service oriented architectures, virtualisation, and Software as a Service [13], [14]. CC is 
an enabler of innovation and new business models in enterprise computing. There are 
several companies across a wide range of industries which implement, develop and offer 
cloud technologies. CC can be defined as web applications and server services that users 
pay for in order to access, rather than software or hardware that the users buy and install 
themselves [11]. CC offers great advantages for organisations and businesses of all sizes. 
One of the main advantages of is the fact that organisations and businesses do not need 
the infrastructure or the necessary information and knowledge to develop or maintain the 
infrastructure, as providers are taking care of all that. Moreover, CC also allows users to 
access a wide variety of applications, services, and hardware, which they might not be 
able to access otherwise.  

By using CC, organisations and businesses hugely save money and can cut the cost 
because they will rent the software and applications rather than buying them and have 
them installed on their machines. CC could also save time due to the fact that busi-
nesses will not have to install and or upgrade software and applications, as well as 
businesses can easily gain access to applications which are specified to their needs 
and available only over the Internet [11], [12]. 

The true innovation and improvement that Cloud Computing brings in is seen in 
the way its computing services are being provided to the customers. Such services 
comprise the ability to offer software applications, programming platforms, data sto-
rage or computing infrastructure. There are several IT system components that are 
being offered as services, such as Hardware as a Service (HaaS), Software as a Ser-
vice (SaaS) and Data as a Service (DaaS). These services are offered together as a 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) [13], [14]. It is therefore useful to look at Cloud Compu-
ting as a stack of layers, as depicted in Fig. 1, [14]. Notice that the cloud computing 
systems comprise five layers, i.e. applications, software environments, software infra-
structure, software kernel, and hardware. 
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Fig. 1. The layers of Cloud Computing 

2.2 VANETs and Intelligent Transportation Systems 

The inherent human desire for change, progress, mobility, entertainment, safety and 
security are leading the way to the development of Intelligent Transportation Systems 
(ITS). Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) are the most prominent enabling 
technology for ITS. VANETs are formed on the fly by vehicles equipped with wire-
less communication capability. The participant nodes in VANETs (i.e. vehicles) inte-
ract and cooperate with each other by short-range direct communications, by hoping 
messages through vehicles (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) and road side masts (Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure). Traditionally, information about traffic on a road is only available 
through inductive loops, cameras, roadside sensors and surveys. VANETs provide 
new venues for collecting real-time information from onboard sensors on vehicles and 
for quick dissemination of information. The information collected through individual 
vehicles participating in VANETs can be integrated together to form a real time pic-
ture of the road situation. Many new applications have been enabled through VA-
NETs, though safety and transportation efficiency applications are the most important 
driver for VANETs. The various ITS stakeholders such as governments, telecommu-
nication companies and car manufacturers are working together to make VANETs 
based ITS a reality. Hundreds of projects are underway in the US, Europe, Japan, 
China, Singapore and other countries in the world helping with research, innovation, 
testing and standardisation activities [15], [16]. 
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3 The Intelligent Cloud-Based Disaster Management System 

In this section we describe the main aspects of ICDMS, from a general system archi-
tecture overview in Subsection  3.1, up to a detailed analysis of various components in 
Subsection  3.2. In particular, we address on the Intelligent Layer, which describes 
how data information is propagated in the vehicular environment. 

3.1 System Architecture 

Fig. 2 depicts the system architecture of the Intelligent Cloud-based Disaster Man-
agement System. The system consists of three main layers:  

1. The Cloud Infrastructure as a Service layer provides the base platform and envi-
ronment for the intelligent emergency response system; 

2. The Intelligence Layer provides the necessary computational models and algorithm 
in order to devise optimum emergency response strategies by processing of the da-
ta available through various sources; 

3. The System Interface acquires data from various gateways including the Internet, 
transport infrastructure such as roadside masts, mobile smart phones, social net-
works etc.  

As depicted in Fig. 2, vehicles interact with the gateways through Vehicle-to-Vehicle 
(V2V) or Vehicle -to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. For example, vehicles 
may communicate directly with a gateway through Internet if the Internet access is 
available. A vehicle may communicate with other vehicles, road masts, or other trans-
port infrastructure through point-to-point, broadcast or multi-hop communications. 

The emergency response system provides multiple portals or interfaces for users to 
communicate with the system, i.e. the Public Interface, the Transport Authorities Inter-
face, and the Administrators’ Interface. The Public Interface allows any individual to 
interact with the system. The purpose is to interact with the system on one-to-one or 
group/organisation basis with the system, either to request or provide some information. 
Of course, an authentication, authorization and accounting system is expected to be in 
place to allow and control various activities and functions. The Transport Authorities 
Interface is a high-privilege interface for the transport authorities to affectively manipu-
late the system for day-to-day operational management. The Administrators’ Interface 
provides the highest privilege among the system users and is designed for policy makers 
and strategists to enable highest level system configuration.  

The motivation and background for a Cloud-based distributed control system can 
be found in our earlier work [17], where we presented an architecture for distributed 
virtualisation using the Xen hypervisor. It allows control and management of a distri-
buted system by posting high-level queries on the system and their validation through 
real-time monitoring and control of the system. 

Monitoring relates to the acquisition of data and control relates to despatch of 
commands and decisions. Moreover in [18], Rao and Diwanji propose a Pervasive 
Cloud using the WiMAX broadband technology for railway infrastructure. 
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Fig. 2. Intelligent Cloud-based Disaster Management System – Proposed Architecture 

3.2 The Intelligence Layer 

As mentioned in Subsection  3.1, our system has a System Interface that communi-
cates with various user interfaces and communication gateways. This interface is used 
to gather and propagate data, information and decisions in order to carry out day-to-
day transport management operations, policy implementations, and emergency re-
sponse operations. The Intelligence Layer consists of various mathematical models, 
algorithms and simulations, both stochastic and deterministic. These models accept 
transport related data received from various sensors such as inductive loops, intra-
vehicular sensor networks, V2V/V2I communications, and user interfaces. The data 
received from various sources goes through an internal validation layer before it is 
accepted by the modelling and analysis layer. The modelling or simulation algorithm 
is used for a particular activity based on the nature of the activity. In some cases, it is 
necessary and/or affordable to employ microscopic traffic models, for example in 
developing transport policies and procedures; this is due to the demands on higher 
accuracy and greater flexibility on the available time for decision, optimisation and 
analysis. In other cases, microscopic simulations may not be necessary, or may not be 
possible, due to the real-time nature of operations such as day-to-day transport man-
agement operations. 

Emergency response systems are an extreme example because, (i) the availability 
of real-time data may be greatly limited due to the unavailability of many communi-
cation sources due to a disaster (e.g. broken communication links), and (ii) the time 
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period in which the system has to act would be short. In such cases, macroscopic 
models, which require relatively small computational time and resources, may be the 
only option. Different types of modelling are assumed for particular purposes, like the 
models in [15], [20], [21] for vehicular grid networks, and in [22] for Markov model-
ling of large systems, and finally in [23] for 3D virtual reality microscopic simulator. 
However, which models to invoke in a particular situation is an area of ongoing inves-
tigation and we will continue to improve on our automatic model selection algorithm. 
We will also be looking at ways of enhancing our distributed algorithms so we could 
invoke the most precise models for real-time critical situation such as great disasters. 
It is important to note here that we envisage a Cloud infrastructure that is virtualised 
and flexible to exist, or moved, outside the area affected by the disaster. This is possi-
ble considering the capability of Cloud technology. 

In this paper we use a macroscopic model that is particular suitable for emergency 
situations, where time to act is short and real time information is limited due to possi-
bly broken communication links. We consider the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards 
(LWR) macroscopic model, in order to represent the traffic in the city. The LWR 
model can be used to analyse the behaviour of traffic in road sections, and describe 
the dynamic traffic characteristics such as speed (u), density (ρ), and flow (q)2. The 
model is derived from the conservation law (first order hyperbolic scalar partial diffe-
rential equation) by using the following equation: 0 (1)

where ρ is the traffic density in vehicle/km, and u is the traffic velocity according to 
distance x and time t. By using Greenshield traffic model, the relation between ρ and 
u could be as follows   1  (2)

where umax is the maximum speed, and ρmax is the maximum density. The funda-
mental relationship between flow, density, and speed is given by · . (3)

Message Propagation via Hybrid Communications  
In our system, the Intelligent Layer also addresses on how to forward messages in the 
vehicular environment in an optimal way3. For this aim, we consider a hybrid vehicu-
lar communications paradigm which results to be very suitable for achieving seamless 
connectivity in VANETs, wherein changes in the dynamic topology, vehicles’ speed, 
as well as traffic density affect vehicle communications.  

Connectivity management represents a challenge for VANETs, and more in gener-
al in disaster scenarios, where the network infrastructure is assumed to be not availa-
ble in specific areas, as well as vehicle density can quickly change. Exploiting both 
V2V and V2I represents an effective integrated solution for avoiding disconnections 
and guaranteeing seamless data communication [24], [25]. In [24] the proposed  
                                                           
2  In this paper, we will use flow and volume interchangeably. 
3  By means of opportunistically connecting vehicles whenever links are available.  
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approach, i.e. Vehicle-to-X (V2X), provides efficient message delivery in a vehicular 
grid, where vehicles opportunistically select the most viable communication protocol 
among V2V and V2I, and can switch from V2V to V2I, and vice versa. 

In this paper we adopt the broadcast V2X approach from [24] into the ICDMS 
structure for emergency scenarios. The cooperation and coexistence of V2V and V2I 
can assure a good connectivity such scenarios, especially in sparsely connected 
neighbourhoods where V2V communications are not always feasible. V2X can reduce 
the time required by a message to propagate from a source vehicle to the farthest ve-
hicle inside a certain strip-shaped area-of-interest. Moreover, it represents a smart and 
realistic communication protocol, reduces the message delivery time, as well as 
avoids disconnections due to changed traffic density and dynamic topological 
changes. V2X is a pragmatic broadcast protocol where vehicles’ actual transmission 
data rates are subjected to continuous changes due to physical obstacles, vehicle den-
sity, speed, network overload, etc.  

Vehicles communicating via V2X get experience of local information, assumed as 
global. Each vehicle continuously monitors its local connectivity by storing HELLO 
broadcast messages. A vehicle will be aware of neighbouring wireless networks on the 
basis of broadcast signalling messages sent by the Road Side Units (RSUs), as well as 
will be able to determine if it is within a cluster or is travelling alone on the road. 

Let us assume, for each connectivity link from the i-th to the j-th vehicle, the link 
utilization time τ(i;j) [s] as the time needed to transmit a message of length L [bit] 
from the i-th to the j-th vehicle, at an actual data rate f(i;j) [Mbit/s], such as4  .: 

, / ,  (4)

Let us define a path from i-th source vehicle to k-th destination node (i.e. vehicle or 
RSU), comprising of a sequence of M hops. Each hop can be a link between two 
neighbouring vehicles via V2V or from a vehicle to a RSU via V2I. From the defini-
tion of a path, we define the path utilization time Τ(i, k) [s] from the i-th source ve-
hicle to the k-th destination node as the sum of single link utilization time parameters 
for each hop that constitutes the path as: 

,  , , , , . (5)

Among all the paths from a source vehicle to a selected destination node, the optimal 
path will be the one with the minimized path utilization time, such as  min , · min , . (6)

Based on the estimation of the path utilization time (i.e., the message delivery time for 
a path from a source vehicle to a destination node), V2X is used to reduce the amount 
of hops needed to deliver the message. In disaster scenarios, where time is limited and 
connectivity links are possibly broken, a fast communication protocol which exploits 
time limited hops represents a viable approach. 

                                                           
4  Notice that such definition applies also for connectivity links from a vehicle to a Road Side 

Unit.  
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Fig. 3. Transportation network of the Ramadi city 

4 System Evaluation 

After described the mathematical description of the macroscopic model and the hybr-
id communication protocol V2X, in this section, we will describe our approach for 
city evacuation in a disaster emergency situation.  

The transportation network of the Ramadi city consisting of zones, nodes, and links is 
depicted in Fig. 3. We now make use of our earlier discussions in Section  3 and describe 
the disaster scenario in Section  4.1 and  4.2. Subsequently, in Section  4.3, we present 
analysis of the system and establish its usefulness as a disaster response system. 

4.1 The Ramadi City and Its Transportation Network 

The Ramadi city (Al Ramadi) is the capital of Al Anbar Governorate and is situated at 
the intersection of the Euphrates River and Al Warrar Channel. The Habbaniya Lake 
is located a short distance to the south of the City of Al Ramadi. The General Directo-
rate of Physical Planning of the Ministry of Municipalities and Public Works 
(MMPW) is preparing for the Development Strategy of Al Ramadi, and it is in line 
with the development policies of MMPW for other Iraqi cities. The Association of the 
Canada-based HYDROsult Center for Engineering Planning (HCEP) and the Iraq-
based Engineering Consultancy Bureau of Al Mustansiriya University has been  
commissioned by MMPW to carry out the tasks of this assignment and they have 
produced a second stage report [16] in November 2009 for the development of the 
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Ramadi city. Iraq is now open to new developments and it is a great opportunity to 
develop intelligent transportation systems for Ramadi and other Iraqi cities. 

Fig. 3 shows the transportation network map of the Ramadi city, the network con-
sists of zones, nodes, and links. The city is divided into 5 traffic zones; Zone 1 and 
Zone 5 are in the west side of Al-Warrar River that divides the city into two parts. 
Zone 1 represents the location of a huge glass factory; Zone 5 represents the west part 
of the city. The east part of the city contains Zones 2, 3, and 4. Zone 2 represents the 
old city centre that attracts high number of trips in the morning peak hour. 

Note also in Fig. 3 the two evacuation areas, Evacuation Area 1 and Evacuation 
Area 2. Their purpose is to provide an appropriate and safe location for the population 
in case a major disaster strikes the city and people need to be moved out of the city. 
The two evacuation zones are chosen in the north of the city, because there is an in-
ternational roadway that joins the Iraqi borders with Syria and Jordan in the west with 
the capital Baghdad, and the evacuation zones are just a few minutes away from that 
road. In the south of the city there is the desert only and the connections of roadways 
in this area are very poor. If there is a need to give medical supplies or transport to 
injured and affected population, it will be best provided through the international 
roadway. The area in the east side of the city is mostly is for agriculture land use and 
is a private property. The west street leads to a nearby city about 30 km away, this 
city has a good hospital but it can be best reached through the northern international 
roadway. We will discuss the city network and evacuation plan further in Section 4. 

Table 1. An O-D Matrix of the transportation network in Ramadi city 

 zone 1 zone 2 zone 3 zone 4 zone 5 

zone 1 0 0 0 0 0 

zone 2 82 0 172 935 228 

zone 3 172 2757 0 1171 108 

zone 4 343 10026 381 0 248 

zone 5 272 4835 358 1699 0 

4.2 The Disaster Scenario 

Let us consider Fig. 3, which divides the Ramadi city into 5 zones. In Table I, we 
quantify transportation trends of the city in terms of an Origin-Destination (O-D) 
matrix between the five city zones. The numbers of trips in the O-D matrix shown are 
in the mid-week period with natural conditions. These trips are calculated using the 
Fratar model. Note that the highest rate of trips is toward destination Zone 2 in the 
city centre. 

In Zone 1 lies a glass factory and beside it is Al-Warrar dam; both of these pose 
major risks to the city. We consider in this paper the risks related to the glass factory 
and Al-Warrar dam as a case study in order to describe and evaluate our emergency 
response system. The related potential risks for disaster events in Zone 1 are outlined 
below: 
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• Fire hazards at the main factory; 
• Technology failure due to shutdown of power plants that feed the city; 
• Explosion of hazardous materials in the glass factory; 
• Terrorist attack in the area of the factory; 
• The collapse of Al-Warrar dam adjacent to the factory. 

The above listed disaster events except the last one may last several hours before it 
will be controlled; for transportation planning purposes, special care is required to 
handle the emergency situation and saving peoples’ lives. 

We now focus on a disaster event, which could happen in the glass factory. This 
event could be any one of the potential risks listed earlier in this section, e.g. fire or 
explosion of hazardous materials in the glass factory. The details of the event are as 
follows. 

The traffic conditions in a city typically vary during the course of the week. We 
consider that the event happens during the mid-week period, e.g. on Tuesday. Our 
methodology is independent of a particular day/time, although the traffic situation 
would vary depending on the day and time of the disaster event. Usually the most 
critical condition in the traffic network is in the morning peak (herein between 7:30 
am to 8:30 am) and evening peak hour (2:00 pm to 3:00 pm). These peaks are for 
official commuters but the commercial activity in the city centre usually begins after 
9:00 am, at this time the peak hour are somehow relieved.  

We consider that the incident happens at 9:30 am. The event causes the network to 
be closed in the Zone 1 and some nearby road links. An emergency response system 
is required, at this stage, to coordinate the city transport, communicate with the city 
population, and lead people out of the city to a safe location. In this case of the Rama-
di city, people will be moved to the two evacuation areas.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

We consider and compare two scenarios for emergency response system, such as:  

1. The traditional disaster response system where people will gain awareness of the 
disaster situation and response procedure through media such radio, television, tel-
ephones (given that such means are still accessible), and through their physical en-
vironment (e.g. interacting with the people who are in the nearby area);  

2. Our proposed ICDMS, which automatically collects data; intelligently processes 
the data; and, devises and propagates effective strategies and decisions based on 
the real-time situation, in line with appropriate policies and procedures already in 
place in the system. Messages are forwarded according to the V2X hybrid vehicu-
lar approach [24]. 

We evaluate the two systems and compare their performance in the following  
subsections.  

A Traditional Disaster Response Scenario  
A disaster usually causes most people who are in its vicinity to move away from the 
disaster location. The panic sets off and people start pushing each other without any 
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effective coordination. The situation with vehicles becomes no different, as in the 
absence of any effective coordination, the roadway sections around a disaster area are 
blocked, and the incident will spill over like a shockwave over the entire network 
system. Such a reaction for the Ramadi city caused by a major disaster in the glass 
factory is depicted in Fig. 4. As we can notice, the roads, near the factory, that con-
nect Zone 1 with Zones 3 and 5, and with Evacuation Area 1, all are blocked (de-
picted by the roads coloured in black). Also note that the roads connecting Zones 2, 3 
and 4 with each other, all have very low volume below 500 vehicles per hour (de-
picted by the roads coloured in red). We further note a couple of roads near Zone 2, 
nearer the outer boundaries of the city, with volumes between 500 and 1000 vehicles 
per hour (represented by roads coloured in blue). Furthermore, the roads located at the 
outer boundaries of the Ramadi city are coloured in brown and green, depicting high-
er volumes, between 1000 and 1500 (brown), and greater than 1500 vehicles per hour 
(green), respectively. 

The vehicle volumes that we have computed using our models amounts to 660 ve-
hicles per hour (400 vehicles in the first 30 minutes) after the glass factory incident 
for Evacuation Area 1, and 2200 vehicle per hour (1000 vehicle in the first 30 mi-
nutes) for Evacuation Area 2. Clearly, there are many more vehicles (almost 4 times) 
reaching Evacuation Area 2 compared to Evacuation Area 1. 

 

Fig. 4. Transportation network of the Ramadi city with traditional disaster response system 
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Fig. 5. Transportation network of the Ramadi city with our proposed disaster management 
system 

The traffic situation in the city network as depicted in Fig. 3 is calculated using the 
macroscopic model. It represents a snapshot taken at 10 a.m, i.e. half an hour after the 
disaster incident has taken place. The 30 minutes period after the incident gives some 
opportunity to people to start heading towards, and reaching safe places (such as 
evacuation areas) outside the boundaries of the city. This period also gives time for 
transmission of the information so most of the road users know what is happening and 
where they should be heading. 

A final note on the evacuation process: the public transportation vehicles in Rama-
di city consist of buses only. The public transportation vehicles will be involved, 
where possible, in the cases of emergencies, although it will need a decision from the 
City Council authorities. There is however a plan in place for emergency events in the 
Ramadi city that 50% of the public vehicles will be involved in transporting people to 
safe areas. Since public transportation vehicles have a high passenger capacity, these 
will be useful in the evacuation process. Thirty minutes after the event, i.e. when all 
the vehicles in the event area have received the warning information messages, is an 
appropriate period to make such a decision of incorporating these public vehicles in 
the evacuation process. Notice that in the traditional disaster response scenario, ve-
hicles are communicating each other via V2V, and to the network infrastructure via 
V2I, whenever connectivity links are available. 

Intelligent Cloud Based Disaster Management System  
We now evaluate our proposed disaster response system. All the disaster scenario 
conditions are same as in the previous section including the role of public  
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transportation in the evacuation process. The difference lies in the ability of the sys-
tem to (i) acquire real-time data, and establish communication through V2X hybrid 
protocol, smartphones and social networks, (ii) process the data and devise an opti-
mum strategy by data analysis, and (iii) coordinate and control road traffic and other 
efforts through dissemination of information and management of the available trans-
port infrastructure (e.g. controlling traffic signals if possible, sending a route map to 
the traffic navigators and other GPS enabled devices etc). These three steps are itera-
tive and can provide a periodic update to take any real-time changes into account. For 
instance, the macroscopic modelling in the Intelligence Layer is used to periodically 
compute an O-D matrix depending on the type of disaster and real-time traffic condi-
tions. The O-D matrix then can form the basis of information that is propagated to the 
transport infrastructure and authorities, individuals and groups. Furthermore, certain 
boundary conditions will be enforced on the city through traffic management systems 
and authorities, such as (i) there will be no entry in the city, (ii) no entry in the area of 
event, (iii) many routes will be changed into one way flow outside the event area etc. 

The road traffic network situation after the disaster hits the Ramadi city is depicted 
in Fig. 5, this time though we have exploited our proposed disaster management sys-
tem to curtail the disaster impact. As in Fig. 4 the network represents a snapshot taken 
at 10 am, half an hour after the disaster incident has taken place. Comparing Fig. 4 
with Fig. 5, we note less black and red, and more green roads in Fig. 5. For the 
ICDMS the roads leading to both evacuation areas are green representing clear roads 
and high flow (1500-2000 vehicles per hour). Moreover, we can notice a greater part 
of the city centre has roads with free flow (i.e. in green colour) except the roads be-
tween Zone 1 and Zone 5 which are coloured in red, representing low flow at less 
than 500 vehicles per hour. The road next to the glass factory is coloured black and 
represents a broken link. Also, a few roads near Zone 2, nearer the outer boundaries 
of the city, with low (red), medium (blue) and medium high (brown) volumes. The 
low vehicle volume (less than 500) is because of the use of alternative roads available 
in this case towards Evacuation Area 1. 

 

Fig. 6. Delay propagation in the transportation network of the Ramadi city. Comparison be-
tween V2X used in ICDMS and the traditional approach for disaster management. 
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Based on the computations and our models, 2660 vehicles per hour (1260 vehicles in 
the first 30 minutes) are being evacuated to Evacuation Area 1, and 2860 vehicle per 
hour (1530 vehicle in the first 30 minutes) are evacuated to Evacuation Area 2. The 
evacuation vehicle volume per hour is almost similar for both evacuation areas. This 
is clearly a balanced use of the two evacuation areas, an improvement over the tradi-
tional disaster management approach reported earlier where the use of Evacuation 
Area 1 was significantly smaller. 

Finally, in Fig. 6 we present simulation results for the average delay propagation 
[s] that occurs with V2X, adopted in ICDMS, and the traditional multi-hop technique 
for disaster manager. It verifies the effectiveness of our approach –in terms of a re-
duction of delay– as compared with traditional opportunistic networking scheme in 
VANET. 

We simulated the propagation of warning messages from a vehicle near the glass 
factory, where the incident happens at 9:30 am. In particular, for ICDMS approach, 
the following events occur: (i) just after the incident has occurred, a source vehicle 
travelling in the S direction from the glass factory sends a message along on the same 
direction; (ii) at t = 4 s the message is propagated multi-hop within a cluster in the S 
direction; (iii) at t = 7 s a relay vehicle enters an RSU’s radio coverage, and the mes-
sage is transmitted via V2I to the RSU, until it will be received by other vehicles at t = 
10 s. 

We compared this scenario with traditional opportunistic networking technique in 
VANETs, where the following events occur: (i) just after the incident has occurred 
the source vehicle travelling in the S direction from the glass factory sends a message 
along on the same direction; (ii) at t = 4 s the message is forwarded to a vehicle in the 
N (opposite) direction; (iii) at t = 6 s the message propagates via multi-hop within a 
cluster in the S direction; (iv) the transmission stops at t = 10 s.  

For comparative purposes, in the simulation setup we posed parameters according 
to [24]. We assume the source vehicle is moving at 70 km/h, the inter-RSU and inter-
vehicular distance is 500 and 100 m, respectively. Typical message size L = 300 bit, 
and data rate transmission B = 10 Mbit/s (e.g., for WiMax connectivity), have been 
assumed. The inter-vehicle communication data rate has been assumed equal to 6 
Mbit/s, while data rates via V2I and I2V are in the range [2.5, 14] Mbit/s. 

We notice a strong reduction in the delay propagation with respect to other forms of 
opportunistic networking: after t = 10 s from the incident occurrence, the maximum 
transmission delay in ICDMS system is 6.81 s, while 30.45 s for the traditional multi-
hop approach. The reduction of delay in ICDMS is mainly due to the protocol switching 
decision of V2X, which exploits high data rates from wireless network infrastructure.  

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The importance of emergency response systems cannot be overemphasized due to the 
many manmade and natural disasters in the recent years. A greater penetration of ICT 
in ITS will play a critical role in disaster response and transportation management in  
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order to minimize loss of human life, economic costs and disruptions. In this paper, 
we exploited ITS, hybrid V2V/V2I protocols, mobile and Cloud Computing technol-
ogies and proposed an Intelligent Cloud-based Disaster Management System 
(ICDMS). The system architecture and components were described. ICDMS was 
evaluated using modelling and simulations and its effectiveness was demonstrated in 
terms of improved disaster evacuation characteristics. Future work will focus on fur-
ther analysis and validation of the disaster management system, and on broadening 
the scope of this work to real-time operational and strategic management of transport 
infrastructure. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a complex system for driver and vehi-
cle surveillance. System uses many different sensors such as accelera-
tion sensors, ECG and blood pressure measuring devices, eye movement
recorders, video cameras, GPS and wireless IEEE 802.11 networks for
transmission of recorded data in real time. The paper presents also two
experiments with their results and a method to calculate a metric char-
acterizing the driver’s technique that uses signals recorded during the
experiment.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, cars are an integral part of our everyday life. Every year car man-
ufacturers introduce more and more sophisticated vehicles, featuring more and
more advanced driver and passenger safety systems. Still, it is the human who is
responsible for driving the vehicle, and it is in human nature to be imperfect, to
make mistakes, or to be inexperienced or simply tired. So far, no system designed
to monitor the psychological and physical condition of the driver has been made
commonly available. Nor do we have a mechanism designed to assess drivers’
driving skills or technique. This publication presents the method of numerical
assessment of the driving technique, considering the way the driver controls the
vehicle, as well as some of the fatigue indicators.

2 Related Works

There are several papers discussing the field of monitoring the psychological
and physical condition of vehicle drivers, as well as the technical condition and
driving performance of the vehicle itself. Some papers contain data analyzed
in real time, with the on-board devices installed in the vehicle. Other papers
analyze data with the use of external devices, after completing the comprehensive
measurement procedure.
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In [1] authors consider using a network of sensors located around the driver,
functioning as detectors sensing the condition of individual vehicle components,
in order to improve road safety. Also, the sensor system monitors the space of the
radius of 15 ft (4.57 m) around the vehicle. The system is based on the TinyOs
operating system and the TinyDb database. The sensors are based on the Zig-
Bee technology. Article [2] focuses on detection of driver’s drowsiness based on
the DSP-based image processing unit. It highlights the option to establish com-
munication with the external server via the 3G network. The drowsiness level is
defined on the basis of the PERCLOS (Percentage of Eye Closure) measure. In [3],
great emphasis is placed on remote monitoring of the vehicle and the driver. The
system retrieves vehicle data via ODB (On-Board Diagnostics) and sensors (GPS,
accelerometers), as well as cameras monitoring the driver and the road. The data is
transferred to the remote server and made available via HTTP. Authors of [4] sug-
gest a system for remote monitoring of senior drivers’ health. It is assumed that
a senior person is equipped with a device monitoring the person’s health, which
communicates with a transmitter (e.g. a smartphone) via Bluetooth. Next, data
is transmitted via the mobile phone network to a remote server. The article fo-
cuses mainly on the method of data transmission, rather than data acquisition. [5]
presents the method of transport fleet management and monitoring, which allows
for analyzing the condition of the vehicle, as well as the driver. Vehicle data is read
via the OBD interface, the vehicle position data is retrieved from the GPS system,
and the driver is authenticated on the basis of the driver ID, via a RFID reader de-
vice. Data is transferred among the vehicles via Wi-Fi or a mobile phone network
(HSPA+). In [6], with the use of a photoplethysmogram (PPG), the heart rate sig-
nal (HR) and the heart rate variability (HRV) signal is defined and analyzed on an
ongoing basis. The PPG retrieval module communicates with a mobile device (e.g.
a smartphone), via Bluetooth. Special software is used to analyze the signal, and
if any abnormalities are detected, it alerts the driver and transmits the data via
the mobile phone network into a remote server. Moreover, the software calls for
help automatically. In [7], authors put forward a non-intrusive method of driver
fatigue monitoring, based on analyzing the images captured by two cameras, as
well as the PERCLOS measure calculated based on these images. Data acquisi-
tion and analysis is carried out on board of the vehicle. Authors of [8] define the
level of safety while driving a vehicle, based on the driver and vehicle data. The
capacity to drive the vehicle, as well as the vehicle’s condition/responses, are re-
garded as factors supplementary to each other. Data is analyzed in real time, with
the use of an on-board device. Analogically, in [9] the level of driver’s fatigue is
assessed based on the PERCLOS measure, degree of mouth openness, or head in-
clination angle. The difference is that the data is analyzed with the FPGA circuit,
and the results of the analysis carried out on the external server are transmitted
via GPRS. [10] puts forward a “ubiquitous” health information acquisition sys-
tem. Electrodes have been placed on the steering wheel and door handles, in a way
that does not compromise driving experience. The system records ECG and HRV
signals, impedance of the human body, as well as blood pressure. Authors of [11]
place most emphasis on vehicle monitoring, including the distance to objects in the
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space around the vehicle, as well as the vehicle’s position and speed. This data is
used for calculating the threat coefficient. After exceeding the threshold value, the
coefficient triggers a driver alert, and transmits information to the remote moni-
toring center via a wireless module. Document [12] is an overview of driver inat-
tention monitoring systems for intelligent vehicles and contains a comparison of
most of the methods in use since the beginning of 2010. In [13] authors present a
design of a built-in system based on the GNU/Linux platform that uses the 3G
network for communication purposes. The data acquisition module collects stan-
dard ECG, blood pressure signals, etc. The same applies to [14], but the document
focuses more on the device itself, functioning as a unique medical package, based
on a GNU/Linux system and communicating with the server via the 3G network,
as well. In [16] authors present their own, custom driver alertness surveillance sys-
tem. As the upgrade of all the previous systems, this system utilizes electrodes
used for EEG monitoring. The analyzed vehicle parameters are similar as in [2,
4, 5]. Authors of [17] attempt to define a vehicle driving model, with the use of
a graph composed of 5 statuses (training another vehicle, braking resulting from
the preceding car’s braking, free driving, braking against traffic lights, launching
against the green light) and transitions among them. Next, with the use of statisti-
cal analysis, they defined a coefficient that allows for recognizing the current state
of the driver.

This paper presents a new approach to the problem of wireless system for
driver and vehicle surveillance. In addition it presents a new method for numer-
ical evaluation of driving techniques.

3 Experiments

Two experiments were carried out. 15 drivers, as well as a vehicle equipped with
a number of sensors and recording devices, took part in the first experiment.
Each driver took a 400 km test drive twice. The drives took place on Mondays
and Fridays (fist day of the working week, in the morning, and the last day of
the working week, in the afternoon). During each drive, the following signals
were monitored and recorded: acceleration and deflection along the three axes,
geographical position from the GPS, temperature inside the vehicle and the
atmospheric pressure. Also, the system recorded biological signals: ECG, heart
rate, blood pressure, skin temperature, skin impedance and blood saturation.
Also, the vehicle was equipped with the FaceLAB v5 system, designed to record
eye behavior parameters (PERCLOS, presence of saccades, etc.) Two cameras
added up to a complete setup: one recorded the driver’s face, the other one
recorded the traffic conditions in front of the vehicle. All the data recorded
during test drives were saved locally (e.g. onto SD memory cards) by recording
devices. The recorded signals were read only after the test drive was finished.
The equipment of laboratory vehicle is presented on fig. 1.

The other experiment was carried out as the follow up of the previous exper-
iment, enhanced with the feature of wireless transmission of signals during test
drives, so that it would be possible to carry out the analysis on an ongoing basis,
e.g. by the vehicle driven close to the analyzed vehicle.
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Fig. 1. Equipment of the laboratory vehicle

3.1 LoggerBox

During the second experiment a device called LoggerBox was used. The device
is available as a small box, with the following modules installed inside it: a GPS
module for setting the geographical position, a module measuring deflections
along the three axes, a module measuring acceleration along the three axes, to-
gether with the following modules: a wireless communication module compliant
with 802.11 b/g with the full TCP/IP stack, and the USB wired communica-
tion module. In addition, the device is equipped with a SD memory card, which
allows for storing the measurement session data. Since the device is equipped
with high sensitivity acceleration meters, it should be fixed so that it cannot
move freely during test drives, which prevents the device from moving inside the
vehicle and thus does not invoke data recording errors. The device is designed
to be powered up via the vehicle’s battery. It also features the CAN bus, which
allows for plugging in a number of other devices. Ultimately, LoggerBox will be
used for plugging in all devices used in the first experiment (or their alterna-
tives, recording the same parameters and signals), additional modules recording
vehicle responses with the use of the on-board computer unit (engine rpm, fuel
consumption, etc.), as well as devices recording the distance to the cars preced-
ing the analyzed vehicle, and devices recording environmental parameters (such
as noise, pollution, humidity, temperature). All the above-mentioned signals and
parameters will be available for wireless transmission in real time.

LoggerBox is used with custom software developed in C# specifically to sup-
port the device. The software allows for remote retrieval of recorded measurement
sessions from the device and remote monitoring of recorded signals in real time.

3.2 Experiment Preparations

The purpose of the experiment was to test LoggerBox functionality in real-world
conditions. Two vehicles were used for the experiment. One of the vehicles was
equipped with LoggerBox (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. LoggerBox fitted in the vehicle

The other vehicle performed the role of a data receiver and was equipped
with a notebook with the external wireless network adapter, featuring a RP-SMA
socket for plugging in the aerial. In order to ensure the best wireless connectivity
parameters available, both vehicles were equipped with external omnidirectional
aerials of 9 dBi gain. The wireless modules operated in the 802.11b/g ad-hoc
(device-to-device) mode network, with no extra security measures enabled.

3.3 Experiment Execution

The experiment was carried out along a predefined route. The route was covered
by both the vehicles. The vehicle equipped with LoggerBox was the first car in the
convoy, followed by the monitoring vehicle. The distance between the vehicles
was not constant and varied during the course of the entire experiment. The
predefined route was divided into clearly identifiable sections, such as: straight
sections, crossroads and bends. During the test drive, the monitoring vehicle used
wireless connectivity to remotely record signals from the monitored vehicle.

During the test drive, on several occasions the monitoring vehicle purposefully
increased the distance to the monitored vehicle, up to the point where it is
impossible to establish a connection (approximately 150 m). Lack of connection
rendered real-time signal recording impossible. However, all the signals were
also recorded onto the memory card. Therefore, as soon as the connection was
reestablished, it was possible to record the missing signals by downloading them
from the device memory.

3.4 Acceleration Analysis

Analysis of recorded acceleration signals gives the opportunity to restore the
route of the vehicle. Clearly visible are some specific situations such as braking,
accelerating, turning, etc. On the basis of the maximum values recorder during
the test runs, it is possible to specify characteristics such as acceleration and
braking of the car. Determination of values exceeded maximal recorded values
may mean the occurence of collisions and accidents. Examples of acceleration
signals are shown in fig. 3-6.
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Fig. 3. Gear changes recorded in acceleration signal on X axis

Fig. 4. Braking recorded in acceleration signal on X axis

4 Driver’s Driving Technique

Data gathered during the experiments were analyzed to calculate a numerical
value describing the driver’s driving technique. Thus, the route for each test drive
was divided into characteristic sections. As regards the first experiment, over 500
sections were defined, such as: speed limits, bends, long straight sections and
crossroads. Speed limit sections are the largest group of characteristic sections.
Thus, it was necessary to develop a measure allowing for describing the driver’s
tendency to speed. To do so, a SOLP (Speed Over Limit Parameter) coefficient
was defined, calculated for each speed limit section:

Fig. 5. Driving through slowing down thresholds recorded in acceleration signal on Z
axis
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Fig. 6. Turning right and left recorded in Y axis

SOLP =

∑

n

{
(vn−vl) if vn>vl

0 otherwise

n
(1)

where n is the number of speed signal samples, vn – value of the speed signal
sample, and vl – speed limit value.

More detailed data analyses involved selecting the most significant signals
for the driver’s driving technique. After an initial analysis of the collected data
quality, signals of accelerations along the three axes, the PERCLOS signal and
the EyeClose signal for the degree of eyelid closure, measured in the 1-second
variable window, were selected for further processing. The reason for using the
extra EyeClose signal is that PERCLOS counts only the cases when the per-
centage of eye closure exceeds 80%. This signal is in the range of 0-1, where 0
stands for the eye fully open, while 1 stands for the eye fully closed for the entire
measurement window duration. Moreover, the following parameters have been
calculated: the shortest detected time between blinks and the shortest detected
time between saccades.

The NMSE (Normalized Mean Square Error) metric was calculated for the
signals and parameters:

NMSE =

∑

n
(An −A′)2

∑

n
A2

n

(2)

These metrics allowed for developing the ROAD coefficient, describing the driver’s
driving technique and allowing for classifying the driver into one of the three
groups: safe drivers, normal drivers, aggressive drivers.

ROAD = EyeParams + AccParams + 0.5 · SOLP (3)

EyeParams = 0.1 ·EyeClose + 0.1 ·MinBlinkDurNMSE+

+0.1 ·MinSaccadeDurNMSE + 0.1 · PERCLOSNMSE
(4)

AccParams = 0.2 · AccXNMSE + 0.05 · AccYNMSE + 0.05 · AccZNMSE (5)
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Fig. 7. Percentage share of driving techniques for individual drivers

The norm values used for calculating the NMSE metric for signals were as follows:
MinBlinkDur’ = 3 s, MinSaccadeDur’ = 0.25 s, PERCLOS’ = 0,2 %, AccX =
0 G, AccY = 0 G, AccZ = 1 G. The SOLP and EyeClose parameters are used
in the unmodified form. Most values for this coefficient were within the 0-0.5
range. Values exceeding 0.5 were present on rare occasions, mostly involving
unexpected, emergency situations on the road.

The ROAD coefficient values allow for classifying the driver to one of the
groups (safe, normal, aggressive drivers). In order to define the group limit
thresholds, it was necessary to carry out the subjective evaluation of test drives,
based on the video recordings of selected test drives. It was decided that the
ROAD coefficient values of 0-0.05 classify the drivers into the safe driver group,
0.05-0.15 classify them into the normal driver group, and values exceeding 0.15
classify the drivers into the aggressive driver group. Because the ROAD coeffi-
cient was calculated for each of the characteristic sections, it was possible to use
the histograms of these values to identify the percent of characteristic sections
covered by drivers in an aggressive or normal manner (Fig. 7).

5 Environmental Conditions

During test drives, signals for atmospheric pressure and vehicle interior tem-
perature were acquired. The atmospheric pressure is an essential parameter,
especially when considering persons susceptible to any atmospheric impacts
(weather-sensitive persons). As outlined in [15], the change of the atmospheric
pressure is sensed, if it exceeds 4 hPa per hour. For environmental conditions,
a coefficient was developed, displaying their quantitative measure. The generic
coefficient formula is presented with item (6). This coefficient (ENV) is the sum
of partial coefficient values (currently they include pressure – ENVpressure and
temperature – ENVtemp), with the appropriate weight divided by the sum of
weights.

ENV =

N∑

i=1

ai · ENVi

N∑

i=1

ai

(6)

The first of its components is the component responsible for atmospheric pressure
changes (ENVpressure) exceeding the specific threshold for a given time window.
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Fig. 8. Average values of environmental coefficient’s pressure component

The values for the pressure component are presented in the graph (fig. 8) for
various time windows (900s - 3600 s) and various thresholds (2 hPa or 4 hPa).
As indicated by the tests, the average coefficient value was above 0.8 (over 80%
of the test drive has a potentially negative impact on the driver’s state of mind).
Some cases were observed, where the coefficient value was close to 0, usually
present when driving along short route sections. In order to differentiate the
impact of these values onto the average value, two patterns were defined – with
and without the ENVpressure = 0.

The optimum temperature inside the passenger cabin should be between 20◦C
to 22◦C. Based on this assumption, a module for calculating the coefficient re-
sponsible for the impact of temperature on the driver was developed. Average
coefficient values depending on the assumed threshold (from 20◦C to 33◦C) are
presented in the graph (fig. 9) (the value closer to 0 is the desirable one). The
results indicate that most frequently the drivers travelled in the temperature of
26 − 28◦C (the largest coefficient value drop).

Ultimately, the environmental coefficient will be enhanced with additional
signals, such as the driver face illumination degree, noise level, pollution level or
air humidity.

6 Wireless Transmission

During the wireless transmission experiment, on several occasions it was possible
to establish wireless connection between the two vehicles moving along the route,
and read the signals recorded in real time on board of the first vehicle. Next, the
recorded signals were analyzed. The driver’s driving technique was analyzed with
the use of a simplified ROADAcc coefficient, composed only of the acceleration
signals, and defined in the following way:
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Fig. 9. Environmental coefficient’s temperature component

ROADAcc = 0.5 · AccXNMSE + 0.3 · AccYNMSE + 0.2 · AccZNMSE (7)

This coefficient was calculated for the entire route covered by the vehicle. The
coefficient calculated for the entire test drive was 0.022, which meant that the
driver was classified into the safe driver group.

7 Summary

The experiment results prove it is possible to carry out remote and wireless
monitoring of signals recorded in the monitored vehicle. Defining driver’s driv-
ing profiles in real time may prove extremely useful for the sake of courses for
professional drivers. Upgrading the system with the option designed to record
vehicle signals (engine rpms, etc.) will allow for developing an all-new system,
capable of assessing the driving style in real time. The system concept may be
also used for spotting drivers violating traffic regulations. A device functioning as
the “accident data recorder”, installed onboard of the vehicle, may communicate
with Police cars, so that Police officers are able to track the driver’s behavior in
order to detect possible traffic regulation violations.

Acknowledgment. The results presented herein have been achieved within the
framework of the project “An integrated system for monitoring the psychophys-
iological state of vehicle drivers to minimize threats in road traffic”, project No.
UDA-POIG.01.03.01-10-085/09.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the today’s social needs to ensure se-
curity in road traffic, a task which becomes difficult due to the growing
number of drivers and, therefore, increasing traffic intensity. The ris-
ing need for mobility constitutes a huge challenge for the institutions
responsible for improving the road traffic safety. The paper describes se-
lected hardware components which can be used to build an integrated
warning system. Its measuring modules supply data on the road traffic
environment parameters, the vehicle dynamics, and psychophysiological
behavior of the drivers. An important aspect of interoperation of such
hardware components is reliable communication and data synchroniza-
tion. The presented solutions are based on the CAN, WiFi, ISM 2.4 GHz,
and GSM/GPRS interfaces. To minimize the risk of data loss, the data
is stored redundantly in the local memory structures, as well as in a re-
mote archiving system to which the data is transmitted through wireless
communication protocols.

Keywords: measurement system, driver monitoring, data processing,
embedded system, data logger, dynamic modeling, road safety.

1 Introduction

The concept of developing the measuring components described below emerged
in result of an attempt to view the road-user safety in a new way through ex-
plaining and describing the phenomena connected with the drivers’ movements
in the road traffic space as multiple component models build on the basis of
data describing the driver’s psychophysiological capacity and predisposition, the
influence of external factors, the technical parameters of the vehicle, and the
distractive effect of the environment. The Polish road safety reports show that
in 2010 there were 38.832 road accidents with 3.907 people killed and 48.952
injured. The human is definitely the key factor among numerous circumstances
contributing to the accident, such as the season, time of the day, illumination,
surface type, weather conditions, and vehicle speed. The decisions made by the
driver with respect to the driven vehicle constituted the critical cause in nearly
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80% of accidents in 2010. In result of wrong human decisions, 2.633 people were
killed and 40.711 were injured last year [1].

From the traffic-engineering point of view, the factors influencing the road
traffic can be classified into three main groups: vehicles (such as passenger cars,
trucks, slow-moving vehicles, streetcars, one-track vehicles), road users (such
as drivers, passengers, cyclists, pedestrians), and road environment (including
the road with its engineering structures, devices, and installations, the road
surroundings, traffic conditions, weather conditions). All those factors constitute
an interworked network, contributing in various degrees to the occurrence of
certain road events and situations.

Measuring simultaneously all factors affecting the driver’s behavior and at
the same time the driver’s psychophysiological state is a difficult task[13,14].
The available literature contains descriptions of some methods and devices, but
typically they support only selected parameters [2,3,5-7,10,11,15-18]. In software
scope, the proposed design and standardization of the firmware of in-car sensors
has been presented in [4,9]. Therefore, works have been undertaken to build a
system supporting a comprehensive set of parameters.

This paper presents selected hardware components which, as the objective,
will enable building a system supporting tests to identify the psychophysiological
indicators responsible for the fatigue level and for deterioration of the situation
awareness and psychomotor skills which is an unique approach. Collecting the
data about factors affecting the fatigue and skill levels may be useful for develop-
ing in the future certain prevention programs counteracting the drivers’ fatigue.
Also, analyzing and comparing the results of laboratory tests with results of tests
conducted during actual driving will enable evaluation of the predictive value
and usefulness of traditional tools used for testing the drivers. The concept of
developing a unique, mobile diagnostic apparatus, presented in this paper, will
enable the tests to be conducted in laboratory conditions, in simulated condi-
tions, and in real traffic conditions.

2 System Organization Chart for Driver Monitoring

The measuring system consists of multiple hardware, software, and organiza-
tional elements. Some of them are tightly interconnected and other ones can work
autonomously. Furthermore, some elements are optional, depending on the ex-
pected configuration. Two basic configurations, or modes, can be distinguished:
on-line (with real-time data monitoring) and off-line (with data processing after
the test completion). Data post-processing is possible also in the on-line mode,
because all data and signal samples are stored in the recorder memory. Figure 1
below shows a block diagram of the whole measuring system.

The basic measuring component is referred to as the Car Measurement System
(CMS). Its purpose is to monitor the driver’s behavior and psychophysiological
state, to measure the vehicle movement parameters, and to monitor the road
situation and environmental parameters inside and outside the vehicle. All those
parameters should reconstruct, as accurately as possible, the conditions and
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system

factors influencing the driver and thus enable studying the driver’s behavior.
Each measured and processed signal is stored in non-volatile memory of CMS
and can be later read for the purpose of off-line data processing, analysis, and
visualization. The data can be read through the USB or WiFi interface. Also,
the signals measured and processed in CMS can be transmitted in real time to
the monitoring workstation Which can be either mobile (MMP on the figure)
or stationary (SMP). The mobile workstation must be installed in a vehicle
traveling closely behind the monitored vehicle. If external WiFi antennas are
used, the communication range is a few hundred meters. To ensure maximal
comfort of the driver under test (unawareness of the MMP vehicle in the vicinity),
as well as to monitor multiple vehicles distributed over a large area, the system
envisages real-time data transmission through the GSM/GPRS network. This
variant is currently being deployed.

3 Architecture of Car Measurement System

3.1 Block Diagram of CMS

CMS is the main component responsible for controlling, data acquisition, and
pre-processing. It performs all functions related to configuring the system for
operation, reads the sampled signals from sensor modules, performs the necessary
data processing, writes the data to non-volatile memory, and is responsible for
communication with the monitoring workstation. CMS is a complex, distributed
measuring system consisting of several microprocessors (microcontrollers). The
CMS system architecture is shown on Fig. 2 below.

CMS includes elements installed both inside and outside the vehicle. One of
them, PMP (Personal Medical Packet) is a personal device worn by the driver on
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Fig. 2. CMS block diagram

his/her body at all times. It enables the driver’s behavior to be monitored also
during breaks in driving and thus ensures continuous recording even when the
driver temporarily leaves the vehicle. CMS is a modular system. The following
modules are installed outside the vehicle:

– Sensor module for detecting obstacles and measuring their distances; it de-
termines the distance and angular direction to the obstacle. In includes ded-
icated radars installed at the front and rear of the vehicle.

– Ambient temperature sensor module.
– Optionally, a GPS antenna to improve the transmitted signal quality.
– The following modules are installed inside the vehicle:
– Module responsible for oculomotoric activity detection and road image record-

ing. The module detects when the driver closes his/her eyes, by analyzing
the video image, taking advantage of the bright eye phenomenon. Thanks
to such solution, no special equipment needs to be installed on the driver’s
head. Optionally, the module records the road image in front of the car and
the image of the driver, using two cameras.

– Module for measuring the steering wheel vibrations and turning angle. It
uses accelerometers and gyroscopes.

– Module for measuring the vehicle dynamics, determining the vehicle location,
acceleration, and deceleration. It uses a GPS receiver, accelerometers, and
gyroscopes.

– Module measuring the environmental parameters inside the vehicle and illu-
mination from ahead. It determines a number of factors affecting the driver’s
comfort, such as air temperature, humidity, air pressure, pollution, and noise.
Importantly, it also measures illumination of the driver’s eyes, which is par-
ticularly significant during driving in high insolation or at night.

– A module responsible for reading data from the onboard computer, such as
traveling speed and engine rotational speed, through the OBD II (On-Board
Diagnostic) information system.
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– PMP (Personal Medical Packet), measuring the psychophysiological param-
eters and motoric activity of the driver. It measures the ECG signal (to
determine the heart rate (HR) and its variability (HRV)), body temper-
ature, blood pressure, atmospheric pressure, and body movements, using
accelerometers and gyroscopes.

– Logger Box — the main control unit. In integrates all measuring modules,
pre-processes the data, and communicates the with monitoring workstation.

3.2 Measuring Module Design

CMS consists of distributed measuring modules. Each of them follows a similar
design shown on Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3. Typical design of a sensor module

An important aspect if each module is the type of the used sensor, which
determines the nature and quality of the measured signal. An input analog sig-
nal is fed to the shaping circuit (e.g. filters, level adjustment circuits) and then
to an analog/digital (A/D) converter. The converter is selected to provide the
necessary conversion resolution, accuracy, and speed. The sampling and neces-
sary data preprocessing is performed by the microcontroller or specialized DSP
processor. The measuring module communicates with the Logger Box through
the CAN interface or wirelessly in the ISM 2.4 GHz band. A module with wire
connection is powered through the CAN bus (CAN interface with an additional
power cable) and a module with wireless connection is powered from its own
battery.

3.3 Communication Architecture

The communication architecture of CMS includes a number of digital interfaces,
both wire-based and wireless. The interface type corresponds to the requirements
in terms of transmission speed, resistance to interference, and interoperation
with other interfaces. Fig. 4 below shows a block diagram of the communication
system.

Since the measuring modules are installed at various places inside and outside
the vehicle, they are connected with the Logger Box through the CAN interface.
The CAN interface ensures sufficient transmission speed and resistance to inter-
ference. It also supports the node mode of operation, which enables additional
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Fig. 4. Organization of CMS communications

sensors to be connected to the system. Each connected node (measuring module)
has its ID, name, and operating mode register. The CAN nodes are slave devices
to the Logger Box which is always the master device. The communication is
invariably based on the ”master’s inquiry - slave’s response” principle. The re-
sponse from a slave device should occur within 200 μs. Such organization ensures
synchronous sampling of all signals and continuous checking of the connection
with the measuring module. In addition to the CAN interface signals (CANL
and CANH), power cables (GND, +12 V DC) are connected to each module.

Measuring modules which cannot use wire connections communicate through
wireless links operating in the ISM 2.4 GHz band. For that purpose, proprietary
radio modules operating in the master-multislave configuration have been devel-
oped. They ensure very short connection establishing time (< 1 ms) and short
time of slave’s response to master’s inquiries (< 4 ms).

The Logger Box communicates with the monitoring workstation through the
USB 2.0 or WiFi interface. Those interfaces can be used interchangeably. Also,
the Logger Box is equipped with a GPRS modem for communication with
the cellular base station. In addition to external interfaces, the Logger Box
uses the following interfaces for local transmissions between the microprocessor
system elements: UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter),
I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit), SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface), FSMC (flexible
static memory controller).

4 Data Processing Unit

4.1 Signals and Data Flow

The Car Measurement System architecture supports measuring more than 50
signals synchronously, in real time. The implementation of that task requires
using complex control and sampling algorithms based on the TDMA (Time Di-
vision Multiple Access) technique. The signals can be processed both in real time
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and off-line. Due to the high complexity of the measuring system, it was nec-
essary to clearly separate the controlling, data acquisition, and data processing
functions. The data flow is shown on Fig. 5 below.

Fig. 5. Data flow within measurement systems

Signals from measured objects (the driver, vehicle, environment) are sampled
by a programmable control and measurement unit. The samples are stored in
the memory and may be transmitted to the data processing unit. Depending on
the needs, the calculated values can be sent to the control and measurement unit
or to the database server. Also, the data processing unit can access the database
which contains calculated values or reference signals.

4.2 Data Processing

In CMS, it is assumed that the data recorded in the Data Logger module is ana-
lyzed with advanced signal processing algorithms. For that purpose, the data is
converted to sets of factors reflecting the driver’s health and driving predisposi-
tion. Those factors are listed in Table 1 below. For all listed factors, normalized
mean square error is assumed as the metric to ensure that the obtained values
always stay within the normalized range and therefore it is always possible to
find the threshold values best representing the three basic categories of values:
low, optimal, and elevated. Those categories are represented by scores from the
following set: α = {–1, 0, 1}.

The Automatic Data Processing System (ADPS), implemented both as a
decision-making module in the Web server (for off-line processing) and in the
Logger Box (for on-line processing), can make decisions regarding the driver’s
character, driving style, and driving predisposition. The on-line processing pro-
cedures implemented on the dedicated platform are written in the C language in
the NetBeans IDE 7.0.1 environment on the Ubuntu GNU/Linux 11.10 operating
platform.

The factors are calculated from multiple input parameters, through multiple
iterations. The newest achievements in the area of biomedical signal analysis [12]
have been used, including signal parameterization and classification procedures.

The Web-based decision-making module receives data recorded by CMS in the
Data Logger and works out decisions regarding, inter alia, the subject’s driving
predisposition. For that purpose, it is necessary to establish decision thresholds on
the basis of statistical tests on a large population of drivers. The decision-making
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Table 1. List of factors calculated from signals generated by the Car Measurement
System (CMS)

No Factor Description

1 ENV Signals from the module measuring the environment con-
ditions in the vehicle (such as air temperature and pres-
sure)

2 ROAD Signals from the module detecting oculomotoric activity
and recording the road image

3 CAN Signals from the module reading data from the vehicle’s
onboard computer

4 CARBIO Parameters read from the onboard computer, corre-
lated with parameters from the Personal Medical Packet
(PMP)

5 BIO Biological signals from the PMP

Table 2. A report generated by the decision-making module for the BIO factor (the
value range for the BIO factor is {0-1})

RESULT FILE: ID30 252.res

CmFlickerFact: 0.8871

CzFlickerFact: 0.8761

HrFact: 0.4803

ImpFact: 1.0000

SBPressFact: 0.6074

DBPressFact: 0.0996

Spo2Factor: 0.9577

TempFact: 0.7577

BIO: 0.7083

module provides a reporting panel and an administrative panel. Table 2 below
shows an example report generated by ADPS for the BIO factor during our pilot
tests.

where:

CmFlickerFact – flickering factor for the Flicker sensor
CzFlicker – decay factor for the Flicker sensor
HrFact – Heart Rate factor for the ECG signal
ImpFact – skin impedance factor
SBPressFact/DBPressFact – systolic/diastolic blood pressure factors
Spo2factor – blood saturation factor
TempFact – driver’s body temperature factor.

In the case illustrated in Table 2, the calculated BIO factor value is 0.7083,
classified to the decision range of α = 1, i.e. the normal value. Works are under
way to develop a set of rules and assessment criteria for the factors listed in
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Table 1. The software modules will also be implemented on the Microsoft .NET
development platform in order to optimize the code and thus to enable quasi-
real-time simulation and experimental research.

5 Selected Testing Results

To verify the correct operation of the CMS hardware and software elements,
several experimental tests have been conducted. Particular attention was paid to
proper configuration and communication between the devices, as well as proper
data synchronization and storage. During the tests, the equipment was installed
in a car. Before starting the data recording, the system operation was checked
by inspection of the data transmitted online through the WiFi interface. Then
the test proper was conducted and after its completion the results were read
through the USB interface. Example results are shown on Fig. 6 (the recorded
route with characteristic points) and Fig. 7 (selected signals corresponding to
the route).

Fig. 6. The test ride route with characteristic points

To visualize the travelled route, the http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/ service
has been used. The obtained photo has been marked with the following charac-
teristic points: s - test start/end; p - loop with a diameter of ca. 5 m; b1. . . b7

- braking points; z1. . . z3 - turning points. The diagram based on the recorded
GPS data truly reflects the travelled route, as visible e.g. for the loop.

The signals recorded during the ride have been read and visualized in the
dedicated software application. The application enables viewing all or selected
signals. Some of the signals are shown on Fig. 7 below.
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Fig. 7. Selected signals recorded for the route shown on Fig. 6

The figure presents four signals: lb acelX — signal from the X-axis accelerom-
eter of the dynamics measurement module; lb gyroZ — signal from the Z-axis
gyroscope of the dynamics measurement module (dps = degrees per second);
car speed — car speed; car rotate — engine rotational speed (rpm = revolu-
tions per minute). All signals are plotted in the function of time (shown in
the hours:minutes:seconds,milliseconds format). The characteristic points, cor-
responding to those on Fig. 6, are marked. On the lb acelX graph, the breaking
points (b1. . . b7) are visible. At those points, car speed was quickly decreasing
and car rotate was dropping to the idle value (ca. 1300 rpm). The lb acelX
signal shows also the car acceleration. On the lb gyroZ graph, the moments of
making the loop (p) and turns (z1. . . z3) are visible. The lb gyroZ signal value
is negative for right turns and positive for left turns.

6 Summary

The analysis of traffic accident statistics, available literature, and results of the
pilot tests conducted by the authors confirms the importance of monitoring the
drivers’ psychophysiological state under distractive conditions. Such monitoring
provides information which, as the ultimate goal of the research, will enable
developing a warning system. The key component of such system will be a mod-
ule evaluating the driver’s predisposition, integrated with an elaborate sensor
system. Such module is currently under development.
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The example results shown above confirm the proper operation of CMS. Suf-
ficient quality of the measured signals and their synchronous recording in real
time have been obtained. The analysis of all (more than 50) signals may provide
the full picture of the driving conditions and the driver’s behavior.

The results obtained from the research conducted with the apparatus pre-
sented herein may be used to design future training programs in the area of
road-situation awareness, as well as to train and rehabilitate those cognitive and
psychomotor functions of people from various age groups, which deteriorate with
age. In the future, the system based on the presented results may be used by
other organizations and research centers developing programs aimed at increas-
ing the security of road traffic, by healthcare entities specializing in rehabilitation
of aged persons, and by driving schools which provide supplementary specialist
training.

Acknowledgment. The results presented herein have been achieved within the
framework of the project “An integrated system for monitoring the psychophys-
iological state of vehicle drivers to minimize threats in road traffic”, project No.
UDA-POIG.01.03.01-10-085/09.
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Abstract. Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) require some mecha-
nism to authenticate messages, identify valid vehicles, and remove
misbehaving ones. A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide this
functionality using digital certificates, but needs an efficient mechanism
to revoked misbehaving/compromised vehicles. The IEEE 1609.2 stan-
dard states that VANETs will rely on the use of certificate revocation lists
(CRLs) to achieve revocation. However, despite their simplicity, CRLs
present two major disadvantages that are highlighted in a vehicular net-
work: CRL size and CRL request implosion. In this paper, we point out
the problems when using CRLs in this type of networks. To palliate these
issues, we propose the use of Authenticated Data Structures (ADS) that
allow distributing efficiently revocation data. By using ADS, network en-
tities can check the status of a certificate decreasing the peak bandwidth
load in the distribution points.

Keywords: Certification, PKI, Authenticated Data Structures.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, wireless communication between vehicles have drawn exten-
sive attention for their promise to contribute to a safer, more efficient, and more
comfortable driving experience in the foreseeable future. This type of communi-
cations have stimulated the emergence of Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
which consist of mobile nodes capable of communicating with each other (i.e.
Vehicle to Vehicle Communication -V2V communication) and with the static in-
frastructure (i.e. Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication -V2I communication).
To make these communications feasible, vehicles are equipped with on-board
units (OBUs) and fixed communication units (road-side units, RSUs) are placed
along the road. Applying short range wireless technology based on IEEE 802.11,
multi-hop communication facilitates information exchange among network nodes
that are not in direct communication range [1].
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However, the open-medium nature of these networks and the high-speed mo-
bility of a large number of vehicles make necessary the integration of primary
security requirements such as authentication, message integrity, non-repudiation,
and privacy [2]. Without security, all users would be potentially vulnerable to
the misbehavior of the services provided by the VANET. Hence, it is necessary
to evict compromised, defective, and illegitimate nodes. The basic solution envi-
sioned to achieve these requirements is to use digital certificates linked to a user
by a trusted third party. These certificates can then be used to sign information.
Most of the existing solutions manage these certificates by means of a central
Certification Authority (CA) [3]. According to IEEE 1609.2 standard [4], vehic-
ular networks will rely on the public key infrastructure (PKI). In PKI, a CA
issues an authentic digital certificate for each node in the network. Therefore, an
efficient certificate management is crucial for the robust and reliable operation of
any PKI. A critical part of any certificate-management scheme is the revocation
of certificates.

Regarding the revocation of these certificates, some proposals allow revocation
without the intervention of the infrastructure at the expense of trusting other
vehicles criteria; and other proposals are based on the existence of a central
entity, such as the CA, which is in charge of taking the revocation decision for
a certain vehicle. Again, according to the IEEE 1609.2 standard [4], vehicular
networks will rely on the existence of a CA. In this sense, it is stated that
these networks will depend on certificate revocation lists (CRLs) and short-lived
certificates to achieve revocation. CRLs can be seen as black lists that enumerate
revoked certificates along with the date of revocation and, optionally, the reasons
for revocation.

As the network scale of VANETs is expected to be very large and to protect
the privacy of users each vehicle has many temporary certificates (or called
pseudonyms), the CRLs are expected to be quite large. Moreover, CRLs have also
associated a problem of request implosion, i.e., vehicles may become synchronized
around CRL publication instant, as they may request CRL at or near the moment
of publication. This burst of requests may cause network congestion that may
introduce longer latency in the process of validating a certificate. To reduce the
potential network and computational overhead imposed by any CRL distribution
mechanism, some optimizations for organizing, storing, and exchanging CRL
information have been proposed. In [2,5], it is proposed a way of compress CRLs
using Bloom filters. Their method reduces the size of a CRL by using about
half the number of bytes to specify the certificate serial number for revocation.
However, the use of this probabilistic structure has associated a false positive
rate that diminishes the efficiency of the revocation service.

In this paper, we explore the benefits of using authenticated data structures
(ADS), such as binary trees or skip lists, to manage revocation data in VANETS.
These structures are a model of computation where untrusted responders answer
certificate status queries on behalf of the CA and provide a proof of the validity
of the answer to the user. Although VANETs can greatly benefit from the use
of ADSs, to the best of our knowledge there has been no proposal of deploying
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the revocation service by means of an ADS. By using these structures, both
CRL issues are palliated: the CA is no longer a bottleneck as there are several
responders that act on its behalf; and the revocation data can be checked without
downloading the whole CRL.

2 CRLs’ Problematic in VANETs

As stated in the trial-use standard [4], for a certificate authority (CA) to in-
validate a vehicle’s certificates, the CA includes the certificate serial number in
the CRL. The CA then distributes the CRL so that vehicles can identify and
distrust the newly revoked vehicle. The distribution should spread quickly to
every vehicle in the system.

However, the distribution itself poses a great challenge due to the size of the
CRL. As a CRL is a list containing the serial numbers of all certificates issued
by a given certification authority (CA) that have been revoked and have not
yet expired, its distribution causes network overhead. Moreover, the CRL size
increases dramatically if only a small portion of the OBUs in the VANET is
revoked. To have an idea of how big the CRL size can be, consider the case
where 1% of the total number of the OBUs in the United States is revoked.
Recall that in a VANET, each vehicle owes not only an identity certificate, but
also several pseudonyms. The number of pseudonyms may vary depending on the
degree of privacy and anonymity that it must be guaranteed. According to Raya,
Papadimitratos, and Hubaux in [5] the OBU must store enough pseudonyms to
change pseudonyms about every minute while driving. This equates to about
43,800 pseudonyms per year for an average of two hours of driving per day. In
the United States alone, 255,917,664 ”highway” registered vehicles were counted
in 2008, of which 137,079,843 passenger cars [6]. In this case, the CRL would
contain around 100 billion revoked certificates. Assuming that certificates can
be identified by a 16 byte fingerprint (the size of one AES block), the CRL size
would be of 1,7 TB approximately. Only the amount of memory necessary to
storage this CRL makes it impossible its deployment. Therefore, the CRL size
has to be reduced.

The CRL size can be reduced by using regional CAs. However, there appears
a trade-off between the size of the CA region and size of the CRL, as well as
the management complexity of the entire PKI system for VANETs. The least
complicated region to manage would be a single large area, such as the entire
United States, with a single CA responsible for every certificate and pseudonym.
However, this gives place to CRLs of several terabytes. Therefore, it is necessary
to divide the CRL information according to regional areas. In this sense, if
we divide the entire United States by cities (i.e. 10,016 cities according to the
U.S. census bureau), the CRL size is reduced to around 170 Mbytes. Using
the 802.11a protocol to communicate with RSUs in range, vehicles could have
between 10-30 Mbps depending on the vehicle’s speed and the road congestion.
Therefore, in the best case a vehicle will need more than 45 seconds to download
the whole CRL. Under non-congested conditions, any vehicle should be able to
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contact the infrastructure for more than 45 seconds, and therefore download the
CRL. In scenarios where vehicles are not able to keep a permanent link with
the infrastructure for this amount of time, techniques such as Bloom filter or
Digital Fountain Codes could be used to download the CRL. Therefore, though
the problem of having a huge CRL is mitigated by the use of such techniques,
the restraints imposed by the distribution affect the freshness of the revocation
data.

A direct consequence of this significant time to download a CRL is that a
new CRL cannot be issued very often, so its validity period has to be shortened.
This validity period directly determines how often a vehicle has to update the
revocation information. Therefore, the validity period of the CRL is critical
to the bandwidth consumption. In this context, it appears another trade-off
between the freshness of revocation information and the bandwidth consumed
by downloading CRLs. Large validity periods will decrease the network overhead
at expenses of having outdated revocation information. Small validity periods
will increase the network overhead but users will have fresh information about
revoked certificates. As CRLs cannot be issued every time there is a new revoked
certificate, vehicles will be operating with revocation information that is not
comprehensive. Therefore, they will be taking certain risk of trusting a certificate
that could be potentially revoked.

3 Using Authenticated Data Structures for Certificate
Revocation in VANETs

By replicating revocation data at untrusted responders near users, VANETs can
enhance its performance but that replication causes a major security challenge.
Namely, how can a vehicle verify that the revocation data replicated at the RSUs
are the same as the original from the CA? A simple mechanism to achieve the
authentication of replicated revocation data consists of having the digitally sign
each revocation entry and replicating the CA signature too. However, in VANETs
where the revocation data evolves rapidly over time, this solution is inefficient.
To achieve higher communication and computation efficiency, we propose the
use of authenticated data structures (ADS) to handle the revocation service in
VANETs. ADSs are a model of computation where untrusted responders answer
certificate status queries on behalf of the CA and provide a proof of the validity
of the answer to the user. In this section, first we introduce the architecture
necessary to adopt ADSs. Then, we describe different ADSs and their main
benefits.

3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture to support ADSs consists in an adaptation of a PKI
system to the vehicular environment. The ADS model involves a structured col-
lection R of revoked certificates and three parties: the certification authority
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(CA), the road side units (RSUs), and the vehicles. A repertory of query oper-
ations and optional update operations are assumed to be defined over R. These
three parties present a hierarchical architecture (see Fig. 1) which consists of
three levels: the CA is located at level 1, as it is the top of the system. RSUs are
located at level 2. Finally, the on-board units (OBUs) are located at the bottom
of the hierarchy. Note that without loss of generality we consider a single the
central trusted authority at the root, but it could be further divided into differ-
ent state level trusted authorities and additionally a group of city level trusted
authorities can be placed under every state authority.

The main tasks of each entity are:

1. The CA is responsible for generating the set of certificates that are stored
in each OBU. It is also responsible for holding the original version of R and
making it accessible to the rest of the entities. By definition of TTP, the CA
should be considered fully trusted by all the network entities, so it should
be assumed that it cannot be compromised by any attacker. In fact, in our
proposal the CA is the only trusted entity within the network. Whenever
an update is performed on R, the CA produces structure authentication
information, which consists of a signed time-stamped statement about the
current version of R.

2. RSUs are fixed entities that are fully controlled by the CA. They can access
the CA anytime because they are located in the infrastructure-side, which
does not suffer from disconnections. RSUs maintain a copy of R. They in-
teract with the CA by receiving from the CA the updates performed on
R together with the associated structure authentication information. RSUs
also interact with vehicles by answering queries on R posed by the vehicles.
In addition to the answer to a query, RSUs also return answer authentica-
tion information, which consists of (i) the freshest structure authentication
information issued by the CA; and (ii) a proof of the authenticity of the
answer. If the CA considers that an RSU has been compromised, the CA
can revoke it.
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3. OBUs are in charge of storing all the certificates that a vehicle possesses.
An OBU has abundant resources in computation and storage and allows any
vehicle to communicate with the infrastructure and with any other vehicle
in its neighborhood. OBUs pose queries on R, but instead of contacting the
CA directly, it contacts the RSU in range. However, OBUs only trust the
CA and not the RSU about R. Hence, it verifies the answer from the RSU
using the associated answer authentication information.

3.2 System Requirements

– Low computational cost : The computations performed internally by each
entity (CA, RSU, and OBU) should be simple and fast.

– Low communication overhead : CA-to-RSU communication (update authen-
tication information) and RSU-to-OBU communication (answer authentica-
tion information) should be as small as possible.

– High security: the authenticity of the answers given by a RSU should be
verifiable.

3.3 Authenticated Data Structures

Several ADSs have been proposed in the literature (mainly in the context of
data base management) that fulfill the aforementioned requirements. In this
section, we describe a repertoire of ADSs and to what extent they are capable
of improving the revocation service.

Merkle Hash Trees. A Merkle hash tree (MHT) [7] is essentially a tree struc-
ture that is built with a collision-resistant hash function to produce a short
cryptographic description of R. The leaf nodes hold the hash values of the data
of interest, i.e., the serial number of the revoked certificates (SN1,SN2,. . .,SNn);
and the internal nodes hold the hash values that result from applying the hash
function to the concatenation of the hash values of its children nodes. In this
way, a large number of separate data can be tied to a single hash value: the
hash at the root node of the tree. MHTs can be used to provide an efficient and
highly-scalable way to distribute revocation information.

A sample MHT is presented in Figure 2(a). The authentication of an element
is performed using a verification path, which consists of the sibling nodes of the
nodes on the path from the leaf associated with the element to the root of the
tree. The root value is signed and the collision-resistant property of the hash
function is used to propagate authentication from the root to the leaves. This
construction is simple and efficient and achieves signature amortization, where
only one digital signature is used for signing a large collection of data. The hash
tree uses linear space and has O(log n) (where n denotes the number of revoked
certificates) proof size, query time and verification time. An ADS based on hash
trees can also achieve O(log n) update time.
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2-3 Trees. A standard 2-3 tree [8] is a tree where all leaves are at the same height
and each node (except leaves) has two or three children. It has the nice property
that leaf removal and insertion incur only logarithmic complexity because these
operations only involve the nodes related to the path from the relevant leaf to
the root.

Each leaf of such a 2-3 tree stores an element of set R, and each internal node
stores a one-way hash of its children’s values. Thus, the CA-to-RSU communica-
tion is reduced to O(1) entries, since the CA sends insert and remove instructions
to the RSUs, together with a signed message consisting of a timestamp and the
hash value of the root of the tree. RSUs respond to a membership query for an
element SNi as follows: if SNi is in R, then RSUs provide the path from the leaf
storing SNi to the root, together with all the siblings of the nodes on this path;
else (SNi is not inR), RSUs provide the leaf-to-root paths from two consecutive
leaves storing SNj and SNk such that j < i < k, together with all siblings of
the nodes on these paths. By tracing these paths, OBUs can recompute the hash
values of their nodes, ultimately recomputing the hash value for the root, which
is then compared against the signed hash value of the root for authentication.
As with MHTs, these trees achieve O(log n) proof size, query time, update time
and verification time.

One-Way Accumulator. One-way accumulator (OWA) functions [9] allow a
CA to digitally sign a collection of objects as opposed to a single one. The main
advantage of this approach is that the validation of a response takes constant
time and requires computations simple enough to be performed in resource-
constrained devices. This type of ADS achieves a tradeoff between the cost of
updates at the CA and queries at the RSUs, with updates taking O(k + log(nk ))
time and queries taking O(nk ) time, for any fixed integer parameter 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
For instance, one can achieve O(

√
n) time for both updates and queries.

Skip Lists. Skip lists [10] are probabilistic ADSs that provide an alternative
to balanced tree. Skip lists are sorted linked lists with extra links, designed to
allow fast search in R by taking “shortcuts“. The main idea is to enhance linked
lists, which connect each element in the data sequence to its successor, by also
connecting some elements to successors further down the sequence. Roughly
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Table 1. Comparison of the main ADS vs traditional revocation mechanisms

method space update time update size query time query size verifying time

CRL O(n) O(1) O(1) O(n) O(n) O(n)

OCSP O(n) O(n) O(n) O(1) O(1) O(1)

MHT O(n) O(log n) O(1) O(log n) O(log n) O(log n)

2-3 tree O(n) O(log n) O(1) O(log n) O(log n) O(log n)

Skip Lists O(n) O(log n) O(1) O(log n) O(log n) O(log n)

OWA O(n) O(k + log(n
k
)) O(k) O(n

k
) O(1) O(1)

half of the elements have links to their two-hop successor, roughly a quarter
of the elements have links to their four-hop successor, and so on. As a result,
during traversal from SNi to element SNj, the traversal path follows repeatedly
the longest available link from the current element that does not overshoot the
destination SNj , and thereby reaches SNj in fewer steps than would be possible
by just traversing every intervening element between SNi and SNj. Compared
with balanced trees, a skip list presents the following benefits:

– It is easy to implement and practically efficient in search, especially update
time.

– It is space compact, where space is allocated when needed, while empty space
is preserved in balanced tree.

– It is main memory index, while balanced tree are disk-based index.

Finally, Table 1 shows a comparison of the asymptotic performance of the main
ADS versus traditional revocation mechanisms such as CRL or OCSP. Note that
with ADSs, the revocation service can be greatly improved both in computation
and communication overhead.

3.4 Certificate Status Validation Protocol

The certificate status validation protocol consists in three stages.

1. Revocation Service Setup: The CA creates a CRL by appending the serial
number of any revoked certificate. Then, it computes the corresponding ADS
from the set R of revoked certificates contained in the CRL. Once the ADS is
computed, the CA signs the resulting time-stamped digest of the data struc-
ture, i.e., a collision resistant succinct representation of the data structure.
The digest is transmitted to all the RSUs via a secure wireline together with
the corresponding CRL. RSUs can either implement a push or pull protocol
to transmit the digest to the vehicles in range.

2. Certificate Status Updating : Depending on the CA’s policy, when an update
is necessary, the CA recomputes the ADS and generates a new signed digest
that is transmitted to the RSUs. Note that depending on the ADS, the data
structure should be computed again or only update and delete operations
should be performed. The new ADS is transmitted to the RSUs again, so
that they could answer to validation queries.
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3. Certificate Status Querying: OBUs query any RSU in range about the sta-
tus of a particular certificate (SNi). If SNi ∈ R, then the RSU computes
the path necessary to allow OBUs to compute the digest and check that it
matches the signed digest. If SNi /∈ R, then the RSU computes the path of
two consecutive certificates in R and transmit them to the requesting OBU.
This OBU can then recompute the digest for both revoked certificates and
be sure that SNi /∈ R.

4 Evaluation

In the following, we compare the communication costs of using ADSs with
the tradition CRL mechanism. To that end we define a set of parameters (see
Table 2).

Table 2. Notation

Parameter Meaning of the parameter

N Total number of certificates (n = 3, 000, 000)

k Average number of certificates handled by a CA (k = 30, 000)

p Percentage of revoked certificates(p = 0.1)

q Number of certificate status queries issued per day (q = 3, 000, 000)

T Number of updates per day (T = 1)

sSN Size of a serial number (sSN = 20)

ssig Size of a signature (ssig = 1, 000)

shash Size of the hash function (shash = 128).

Using this notation, the CRL daily update cost is T · n · p · sSN as each CA
sends the whole CRL to the corresponding RSUs in each update. The CRL daily
query cost is q · p · k · sSN as for every query the RSU sends the whole CRL to
the querying OBU. When using ADS, these costs are drastically reduced. Note
that no matter the type of ADS, OBUs do not have to download the whole CRL,
and they only download status information about the certificate they want to
operate with. Regarding MHTs, the RSUs have to recompute the tree in each
update, so that daily update cost is T ·n · p · sSN . However, to answer an OBU’s
query the RSU only needs to send up to 1 + log2(pk) numbers, resulting in
q · shash(1 + log2(pk)) bits. In the case of 2-3 trees, to update the directory, the
CA sends difference lists of total daily length of n·p·sSN

365 + T · ssig ; and answer
to OBUs’ queries results in 2 · q · shash · log2(pk) bits. Similarly, skip lists need
2log2�pk� number to answer an OBU’s query and the same update cost than the
2-3 tree. With OWAs, the size of answer are drastically reduced to roughly ssig ,
and the update cost depends on the accumulator configuration. We use Matlab
R2011b to evaluate these costs.

Note that the costs will vary mainly depending on the total number of revoked
certificates, the update rate and the number of queries. Figure 3(a) shows how the
CA-to-RSU update communication costs of the different revocation mechanisms
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Fig. 3. (a) Daily CA-to-RSU update costs vs. update rate, (b) RSU-to-OBU query
cost vs query rate

depend on the update rate (all other parameters are held constant). Note that
any ADS is much more robust and efficient than CRL, even allowing once per
hour updates. Regarding the query costs, as ADSs have smaller proof to validate
the status of a certificate they provide a more bandwidth efficient solution than
CRL (see Fig. 3(b)).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the problem of certificate authentication and revo-
cation in VANETs. We have proposed the use of authenticated data structures
to handle the revocation service over VANETs. After discussing the issues of
deploying CRLs in these environments, we show that ADSs are more robust
to changes in parameters, and allow higher update/query rates than traditional
revocation mechanisms. In addition, the adoption ADS reduces both the commu-
nication and the computational overhead in the OBUs. For our future work, we
will investigate the use of mobile repositories under the context of the proposed
schemes.
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Abstract. Information aggregation is used to fuse interrelated data items col-
lected from different nodes before redistributing them. Thus, using aggregation 
the number of transmissions and the communication overhead can be reduced 
significantly. Particularly for applications which require periodic dissemination 
of information into a large region, aggregation becomes prerequisite. Let us 
consider an example of self-organized infrastructure less traffic information 
system where each vehicle periodically disseminates its speed, position and in-
formation about road conditions. The aim is to design such data aggregation 
technique that not only use low bandwidth for data dissemination after aggrega-
tion process but also use low bandwidth for data collection from source nodes 
as well. As VANET environment has limited bandwidth this data aggregation 
becomes the need of hour for efficient data processing and dissemination with-
out network overhead. In this work we have proposed a cluster based data ag-
gregation technique where vehicles are divided into autonomous clusters head-
ed by cluster-head. Data is send to cluster-head that perform the aggregation of 
data and dissimulate it into network. 

Keywords: Data Aggreigation in VANET; VANET applicaitons; VANET data 
dessiminaiton; cluster based data aggregation; Autonomus Clustering. 

1 Introduction  

Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) is an enabling technology for many applications 
that is being used actively in safety, enhanced driving, or entertainment applications. 
Data Aggregation Techniques for VANETs need a careful design for being able to 
cope with the variety of requirements emerging from the highly dynamic network 
structure and the applications themselves. One common problem in IVC constitutes 
the limited bandwidth of the wireless medium. In case of high vehicle density many 
cars compete for the wireless medium, thus exceeding the available bandwidth if 
every car disseminates a large amount of application level data. Moreover, many  
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applications need to flood data into a large geographic region which amplifies the 
problem of the limited bandwidth [1]. 

Information aggregation is one possibility to address this problem. The idea behind 
aggregation is that many applications do not need atomic information, such as exact 
position and speed values from each vehicle. Instead, it is sufficient to have an ab-
stract, aggregated view of the sensed phenomenon. The level of the abstraction is 
application dependent and influences the amount of bandwidth saved. Consider for 
example a traffic information system which is used to inform drivers about road con-
ditions several kilometers ahead. The native way to implement such a system is to 
disseminate the own position periodically, together with all other atomic information 
received from other vehicles. It is easy to see that such a system is not scalable. In 
addition, a driver is not interested in such atomic information, but wants to know the 
average speed on the road, and where a possible traffic jam is exactly located to be 
able to react accordingly. 

Such a subsumption of similar atomic values in one aggregated value (e.g., average 
speed) is called data fusion. For the effectiveness of aggregation the spatial and tem-
poral correlation of data is of key importance. In traffic jams, the velocity of the ve-
hicles is almost identical. Thus, all atomic values in the whole traffic jam region can 
be aggregated to one average, without significant loss of accuracy. This way, only a 
fraction of information has to be disseminated, thereby significantly reducing com-
munication overhead.  

As we have seen, the correlation of data is important for aggregation and the  
correlation factor and its dimension depends on actual traffic and road conditions. 
Therefore, the key idea of this work is a completely infrastructure-free aggregation 
mechanism, which enables to aggregate data purely based on their correlation within 
the network without using any external sources. This way the proposed protocol 
achieves a very high accuracy in terms of reducing the size of information that needs 
to be dissimilated especially broadcasted or geo-casted in the network. Other pro-
posed aggregation approaches for VANETs rely on some kind of fixed structure (such 
as road segments) in which data is aggregated, regardless of their correlation. Thus, 
such approaches always have to handle with a trade-off between accuracy and com-
munication overhead: with small segment sizes a better approximation is possible, but 
more information has to be communicated. Having large segments, the deviation of 
the aggregated values from the actual situation is higher, resulting in reduced  
accuracy. 

This paper is meant as a step towards a deeper understanding of these fundamental 
issues. Previous work has considered individual, specific aggregation schemes and 
dissemination mechanisms, and has evaluated them in specific situations and envi-
ronments, using simulations and experiments. Here, we consider the zone based clus-
tering environment where data aggregation and dissemination is done by cluster-head 
instead of all vehicular nodes personally. Our primary focus is on reducing the size of 
information that is need to be disseminate to ensure that all information can be broad-
casted in lower bandwidth as well in any kind of VANET environment. For data ag-
gregation we proposed a weighted geomantic mean algorithm where we define the 
weights of the values as the function of time. Instead of the other approaches that uses 
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different forms of anathematic means explained in [2, 3, 4] we used geomantic mean 
to ensure that outlier values don’t effect on aggregation technique.  

To fulfill our aim we use the cluster based technique where we first don’t encour-
age data aggregation and disseminate by each node but we want to delegate this  
responsibility to cluster-head. In our experiments we show that our approach reduces 
the data size that eventually reduces the network traffic on a network. Our result pro-
vides value able hints in development and usage of cluster oriented technique in  
conjunction with data aggregation technique.     

The rest of the paper organized as follows; in section 2 we present related work in 
data aggregation field for vehicular network. In section 3 we explain our functional 
equation based mechanism for data aggregation followed by cluster formulation for 
vehicular network in section 4. In section 5 we present our experimental details and 
obtained results followed by conclusion in section 6 of the paper. 

2 Related Work  

Aggregation in Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) is a well-researched area, but 
WSNs also differ notably from VANETs both regarding network properties and re-
quirements, which renders simple transfer of aggregation schemes infeasible. First of 
all, in most sensor network aggregation schemes it is assumed that there is only one 
base station which initializes a query to gather aggregated data sensed by nodes. Af-
terward, all aggregated data is propagated to this base station as the data sink. This 
characteristic is exploited by tree-based aggregation where the root node of the tree is 
the data sink. In contrast to this, in vehicular networks all nodes are data sinks. There-
fore, such aggregation schemes are not appropriate for vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tion. Furthermore, Node based data aggregation techniques needs a significant 
amount of communication overhead for transferring each and every record to all vehi-
cle via broadcasting. This overhead increases with growing node mobility. Therefore, 
such static topology hierarchies cannot be used in vehicular networks, where we face 
very high node velocities and network dynamics. 

In [6], Author discussed about relationship and data dissemination and data aggre-
gation they proposed a model for balancing data amount with respect to network band 
width. The paper studies the direct impact of aggregation model on the performance 
of network and data dissimilation. Instead of performing exponents author had 
adopted the mathematical way to prove their theory. According to the authors, the 
level or aggregation is directly proportional to network bandwidth.  

In [8] author proposed a time-efficient local data aggregation algorithm for ubiqui-
ties sensor networks that aggregates delay-constrained data within a given time dead-
line in clustered wireless sensor networks. Approach consists of two phases. At the 
first step author had design a zone-based fast data aggregation tree (ZFDAT) to elimi-
nate unnecessary packets being forwarded too many receiver nodes and avoid long 
detour paths until cluster-head, where cluster-head is local control centre to coordi-
nate the data transmissions in the cluster. Next, In the second step optimal link sched-
uling algorithm to minimize aggregation time by given variable length of time slots 
for all links in the ZFDAT has been explained the core objective of the approach was 
to minimize the aggregation time under energy constraint and outperforms the similar 
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existing algorithms. In particular, this approach distributes the total aggregation time, 
and then it finally also reduces the heavy processing load at the cluster-head. 

Another approach is explained in [3] for the decentralized discovery of free park-
ing places. Vehicles use periodic broadcasts (beacons) to disseminate information 
about free parking slots. In that work, aggregation is performed over a hierarchical 
quad-tree. Consequently, the map is divided into no overlapping areas and informa-
tion is organized in different levels. This way the communication overhead can be 
reduced drastically because aggregated information is disseminated into remote re-
gions with increasing aggregation level (i.e., with decreasing accuracy). However 
building a tree based approach required pre-defined map information and it can’t 
work in dense area like on roads or traffic signals where data needs to be disseminate 
to the other vehicles. In such situations on the one side vehicles are in large amount 
and on the other side data size also keep increasing that consequently overflow from 
provided bandwidth. Lochert et al. in [4] take a similar hierarchical approach on ag-
gregating free parking slots using globally known map data for segmentation. One 
major advantage of their system is the usage of an adapted version of Flajolet-Martin 
sketches to achieve a probabilistic but duplicate insensitive sum of free parking 
spaces [3]. Aggregates can therefore be arbitrarily combined and re-combined without 
counting free parking slots multiple times. 

Another approach is explained in [5] for the decision making of data aggregation in 
vehicular environment. Vehicles use fuzzy reasoning as a holistic yet intuitive  
approach to take the aggregation decision. Fuzzy reasoning allows a flexible aggrega-
tion decision that may consider all values contained in the aggregates for an aggrega-
tion decision. As the result of fuzzy function the output is presented in HIGH, LOW 
and MEDIUM aggregation. The parameters that are used for the fuzzy function in 
order to make the decision are road segment density and vehicle’s speed.  
Dis-advantage of this approach is it works on whole network and doesn’t create any 
sub-graphs of the network hence the data aggregation is done by each node and  
band-width problem remains the same as explained in the above stated work. 

3 Functional Equation  

Functional equations are equations where the unknowns are functions. A well-known 
example of functional equation is the following Cauchy equation: 

     
 

A function  is a solution of this equation if, for any two values x and y, the applica-
tion of φ to x + y equals the addition of the application of  to x and to y. Therefore, 
the equation establishes conditions that functions φ have to satisfy. Typical  
solutions of this Cauchy equation are the functions    for an arbitrary value 
for   . 

• In information fusion, functional equations can be used in two different con-
texts. Functional equations can be used when we need to define an aggrega-
tion operator and we know which basic properties it has to satisfy. We can 
express the conditions of such an operator using functional equations. The 
operator is then derived from the equations 
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• Functional equations can be used to study the properties of information fu-
sion methods. This is so because they can characterize the operators. Here, a 
characterization consists of finding a minimum set of properties (a minimum 
set of equations) that uniquely implies the operator. It is important to say that 
the set of properties that imply an operator is usually not unique. 

In this section, we present an example of the application of functional equations to 
construct an operator that aggregates numerical information. We start by formalizing 
the problem, and then turn to the development of its solution. The example illustrates 
the main procedures to prove theorems by means of functional equations. 

In a vehicular ad-hoc network, m different cars have been recording their N differ-
ent sensors parameters to publish for their respective cluster head. Then, a cluster 
head has to aggregate the information of all the cars and broadcast final aggregated 
values of the obtained values. The first problem is how to formalize the aggregation 
process. We start by formalizing the available data and then the requirements for the 
aggregation process. 

Available data is modeled as follows:  stands for the evaluated value that the ith 
vehicle recorded for the jth parameter. X stands for the whole matrix with the opi-
nions of all the vehicles (X = { }) and xi corresponds to the vector with the values of 
the ith parameter recorded by all vehicles. Similarly, xj is the vector with all the ve-
hicles to the jth parameters values. Table 3.1 illustrates the data supplied by the  
vehicles. In this table, the ith vehicle is denoted by Vi. 

  Perm1 Perm2 . . . . . . Permi . . . . . . PermN Veh1   . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Veh2   . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Veh3   . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Vehj   . . . . . .  . . . . . .   . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VehM   . . . . . .  . . . . . .  DM  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 
Before we introduce aggregation functions   , , … … …  , we 

introduce weight. The typical operator is the weighted mean. In this operator, weights 
are used to represent importance of the information sources, time of Information Re-
cording and life of Information. When a value is time bound and recorded for certain 
time period at a particular time t we have weighted aggregation operators. We charac-
terize these operators below.  
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Definition 1: An operator is sensitive if, for    1, . . . , ,   ˉ   ,  
  , , , , … , ,  …    , , , , … , ˉ ,  …  
 

That is, changes in one parameter imply changes in the outcome. This property im-
plies the cancellativity of ◦, a weighted parameter.  

Bajraktarevic’s means are a family of operators that generalize weighted means. 
Their definition has resemblances with a quasi-arithmetic and geomantic mean with 
weights (the quasi-weighted mean or geomantic weighted mean) While in the 
weighted mean,  function, the weight  is constant for all  , in a Bajraktarev-
ic’s mean the weight is a function of the  . Such a function is expressed by in 
the next definition 

Given functions  and  (where  is monotone increasing with inverse  −1 and 
 nonnegative), the Bajraktarevic’s mean is defined as follows: 

Given functions  and  such as  is monotone increasing with inverse  and  
nonnegative, the Bajraktarevic’s mean is defined as follows: 

  , , , … … … .      1,  
  , … . … ,   ∑  ∑  

  , … . … ,   ∏ ∏  

 
The Bajraktarevic’s mean becomes the quasi-weighted mean when  is a con-
stant that solely depends on  , and the arithmetic and geomantic mean 
when  for all . Families of arithmetic-weighted means and geomantic-
weighted means can be generated applying the functions in following Equation 

 

. .      … . . … . … … … . .  

 
Our next step is to define weightages for the values with respect to time and distance 
between source node and cluster head.  

Definition 2: Let d is the distance between source node and destination node and t is 
time difference between period of information being recorded and processed. We 
define raw weight as follow   1 1   
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And raw weight for scaling as follows;  
   
 

We define set of raw weights for all values  ,  , … … …  as ,  , … … …  and   
 
To scale values from {0, 1} we use the following formula  
           m    max      
 

Once the weights have been calculated for all values provided in the table 1, the deci-
sion maker (denoted by DM in the last row of Table 3.1) has to make a final assign-
ment. This final assignment is expressed as a function  of X. That is,  denotes 
all the assignments and  corresponds to the final assignment to a particular pa-
rameter j therefore   1 , . . . , .  

4 Autonomous Clustering Scheme 

A cluster is a subset of nodes and consists of one cluster-head and two or more clus-
ter-members. Node ID of the cluster-head becomes cluster ID of the cluster. A clus-
ter-head and other cluster-members should connect with each other with the same 
cluster ID. The cluster is managed by the number of members. The number of nodes 
in each cluster is always adjusted between the lower bound η and the upper bound λ 
which are set beforehand, respectively. Moreover, a node which is adjacent to other 
node in a different cluster ID is called a gateway node. A gateway node performs the 
communication and the information gathering with the neighbor cluster. 

We show autonomous clustering scheme in Figure 1. In the figure, a circle denotes 
a node, and a part enclosed by a solid line represents the cluster. The cluster-head-
based tree is constructed in the cluster, and each cluster is connected with the 
neighbouring cluster through the gateway nodes. Before explaining the cluster archi-
tecture we assume the following properties about the vehicular network: 

• The vehicles in the network are moving vehicle that moves with respect to 
some speed s and towards some direction d.  

• Vehicles have similar capabilities for sensing, processing and communi-
cation and slandered communication range of 180m.  

• Nodes are assumed to know their location information via GPS-like de-
vices or other positioning technique. 

In Autonomous clustering scheme, the nodes organize themselves into local clusters 
which one node acts as the cluster head. Each no cluster head node (cluster member) 
joins the nearest cluster head and transmits its data to the cluster head. Cluster head 
nodes aggregate the reported data from cluster members and transmit the data to the 
sink node. We assume that proper transmission control schemes for medium access 
are available to minimize the effect of dynamic wireless channel.  
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Fig. 1. Cluster formation 

The operation of autonomous clustering scheme is divided into a series of consecu-
tive tasks. Each task begins with a cluster setup phase that is initiated by the sink 
node. Figure 1 shows the state transitions of nodes in autonomous clustering scheme. 
After being connected to the network, vehicular nodes are in idle states. When a new 
membership request packet is broadcasted by a cluster-head, all nodes who receive 
the membership request came into ready state to evaluate the cluster coverage to be-
come part of a cluster and got connected with its cluster head. The nodes that receive 
the broadcast message evaluate their willingness to become a part of cluster and set 
their willingness value for cluster head declaration, by using the cluster coverage and 
remaining energy.  

We define µ  the expected willingness of a vehicle v, as a function of distance and 
connection strength that is measured in form of hops to join a cluster or not.  

 
Definition 3: Let d is the distance between the cluster-head and cluster node and h is 
no of hops between cluster node and cluster-head. We define the willingness µ as 
follows; 

 μ  1 1   

 
Definition 4: Let Ω is the function for selecting a cluster-head from a set of cluster-
heads we define Ω as follow;  

 Ω μ , μ … … . μ  max  μ , μ … … . μ   
 
When the threshold time expires and node doesn’t receive any broadcast packet from 
any cluster head, the node then it-self broadcast the request to its neighbours to be-
come part of some cluster that has the cluster head. The nodes that receive the broad-
cast message from their neighbourhood respond back with its cluster-head by  
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providing the number of hops and distance between cluster-head and itself along with 
distance between itself and request sender node. Nodes that receive the responses 
from its neighbour nodes calculate the value of willingness to join the cluster µ as 
follows;  

 
Definition 5: Let di is the distance between sender and receiver, dc is the distance 
between cluster head and sender and h is the number of hops between cluster head 
and sender  

 μ  1 1 1   

 
When a cluster head accede the number of connection (connection limit λ it broadcast 
a new cluster creation packet to its cluster member. Each node that receives cluster 
creation packet, respond back to cluster-head with its geographical location and num-
ber of neighbouring nodes. The cluster-head after receiving the responses decide the 
new cluster-head as follows;  

 
Definition 6: Let N is set nodes that responded back to the cluster head, d is set of 
their distance with cluster-head locations, and η as set of number of neighbours we 
define the function of selection π for each node as follows;  

     

 
Definition 7: Let Ω is the function for selecting a cluster-head from a set of cluster-
heads we define Ω as follow;  

 Ω μ , μ … … . μ  max  , … … .   
 

The last step for cluster construction is merging two clusters. When a cluster member 
start leaving the cluster-head and cluster member go below a specific threshold, ρ, 
Cluster-head becomes interested in join the large cluster from its neighbouring clus-
ters. The cluster-head broadcast the packet in the network to get the information about 
other clusters in the network. When this broadcasted packet is received by the cluster-
member of other another cluster they forward the request to their respective cluster-
head. In both case, either cluster-head receive the request packet by itself or receive 
through its membership function it compute the feasibility of merging clusters by 
check the condition (current members + new members < threshold value). If the con-
dition satisfies the cluster allow the small cluster to merge its members.  

5 Experiments and Results 

For our experiments we use NS2 as network simulation. We wrote our Data aggrega-
tion algorithm as a NS2 application/Agent that was associated with all nodes We first 
generated cluster based environment using NS2 random walk wireless model. When 
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the simulation was run node generated data and start building clusters. We perform 
experiments in Ubuntu Linux environment with NS2.35 simulator. The computer that 
we used for our experiments was Core i5 with 4 GB RAM. Our observation includes 
the size of data that was dissimilated on the network, number of clusters and their 
influence on data aggregation technique. However we didn’t examine the bandwidth 
specifically but we examine the data size instead of that.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Number of Clusters and Cluster vehicle relationship 

Figure 2 shows the number of created clusters for different number of vehicles and 
mobility effect on the cluster creation environment. This figure shows that number of 
clusters increased while we increased the speed of vehicles. This shows that if the 
traffic will be slow the clustering will be more efficient then the clustering with high 
speed. This is because of the mobility in Vehicular Network as fast as the vehicle will 
move the probability of leaving a cluster and finding a new cluster will increase. Thus 
number of clusters at high speed highway will increase. Our experiments also shows 
that in rush the number of clusters becomes ideal where one cluster handle about 25-
30 vehicles on 4 lane bidirectional road segment 

 

 

Fig. 3. Size of Data that needs to be disseminate with and without aggregation technique 

Figure 3 shows the success of our aggregation technique by depicting the number 
of packets using cluster based aggregation technique and Zero Aggregation technique. 
The graph in Figure 3a shows the number of data packets without aggregation. To 
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Abstract. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (vanet) are a special kind of Mo-
bile Ad-Hoc Networks (manet) adapted to the communications between
vehicles. Several specific protocols to vanets have been developed to
improve performances and satisfy vehicular application needs. To eval-
uate a protocol for vanet, some realistic mobility models are needed.
Unfortunately, such models are not provided by Opnet Modeler. In this
work, we propose a framework that enhances Opnet Modeler simulation
scenario using realistic vehicular mobility models. This framework makes
use of the open source software called “Simulation of Urban MObility”
(sumo) and the “input trajectory files” feature of Opnet Modeler.

Keywords: VANET, Opnet, SUMO, simulation, framework,
dissemination.

1 Introduction

Starting with the idea of making driving safer by inter-vehicle communication,
the concept of vehicular networks or vehicular ad hoc networks (vanets) has
been extended to a large collection of various applications that can profit from
wireless communication between vehicles. Vehicles are not only communicating
between each other, but are also getting information from and sending data
to infrastructure units. This particular context has several specificities like the
deployment of safety applications that have critical requirements regarding com-
munications. Classical ad hoc routing protocol (aodv, olsr, gpsr) are usable
in vanet, but they are not adapted to the specificities of these networks.

Several specific protocols to vanets have been developed to improve perfor-
mances and satisfy vehicular application needs. To evaluate scalability and effi-
ciency of a protocol for vanet, some simulations with realistic mobility model
are needed. Numerous works use various tools to evaluates their proposals. In
this paper we propose to use Opnet Modeler to simulate vanet by associating
it with a vehicular mobility simulator.

In a first section, we propose an overview of vanet simulation by describ-
ing current simulation tools. Afterwards, in a second section, we introduce our

A. Vinel et al. (Eds.): Nets4Cars/Nets4Trains 2012, LNCS 7266, pp. 103–112, 2012.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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framework to simulate vanet with Opnet Modeler. Finally, we use our work to
evaluate a simple dissemination protocol for vanet by simulation of adapted
scenarios.

2 VANET Simulation Overview

In this section, we give a brief overview of vehicular ad hoc network and tools
to simulate them. Like other kind of networks, simulating vanet is necessary to
validate protocols and applications. In addition, the total number of vehicles in
a network can be large, so evaluating the scalability is central.

Many tools allow to simulate vanet. In many case, this tool is a vehicu-
lar mobility model associate with a network simulator. In some case, vehicular
mobility model is a simple random way point mobility model, but it restricts
the movement of vehicles to real roads. To improve realism of the simulation,
a car-following model can be added, allowing to compute the vehicle accelera-
tion (then speed and position) according to neighbor vehicles in the same lane
or adjacent lanes. Next, we describe some network simulators associated to a
vehicular mobility model. A more exhaustive list of tools to simulate vanet is
depicted in a dedicated book [1] and a paper [2].

swans++ [3] is the network simulator swans (from jist/swans [4] project)
extended with a vehicular mobility model, straw [5] (Street Random Way
point). straw uses a simple random way point mobility model but it takes
in account a real street map loaded from tiger [6] (Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing, an us street database) data files.

GrooveNet [7] (originally known as GrooveSim) is a network and mobility
simulator for real and simulated vehicles. GrooveNet, originally as an extension
of RoadNav [8] open-source simulator, can load real street map from tiger
database and includes a car-following model.

TraNS [9] (Traffic and Network Simulation Environment) was the first work
to combine the network simulator ns-2 [10] with a vehicular mobility simulator
sumo. We introduce sumo below. The link between the two simulators is done
with a parser that reads the output of sumo and converts it to a suitable format
for ns-2. Other works like move [11] gui and traceexporter tool (module of
sumo) allow to link ns-2 with sumo.

In Veins [12] (Vehicles in Network Simulation), sumo is paired with an other
network simulator omnet++ [13]. It creates a bidirectional communication be-
tween sumo and omnet++. Thus, the network simulator can react to events
from the mobility simulator.

itetris simulation platform [14] use ns-3 [15] as network simulator and sumo.
The two open source simulation platforms are connected with a central module
called itetris Control System (ics). This approach permits to have the best
performance in terms of scalability and modularity.

Opnet Modeler enables both random mobility and trajectory mobility. The
last-mentioned is setting with one trajectory file per node. This method allows to
elaborate complex node movements. Unfortunately, interaction between nodes
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are not taken in account, so realistic mobility is limited. To the best of our
knowledge, no tool for Opnet Modeler exists allowing to simulate vanet with a
realistic mobility model.

In this paper we propose a framework for Opnet Modeler to simulate complex
mobility, in our case moving vehicles on a road, using an extern microscopic
traffic simulation called sumo.

3 A Framework to Simulate VANET

A microscopic traffic simulator computes the position of all vehicles on road
at some time t from vehicles and road characteristics. These positions are used
to show vehicles on a graphical user interface (gui) or written in a file (dump
file). These simulators use a realistic model to describe the vehicles moving. This
model computes the ideal acceleration, velocity and position for each vehicle any
time, therefore avoid the physical collisions between vehicle.

Input data can be initials positions, vehicle characteristics (acceleration, max-
imum speed, etc), road network,way to go, position of destination, speed limits,
etc. sumo [16] is a free implementation of such a simulator and supports car-
following model (issue of [17,18,19,20]). sumo implementation consists of several
modules (or commands), with the sumo module in the center (Figure 1). Input
data of sumo is one or several road network files and one route file. The road
network file can be generated from various input formats with netconvert mod-
ule. These input formats can be osm files, from Open Street Map [21] database,
or shape files, from tiger [6] database. Many other formats are available.

A route file describes both the characteristics of vehicles on the road and
the path taken by the cars (edge sets of network road). Like road network files,
route files can be generated with a other module called duarouter from two
kinds of input: trip or flow definition. Each trip consists at least of the starting,
the ending edge and the departure time. Then duarouter computes the shortest
path between theses edges. Each trip is associated with one vehicle. Flow is
mostly the same approach as using trip definitions, but one may join vehicles
having the same departure and arrival edge using this method. Moreover, initial
position of all vehicles are computed randomly (from a simple discrete uniform
distribution).

3.1 Generate Simple Scenario

From network and route files, sumo module simulates all the positions at several
times (e.g. every seconds). These positions are written in a dump file. This file is
used to generate file(s) in a format understood by network simulator softwares.
In our case, we need a converter to generate files for Opnet Modeler. This is
achieved by developing our extension traceexporter 1. This extension implement

1 Extension traceexporter already exists, but it only for ns-2. We have preferred re-
develop a similar extension for both ns-2 and Opnet Modeler simulators. Moreover
our implementation is more modular and therefore more easier to extend.
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Fig. 1. Process to generate vehicular mobility with sumo
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Fig. 2. Topology import with new scenario assistant

the data flow diagram shown in Figure 1. In addition of dump file, two other input
xml files are added: node attributes and include objects. The scheme of these
xml files are the same as the files generated by Modeler exporter feature. The
node attribute file contains the attributes of each vehicle node (model name,
parameters, icon, etc). The include object file contains the description of all
objects to be added to the scenario, e.g. a backbone or statics equipments.

traceexporter generates one trajectories file for each vehicle and one topology
file. The trajectories file is the same file generated by the gui of Modeler when
user defines a trajectory for a node. Topology file contains the scenario descrip-
tion with nodes description (name and initial vehicles position from sumo dump
file, and attributes from node attribute file) and other objects description (from
include object file). In addition of this file, a background bitmap can be generated
from network road file with adequate tool (e.g. mapnick for osm file).

Once trajectories files are copied to a Opnet model directory, the user calls
the Topology importer feature from Opnet Modeler (Topology menu, Topology
import, from xml files...), or creates a new scenario with xml import option
(Figure 2). User should obtain a results like shown in Figure 3. Discrete Event
Simulation can be run from this point.

3.2 Generate Multiple Scenarios

We added a feature to traceexporter allowing to generate multiple scenarios at
the same time. A scenario file defines all scenarios to generate. Each scenario
contain links to one input file for the road network (road network file), one
for the route definitions (route file, trip file or flow file), one for the include
objects and one for the node attributes (Figure 4). The different scenario can use
same or different input files. For examples, to generate scenarios with different
number of vehicles (50, 100, 150), three scenarios use the same network and
node attributes files, but three different flow files containing three number of
vehicles to generate. Moreover, traceexporter runs automatically the commands
like sumo and duarouter (for this reason, sumo does not appear on Figure 4).
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Fig. 3. vanet in Opnet Modeler with our framework

After execution of traceexporter, one topology file is generated for each scenario
in different directories with their trajectories files associated.

4 Dissemination of Informations in VANET

Several applications for vanet need to disseminate information on the network.
For security, an alert is spread to neighbor vehicles or the current informations
of vehicles (like the position, speed or other information from vehicle probes)
can be sent to all neighbors to increase driver visibility. We take this applica-
tion as an instance of a vanet simulation. Therefore, we add a process model
for Opnet Modeler to simulate a dissemination of information in vanet. This
process is above wireless lan mac. A new packet format is defined, containing:
vehicle id, type of information, position, number of hop, lifetime of the informa-
tion, sequence number. This packet is the payload of a mac packet sent by mac
layer. The process sends a packet every 500 ms. We define a simple forwarding
scheme (flooding): when the process receives a packet not received in the past,
the packet is re-sent to the neighbors. Thus, all nodes in the network receive
informations contained in the packet.

With a high density of vehicles, the number of packet sent in the network can
reach the network capacity, packets are no longer forwarded, then some vehicles
do not receive information. To avoid this, we define a forwarding scheme to limit
the number of packet sent. Several existing works [22,23,24,25] propose an achieve-
ment of dissemination in vanet. In this paper, we simulate (in addition to
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Fig. 4. Multiple scenarios generation with traceexporter

flooding) a simple distance-based protocol (sdp) [25]. On message reception, a ve-
hicle starts a timer T inversely proportional to the distance from previous sender:

T = tmax ∗ (1 − d

R
)

with tmax the maximum waiting time, d the distance from previous sender, R the
radio range. In the simulation, R = 550 m and tmax = 50 ms. When the timer
reaching zero the node forward the packet. Other waiting nodes, receive this
packet and cancel their timer. Thus, we reduce the number of packet sent in the
network. We simulate flooding and sdp protocol with several number of vehicles.
In Figure 5 we see a good improvement with sdp protocol: the maximum number
of discovered neighbor with flooding is about 120, whereas the maximum is close
to 200 with sdp.
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Fig. 5. Neighboor discovery with simple dissemination protocols

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a framework to simulate vanet from Opnet
Modeler and sumo. Our proposal allows to use a realistic mobility model to
compute movement of vehicles on a real road with Opnet Modeler to effectively
simulate communication networks and with many existing models. The aim of
this framework is to be modular and easy to use by exploiting judicious feature
of Modeler like topology import.

But simulation of vanet with several number of vehicles or random seed
require many Opnet Modeler scenarios and an equivalent number of topology
import, which limits a good protocols evaluation. In future works, we wish to
integrate in Opnet Modeler a direct and bidirectional communication with sumo
allowing us to define more complex simulation scenarios.

Source code of this work can be downloaded at https://bitbucket.org/
florent k/traceexporter
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Abstract. In urban areas, a large population relies on buses with fixed
route for commuting within a town. However, in most of the developing
and underdeveloped countries, real-time bus arrival time information is
still unavailable to the commuters. This is mainly due to the difficulty
in installation and maintenance of existing infrastructure based solutions
like Global Positioning System or Radio Frequency Identification system.
In the present paper, we propose a human participatory instantaneous
bus location information system, which relies on the ubiquity of mobile
phones and on human participation in an opportunistic manner. We
further propose an algorithm to estimate bus arrival time at different
stops on the route. The localization and arrival time information is then
provided to the commuters, either in response to their query or in the
form of alerts. We believe that the proposed system can be made self
sustainable by providing appropriate incentives to the commuters in lieu
of localization of the buses. The provision of real time bus information
can become an important incentive.

1 Introduction

Road traffic in most urban areas is very dynamic in nature due to increasing
number of vehicles, varying weather conditions, travel time of the day and events
on the road. Eventhough the scheduled starting time from the originating stop is
fixed, there is substantial uncertainty in the arrival time at subsequent stops on
the route. This uncertainty affects the convenience and the traveling experience
of the commuters relying on the public transport system. There is hence a need
for a system that provide: (a) localization information of bus trips on the fixed
route and (b) the expected time the bus may take to arrive at a selected stop
where a passenger is supposed to board.

Most of the existing approaches ( [1,2,3,4]) are based on the installation of a
Global Positioning system (GPS) and a wireless communication device on buses
to track the instantaneous vehicle location. Apart from the huge deployment cost
of on-board GPS-based systems, GPS enabled hand-held devices have high power
consumption. Further, GPS enabled devices results in inaccurate readings due
to lack of visibility to GPS satellites and they may need complex algorithms to
estimate the arrival time. Because of these drawbacks, most of the GPS based
approaches have not yet been deployed in the urban ares of developing and
underdeveloped countries.
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Other existing approaches [5], [6] for tracking fixed route buses are based
on deployment of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) reader along with a
wireless communicator on the buses and the active RFID tags on the bus stops.
The system helps to determines the time of arrival of a bus at a particular
stop and communicate the same to the central server. This system is also not
widely deployed because of the huge infrastructure cost and the errors due to
communication losses. It further requires periodic maintenance of the system and
provision of continuous power to all RFID active tags on the bus stops. Recently,
Quick Response (QR) codes are being used in Paris and Tokyo in central bus
stations to provide arrival time information to passengers at bus stops [7]. Each
bus stop is assigned a unique 2-D QR code, which can be scanned through
the smart phones to get the information of the subsequent buses on that bus
stop. This system [8], is hence a cost-effective alternate solution to replace the
information displays on the bus-stops.

In recent literature, Human participatory sensing [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15] has been used in different applications of urban sensing like urban
planning, market price information, health and environment. Here, we explore
ubiquitous mobile phones for transport application in order to provide arrival
time information of the fixed route buses in any metropolitan city in a developing
country.

In this paper, we envisage the update of bus localization information with
the help of participation from the passengers traveling on the same bus using a
mobile phone application. This indeed is a mobile phone based human participa-
tory sensing, wherein human beings use their own senses to observe the physical
phenomena and communicate the same using mobile phone. This distributed
and participatory localization approach results in a real time dynamic database
as the buses move in the town. This dynamic database containing Bus location
information at each stop is further utilized to provide the bus traveling coordi-
nates and its arrival time information at a particular bus stop in response to the
query from a mobile phone or a web console. The key contribution of this paper
is the novel human participatory sensing framework for real time bus informa-
tion systems. We also propose a bus arrival time estimation algorithm based on
the data obtained from the proposed human participatory sensing framework.

Section 2 presents the schematic of the proposed human participatory bus
arrival time information system. The proposed bus arrival time estimation algo-
rithm based on participatory sensed data is provided in Section 3. The experi-
mental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper
and presents our future work directions.

2 Framework for Human Participatory Sensing Based
Dynamic Bus Arrival Time Information System

Unlike existing infrastructure based approaches, we here propose to utilize the
existing resources of human beings traveling on buses. We consider humans car-
rying mobile phones as moving sensors nodes. In this paper, we exploit the power
of human participatory sensing to obtain the status of buses in urban areas.
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The schematic of the proposed human participation based bus arrival time
information system is shown in Fig.1. Without loss of generality, we have de-
veloped a mobile phone application on the Android platform which facilitates a
person traveling on the Bus to update the current location in an user-friendly
manner. This can be done by just entering the Bus number at the start of the
travel and then selecting the current bus stop from the list of bus stops as bus
arrives at a particular stop. This dynamic information about the current location
of the bus gets updated using the GPRS service of the mobile service provider,
usually available in developing countries. Further note that although the appli-
cation has been developed for the Android mobile platform, it can be developed
on any low-end mobile phone with the same features.

Fig. 1. Human Participatory Sensing for Bus Information System

On the update of any bus stop location, the proposed bus arrival time es-
timation algorithm, presented in Section 3, computes the arrival time at all
the subsequent bus stops and stores the same in the database. The mobile
phone application also permits the user waiting for a bus to obtain the status of
the running bus along with its estimated arrival time at any subsequent stop
on the route. As in Fig. 1, a person close to the stop B7 taps a query for find-
ing the Bus from the desired location to the destination. On submission of the
query, based on the past statistics, current running conditions, and current bus
location, the list of buses arriving sequentially along with their estimated arrival
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time and last seen information is provided by the mobile phone application (Fig.
2). Taking into consideration human error, even if the bus location information
for some stops gets missed out, the bus arrival time information system works
on the available limited data set to obtain the estimate of the bus arrival time
information and still one gets information on when and where was it last seen.

As seen in Fig. 3, the application also permits the users to get the real time
status of the buses along with their arrival time information at any bus stop
using the Google map application program interface based web application (Fig.
3). The user, sitting in an office or at home, can enter the bus number and desired
direction of travel. This instantly triggers the map and shows the current location
of all buses on the selected route on the map. On selecting the desired boarding
point, the estimated arrival time and the localization information of the nearest
bus gets displayed. This significantly reduces the anxiety and the waiting time
on the bus stops.

Fig. 2. Query and update of Bus Information on Mobile Phone application

In a city where bus travel time has a great variability due to a number of fac-
tors, it becomes important for passengers traveling on a bus to have information
about when the bus will reach the destination. Hence, along with getting infor-
mation of a bus arrival time at an originating stop, the users on the same mobile
phone application can also query on when they shall reach their destination stop
while traveling on a bus.

Throughout this paper, we assume that there is atleast one person on the bus
or at the bus stop who updates the bus localization information based on their
observations. With the availability of user friendly means to update the bus loca-
tion information, this task can also be taken care by the bus crew member in case
of no passenger volunteering to do that. This method overcomes the drawback
of existing approaches and make utilization of the available resources in a cost
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Fig. 3. Real time bus update on web-console

effective manner. It neither requires deployment of any additional infrastructure
nor incurs maintenance cost.

Since the proposed architecture is based on the crowd sourcing, an appropriate
incentive mechanism has to be devised. This topic is beyond the scope of the
paper. However, we suggest that, in an urban scenario of a developing country, an
unpaid service of real time arrival information on itself becomes a good incentive.

3 Proposed Arrival Time Estimation Algorithm

In Section 2, the human participatory bus information system has been pre-
sented which enables bus localization in order to obtain the instantaneous time
of buses at any bus stops on the route. In this section, we present a bus arrival
time estimation algorithm to facilitate the commuters with the arrival time in-
formation at any desired stop. The proposed algorithm not only relies on the
history of the bus arrival information, but also on its current running status.

The time taken by a bus to travel on a particular route in Mumbai (refer
Section 4 for experimental setup) for different starting time segments has been
shown in Fig. 4. As seen in the figure, there is high variance seen in the bus travel
time which indicates different traffic conditions on the same route for the different
time slots. However, for a same time slot, on a weekday in the subsequent part
of this paper, and for a given season, similar pattern of travel time has been
observed. This motivates to obtain a separate arrival time estimate for different
segments of the time slots, independently.

We consider a bus route b with a fix number of stops M having sequence
number m ∈ {1, 2 · · · ,M}. The travel time estimation for any two consecutive
stops is obtained for each time segment of the day. This requires segmentation
of twenty four hours of a day into N number of discrete time slots having time
slot index n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}. If a time slot duration is one hour then N = 24
and n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 23} corresponds to the time slots {(00 : 00) − (00 : 59),
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Fig. 4. Time taken by Bus to reach different stops on the same route for starting time
in different slots

(1 : 00) − (1 : 59), · · · , (23 : 00) − (23 : 59)}, respectively. The stop sequences i
and j are the adjacent stop sequences with j = i + 1, and T n

ij is the estimated
time for a Bus on route b to travel from stop sequence i to j when the Bus is
expected to start from stop sequence i in a time slot n. For each route b, the
algorithm hence requires to maintain a small database of T n

ij having (M −1)∗N
entries for i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·M − 1} and n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}.

We now present the proposed algorithm to initiate and update the T n
ij for a

particular route b. Initial values of T n
ij are mean of the time taken by any bus on

the route b to travel from stop sequence i to stop sequence j. Note that in the
subsequent part of this paper, we drop the bus index b for brevity and we refer
bus stop sequence as bus stop. Let, tai be the actual arrival time at a bus stop i,
then the time τij required to travel from stop i to j, when it started from stop
i in a time index n, becomes

τnij = taj − tai . (1)

When the τnij is known, the time estimate T n
ij is proposed to be updated using

the update equation (2).

T n
ij = αT n

ij + (1 − α)τnij ∀n (2)

where α < 1 is the weightage given to the previous arrival time estimates and (1−
α) is the weightage associated with the current travel time. If α is high then more
weightage is given to history than the current dynamic traffic conditions and vice
versa. The equation (2) has significant implication than that appears. Once a
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Bus travels through a particular path the estimated travel time is updated not
only based on the past statistics but also based on the current events, weather,
road conditions and all other parameters that defines the speed of any vehicle.
We thus get more accurate estimate of the bus arrival time on a particular stop
by considering statistics as well as the dynamic conditions. Ideally, for each bus
route b, as soon as new tau is received we can compute corresponding τnij and hence
corresponding T n

ij can be be updated. However, based on the dynamic traffic
pattern and computational power, the update of T n

ij with different schedules,
like hourly, daily or weekly, can be considered.

The database of T n
ij contains N ∗ (M − 1) entries of T n

ij for each Bus route
in a city. If there are around 300 routes in a city with an average of M = 30
stops for each route, then by considering N = 24 time slots in a day and using
2 bytes to store a time duration index, the size of T(ij)

n becomes only 432KB
or 0.43MB. This tiny database can also be easily downloaded along with mobile
application and can be further updated frequently by periodic contact to server.

Once the T n
ij database has been updated, the estimated time of arrival at stop

v (tev), when the bus was last spotted at stop u at time tau, can be computed
using the following recursive algorithm.

teu+1 = tau + T
fs(tau)
u,u+1

teu+k = teu+k−1 + T
fs(teu+k−1)

u+k−1,u+k

for k = 2, 3, · · · , (v − u).

Here, fs(t) is a function which determines the time slot index n based on the
input time parameter t. For instance, for N = 24, the time slot index n ∈
{0, 1, · · · , N−1} corresponds to the time slots {(00 : 00)−(00 : 59), (1 : 00)−(1 :
59), · · · , (23 : 00)−(23 : 59)}, respectively. In this case if t = 1 : 15, then function
fs(t) results in time slot index fs(t) = 1. The estimated time tev of arrival at
stop v can hence be communicated to the individual who has queried for the
same from the mobile or web application.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we first describe the experimental setup for human participatory
sensing for the bus arrival time information system. The experiments were car-
ried out in the city of Mumbai for a Bus route from Mulund Bus Stop to Agarkar
Chowk Andheri (AS 422 UP) and for return route from Agarkar Chowk Andheri
to Mulund Bus Stop (AS 422 Down). In each direction, the bus travels approx-
imately 17 Km and covers 25 stops. In this experiment, our team members
volunteered to capture the bus stop arrival time information using the proposed
human participatory mobile phone application. Twenty number of trips were
done on the selected route. Without loss of generality, this experiment has been
carried out in the peak monsoon season, during the working days and for a few
selected time slots.
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We compute the error in travel time estimate between every two intermediate
stops on the route and a corresponding root mean square error. In the following
results, the root mean square error has been averaged for all the 25 stops on
the entire route. For a particular time slot and a particular route, as and when
the arrival time of the bus is update at stop j using the human participatory
mobile phone application, the estimate Tij of the time taken by a bus to travel
from stop i to the adjacent stop j can be made using equation (2). For the route
AS422-Down and the bus starting from the originating stop in a time slot 10am-
11am, the root mean square error with respect to α has been shown in Fig. 5.
In this case, the α that minimizes the RMSE can be selected to be α = 0.6.

Fig. 5. Selection of α for a particular route and a time slot

For the same set-up, the root mean square error with respect to experiment
numbers has been shown in Fig. 6. As observed, for a particular time slot with
an increase in number of experiments, the RMSE presents a reducing trend.

The Fig. 7 shows the RMSE plots for considering following cases of bus route
and time slots: (a) AS 422 Down for 10am to 11am (single time slot) (b) AS
422 Down for 10am to 11 am ”off-peak” and 6pm to 9 pm ”peak” (multiple
time slots) (c) AS 422 UP for 4pm-8pm (multiple time slots). For this figure, we
observe that the RMSE of a single time slot is significantly better than that of
the multiple time slots. The RMSE further degrades by considering both peak
and off peak scenarios. This again motivates the importance of the proposed
algorithm which is based on updating the estimates for the smaller segments of
the time slots, independently.
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Fig. 6. Learning for α = 0.6

Fig. 7. Root mean square error for different routes and various time slot with respect
to α

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a human participatory mobile phone application using which
a passenger can update the instantaneous bus stop arrival time information while
traveling. A novel arrival time estimation algorithm, based on the slotted time
segments during a day, has been proposed in this paper. In order to make the
traveling in public transport more comfortable, the proposed system provides the
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time estimates at the queried stop either on the mobile phone or on the console.
The performance of the proposed system was analyzed from the experiment
carried out for the public transport system in the city of Mumbai.

The future work on this research will include the data aggregation and dis-
tributed processing of participatory sensing data from more than one users. We
also envision to develop a system which uses the GPS coordinates from the
available mobile phones in an energy efficient manner, opportunistically.

Acknowledgments. We sincerely thank Mr. Anil Patil for his support for the
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Abstract. In this paper we consider online vehicle scheduling problems
for different network topologies under various objective functions: mini-
mizing the maximum completion time, minimizing the largest delay, and
minimizing the sum of completion times and present a number of prov-
able approximate solutions.

1 Introduction

Classical traffic scheduling and control theory has been recently compromised
by new challenges arising from green transportation, vehicular networks and au-
tomated vehicles. This paper studies vehicle scheduling algorithms in different
types of networks motivated by scheduling strategies in various types of underly-
ing network topologies and under different measures of performances, optimizing
global and local latencies, as well as simplified measure of energy consumption
(or CO2 emission). A network is represented as an undirected graph G = (V,E).
An (undirected) edge (u, v) ∈ E between two nodes u, v ∈ V represents a unit
segment (of road) between two locations u and v. A set C = {c1, . . . , ck} of k
vehicles should be routed through the network, where each vehicle has its own
source si and destination node di. The capacity of each node (in terms of the
number of vehicles it can keep at a time) is unlimited; however, each time only
one vehicle can pass an edge in either direction but not in both. We consider
scenarios in which all vehicles start their routes at the same time. We define a
completion time of a vehicle as the time measured since the beginning till the
vehicle reaches its destination. Let a delay of a vehicle be defined as a difference
between the completion time of the vehicle and the length of its route (i.e., the
number of edges in its route). Our goal is to move all the vehicles towards their
destinations along some shortest path from its source to its destination (either
given or to be chosen by the algorithm) under one or more of the following
objectives:
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– (MinMakespan) Minimizing the maximum completion time, i.e., the time
when the last vehicle reaches its destination.

– (MinMax) Minimizing the largest delay of the vehicles.
– (MinSum) Minimizing the total sum of completion times over all vehicles.

The length of the scheduling path produced by some particular vehicle is the
number of edges in this path. Observe that the optimum algorithm for the Min-
Sum objective function is also the optimum solution if we replace “completion
times” by “delays” in the specification of the MinSum objective function; this is
because the sum of completion times is equal to the sum of delays plus the sum
of the lengths of the routes, and the latter is fixed and straightforward to com-
pute for a given input. We consider different graph topologies: grid, rooted tree
and bipartite thrackle (without shared endpoints). In addition, we distinguish
between the settings where, for every vehicle, the path from its source node to
its destination node is given or not; in both cases, as we noted earlier, the routes
must be shortest possible between the sources and destinations.

2 Related Work

In [14], Leighton et al. showed that for any network and any set of packets whose
paths through the network are fixed and edge-simple, there exists a schedule for
routing the packets to their destinations in O(c + d) steps using constant-size
queues, where c is the congestion of the paths in the network, and d is the
length of the longest path. Mansour and Patt-Shamir [19] and also Cidon et
al. [7] showed that if packets are routed greedily on shortest paths, then all of
the k packets reach their destinations within d + k steps. These schedules may
be much longer than optimal, however, because k may be much larger than
c. Rabani and Tardos [22], and Ostrovsky and Rabani [20] extended the main
ideas used in [14] and in the centralized algorithm presented in [16] to obtain on-
line local control algorithms for the general packet routing problem that produce
near-optimal schedules. Some related result for trees can be found in [6]. Liu and
Zaks [18] studied the greedy algorithm for delivering messages with deadlines in
synchronous networks. They considered bottleneck-free networks, in which the
capacity of each edge leaving any processor is at least the sum of the capacities
of the edges entering it. For such networks where there is at most one simple
path connecting any pair of vertices, they have shown a necessary and sufficient
condition for the initial configuration to have a feasible schedule, and proved
that if this condition holds then the greedy algorithm, that chooses at each step
the most urgent messages (those with closest deadlines), determines such a fea-
sible schedule. Adler et al. [1] dealt with the time-constrained packet routing
problem when one wants to schedule a set of packets to be transmitted through
a multinode network, where every packet has a source and a destination (as in
traditional packet routing problems) as well as a release time and a deadline.
The objective is to schedule the maximum number of packets subject to deadline
constraints. The problem is known to be NP-complete even when the underlying
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topology is a linear line [2]. For the buffered case, [1] provides logarithmic fac-
tor approximation algorithms for the time-constrained scheduling problem with
weighted packets on trees and meshes. Leung et al. [17] considered a problem of
routing unit-length, -time messages in different types of networks under various
restrictions of four parameters: source node, destination node, release time, and
deadline. Peis et al. [21] considered different routing problems for fixed and vari-
able paths for the grid topology. In [13], a line topology has been considered in
the setting similar to this work: for directed lines optimal local algorithms have
been designed, while for undirected lines no local algorithm is optimal, for each
of the three objective functions. Instead, 2-approximation local solutions have
been proposed for the latter setting, based on the optimal solutions for directed
lines.

Many algorithms designing efficient gathering scheme in the context of wireless
networks have been considered before, see e.g. [3–5, 11, 23]. The aim is to minimize
the number of steps (makespan) needed to send all messages to the base station.
Opposite to our model, a node cannot both receive and transmit simultaneously.
Moreover, during a step only non interfering transmissions can be done.

This paper is organized as follows. First we consider grid network topology.
Next, at Section 4, we turn our attention to the rooted tree networks. Finally,
we consider bipartite thrackle networks. We conclude the paper at Section 6.

3 Grid Networks

We start by considering the grid version of the problem. We are given a unit-
sized grid of size n× n. We assume that all of the paths for the routing vehicles
are given, the vehicles are located in the bottom left quarter of the grid and all
the paths are dimension order paths (as in [1]). Dimension order routing, which
is commonly used on the mesh, requires that each vehicle travels along its source
row to the correct column and then along that column to the correct row, or
vise versa.

3.1 Optimizing MinMakespan Objective

First, we notice that if every two shortest paths have different origin and destina-
tion nodes, then the approximation ratio for MinMakespan will be 2, since each
path of length l can have at most l− 1 intersections points with other paths. In
the general grid problem, the total number of delays can be as large as Ω(n2),
and applying the longest-remaining-distance-first strategy, as was efficient for
linear networks [13], might not work. In order to see this, suppose that we have
k = n/2 vehicles starting at the same time and having the same distance to go
for their destinations, as deployed at Figure 1. When two of them meet then one
of them is delayed by 1. Then the same vehicle that caused this delay (by itself
it is not delayed) meets another vehicle, which becomes delayed by 1, and so on.
At the end of this part, there is one non-delayed vehicle and n/2 − 1 vehicles
delayed by 1. If we apply the same procedure to these n/2 − 1 vehicles we get
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s2

s1

s3

s4

d3

d2

d4

d1

Fig. 1. A scenario producing many delays in a grid when longest-remaining-distance-
first strategy is implemented. The number of vehicles/paths is n/2.

n/2− 2 vehicles delayed by 2 and so on. Thus, at the end of this algorithm some
of the vehicles may suffer a linear (in n) time delay. On the other hand, the
optimum solution for the example in Figure 1 has MinMakespan of at most the
distance-to-go plus one, as this makespan can be obtained for example when in
case of collision a priority is always given to a vehicle going up in the grid. In
fact, Figure 1 provides a lower bound of 1.5 approximation ratio for any greedy
strategy that can be applied in order ro resolve collisions between the vehicles,
since the greedy strategy will produce the solution of at least the distance-to-go
plus the distance-to-go divided by 2.

Next we argue that any algorithm (resolving a contention at node in an arbi-
trary way) achieves o(n) approximation ratio. In order to see this, we first argue
that if every path has at most o(n) intersections we are done. Otherwise, assume
that some path has Ω(n) intersections. If the length of this path is ω(1), we are
again done. Otherwise assume that the length of this path is constant. If the
length of some other path is ω(1), we are done (since the approximation factor
will be n/ω(1) = o(n)). Otherwise, the length of all paths is constant. Hence,
we have a situation with all path lengths being constant (possibly different for
different paths) and some path has Ω(n) intersections. In this case, the optimum
solution schedule takes Ω(n) time as any algorithm.

Centralized Greedy Longest-to-Destination algorithm with stages. In order to
achieve better approximation factor we suggest another approach. Recall that
all our paths are dimension order paths. Let p be the upper bound on the number
of segments in each path (in our case p = 2). So, we first solve the problem for
vehicles going up (we freeze all the vehicles that start horizontally). We can do it
optimally for MinMakespan objective according to the following. We adopt the
smallest slack time algorithm from [17], designed in a slightly different setting
with deadlines. In this model, the goal is to maximize the number of vehicles
that arrive to their destinations within their deadlines. The algorithm in [17]
gives priority to the vehicle with the smallest maximum time span that this
vehicle can be delayed by without missing its deadline (i.e., that minimizes time
to the deadline minus the remaining length of the route). Since the deadlines in
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this setting could be chosen arbitrarily large for all vehicles, this is equivalent to
giving priority to the vehicle whose destination node is currently farthest away in
our model; i.e., both executions — the one in the model with deadlines and the
other in our model — result in the same vehicle schedules. Leung et al. [17] proved
that this algorithm is optimal for the case of MinMakespan objective criteria
for directed graph, in the model with deadlines. By equivalency of executions,
the corresponding Furthest-from-Destination algorithm is optimal in our model
when all vehicles travel in the same direction.

After all such vehicles arrived at their node of changing direction to the hor-
izontal one, we run the second stage in which the optimum algorithm is applied
only for horizontal vehicles (prioritizing the vehicle having largest remaining
horizontal distance). We continue this procedure until the last segment; in total,
we have at most p + 1 stages.

We argue that the above algorithm achieves p + 1 approximation. Suppose
we are given a set of paths P , each of at most p segments. Consider stage i
of the algorithm, for 1 ≤ i ≤ p + 1. Consider a line L, either horizontal or
vertical, in a grid such that L contains at least one segment of some path in
P which is considered in stage i (i.e., either i-th segment, if the path started
with vertical segment, or (i + 1)-th segment otherwise). Observe that during
stage i propagation of vehicles along different parallel lines L are independent,
in the sense that they do not collide with each other. Let L = P|L denote the
family of sets P ∩ L, over all P ∈ P . Observe that L contains one-directional
sub-paths of L. Let OPT(P) denote the optimum solution for P , and OPT(L)
be the optimum solution for input L. By |OPT(P)| we denote the makespan
of OPT(P), and by |OPT(L)| we denote the makespan of OPT(L). Note that
|OPT(L)| is at most |OPT(P)|. Indeed, we could consider OPT(P) solution in
the time period between the first vehicle starts to traverse its segment in L (i.e.,
arrives at the beginning of its segment) till the last vehicle finishes its segment
in L (i.e., arrives at the end point of its segment in L), with respect only to
the vehicles traversing segments in L. Since we have to show the algorithm on
the input set L, we need to modify the above execution as follows. If some of
the vehicles has not yet arrived till the starting point of its segment in L during
the considered period of OPT(P), in the corresponding algorithm for input L
we assume that it stays idle in its starting point; similarly, if a vehicle leaves
its segment in L during the considered part of the execution of OPT(P), in
the corresponding algorithm for L we assume that it stays in its destination
point. Clearly, the length of this time period is at most the length of the whole
execution of OPT(P), the modified algorithm for the purpose of input L is of
the same length and it constitutes a feasible solution of vehicle scheduling for L.
This concludes the proof that each stage is of length at most |OPT(P)|. Finally,
the analysis is concluded by recalling the upper bound p + 1 on the number of
stages.

Local algorithm. In each node, the decision which vehicle should be pushed to
the next node in its path is taken according to the lexicographic order on pairs of
parameters (p + 1 − stage, segm dist) defined for vehicles residing at this node,
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where stage denotes the stage number of the vehicle and segm dist stands for
the remaining distance to travel by the vehicle in the current segment. The
smallest vehicle according to this order is pushed forward to its next node. This
algorithm is clearly local, i.e., a decision about pushing a vehicle is made based on
the information carried by vehicles located at the node. Moreover, its Makespan
is not smaller than in the previous centralized algorithm, i.e., it is bigger than
the minimum Makespan by factor at most p + 1. To see this, it is enough to
observe, using a straightforward inductive argument on the number of rounds,
that at any time each vehicle is not further from its final destination than during
the centralized scheduling described before.

3.2 Optimizing MinSum and MinMax Objectives

In fact, any algorithm (resolving a contention at node in arbitrary way) provides
a O(

√
k)-approximation for the MinSum criteria for grid structure. For this,

suppose that the optimal algorithm (minimizing the sum of delays) schedules
all the vehicles to their destinations at maximal arrival time T . Let us look at
some vehicle c′ and estimate how many vehicles can delay c′ on its way to the
destination. Knowing that the maximal arrival time in optimal solution is T ,
we can conclude that the distance of any vehicle to its destination is at most T
and the total number of vehicles that can be located at the same source is also
T . Consequently, the maximal number of vehicles that can delay vehicle c′ is at
most O(T 2). At the other hand this number can not be more than k. Taking
T 2 = k, we obtain the required approximation bound. We note here, that this
holds for any bounded degree graph as well.

In order to deal with MinMax objective function, we first solve the decision
problem by looking at all the possible configurations of vehicles that allow all of
them to arrive to their destinations under the constant maximum delay δ. Let
us consider the example in Figure 2.

A B

B

B

B

B

B

T=6, 1-DELAY

Initial

T=1

T=5

T=4

T=3

T=2

Fig. 2. Possible configurations for the movement of the vehicle from source A to des-
tination B
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We explain our idea on linear network, though it works for any undirected
graph with n nodes. Every linear network depicted in Figure 2 represents a
possible situation in some particular moment of time. Initially some vehicle is
located at point A and wants to go to point B. At the next moment (T = 1) the
vehicle can still be delayed at A or moved one step towards B. This is shown
in a horizontal linear network at time T = 1. All consequent networks show
possible locations of the vehicle at every consequent moment of time. We also
draw the directed arrows from the current possible location of the vehicle to the
next possible location of the vehicle in the consequent moment of time. Since the
distance between A and B is 5, the length of the directed path that shows the
possible locations of the vehicle that was not suffering any delay should be 5 —
this is depicted in Figure 2 as the directed black solid path. If we would allow this
vehicle to suffer up to one delay, then we should also consider the paths defined
by the directed red edges (in addition to the directed solid black edges). In such
a way we can build, for each vehicle, all relevant edges that it can contribute
to the obtained graph under the constraint that each vehicle can suffer up to δ
delays. The question we are asking now is whether there are k vertex-disjoint
paths (we allow situations when the endpoint of one path coincides with some
node of another path) between k pairs (si, di) of sources and destinations in the
obtained directed acyclic graph?

There are several papers that studied the problem of finding k vertex-disjoint
paths in graphs. For general undirected graphs, the vertex-disjoint paths problem
is solvable in polynomial time for any fixed k [24] and is NP-complete if k is a part
of the input [12] (here we mention that the problem can be 2-approximated [15]
for minimizing the sum of the length of paths for k = 2, which can be used for
solving our scheduling problem for MinSum objective function). For general di-
rected graphs, the problem is NP-complete even when k = 2 [10]. For a directed
acyclic graph and constant k, Li et al. [15] gave two efficient pseudo-polynomial
time algorithms and Fleischer et al. [9] gave an efficient fully polynomial-time
approximation scheme. The currently best solution is due to Yu et al. [25] who
actually solve the more general problem of finding k pairwise vertex-disjoint
paths such that the maximum length of these k paths is minimized. The op-
timal algorithm requires O(nk+1Mk−1) time, and the presented approximation
scheme requires O((1/ε)k−1n2k logk−1 M) time, where ε is the given approxima-
tion parameter and M is the length of the longest path in an optimal solution.
Thus in order to obtain a solution to our problem we can use the algorithms
in [25] in order to obtain a solution to the decision problem with a subsequent
binary search scheme. Below we consider the problem of finding the maximum
number of pairs from K via node-disjoint paths. We give a

√
n-approximation

algorithm for this problem, where n = |V |, and show that the problem admits
no O

(
n1/2−ε

)
-approximation, unless P=NP.

In other words, the goal is to find a maximum size set of pairs

K ′ = {(s1, d1), . . . , (sk′ , dk′ )} ⊆ K

and a collection {P1, . . . , Pk′} of pairwise node-disjoint paths in G, such that
each Pi is an sidi-path, i.e., a path from si to di. In the other version of the
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problem, the paths are required to be only pairwise internally-disjoint, so the
end node of one path can be located in another path. We call this version the
Internally-Disjoint Paths problem.

Theorem 1. Node-Disjoint Paths and Internally-Disjoint Paths admit a√
n-approximation algorithm.

Proof. Given a graph G = (V,E) and K ⊆ V × V , let ΠG(K) be a set of paths
obtained by picking the shortest sd-path in G for every (s, d) ∈ K. The algorithm
is a standard greedy algorithm, parameterized by 	, eventually set to 	 =

√
n.

Algorithm for Node-Disjoint Paths
Initialization: K ′ ← ∅, P ← ∅.
While there is P ∈ ΠG(K) with at most 	 nodes do:

Let (s, d) ∈ K be the pair that P connects.
Add P to P , move (s, d) from K to K ′,
and remove P from G.

EndWhile
If there is P ∈ ΠG(K), add P to P and add to K ′

the pair (s, d) ∈ K that P connects.

It is clear that the algorithm runs in polynomial time and computes a feasible
solution to the problem. Let P ′ be the set of paths in P added during the
while-loop, and note that every path in P ′ has at most 	 nodes. Let opt be
the optimal solution value to the problem, and let opt′ be the optimal solution
to the residual problem after the end of the while-loop. Clearly, opt′ ≤ n/	 .
Whenever a path P is added to P , the optimum solution value has decreased by
at most the number of nodes in P . Hence opt − opt′ ≤ 	 · |P ′| . We claim that
|P| ≥ opt/	 for 	 ≥ √

n, hence Theorem 1 follows by substituting 	 =
√
n. To

see this, consider two cases. If opt′ = 0 then |P| = |P ′| ≥ opt/	 . If opt′ ≥ 1 then

|P| = |P ′|+ 1 ≥ opt
� − opt′

� + 1 ≥ opt
� − n

�2 + 1 . In both cases, we have |P| ≥ opt/	
for 	 ≥ √

n, as claimed.
The algorithm for Internally-Disjoint Paths is similar, except that a path P is

added to the partial solution P if it has at most 	 internal nodes, and then we
remove only the internal nodes of P from G. The proof of the approximation
ratio is identical to the one of the Node-Disjoint Paths case. The theorem follows.

Theorem 2. For any ε > 0, Node-Disjoint Paths and Internally-Disjoint Paths
admit no O

(
n1/2−ε

)
-approx-imation algorithm, unless P=NP.

To prove Theorem 2, we reduce the problem to the Edge-Disjoint Paths problem,
which has approximation threshold |E|1/2−ε for instances with |E| ≥ |V |. This is
done by a standard reduction that converts node-disjoint paths into edge-disjoint
paths.

Given an instance < G = (V,E),K > of Edge-Disjoint Paths, define an in-
stance < G′ = (V ′, E′),K ′ > of Node-Disjoint Paths as follows. The graph G′
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is obtained from G by replacing every node v ∈ V by the two nodes vin, vout

and the edge (vin, vout), and then replacing every edge (u, v) ∈ E by the edge
(uout, vin). The set of pairs K ′ is defined by K ′ = {(sin, dout) : (s, d) ∈ K}. Ev-
ery solution to the Edge-Disjoint Paths problem for input < G,K > corresponds
to some solution to the Node-Disjoint Paths problem for the corresponding input
< G′,K ′ > of the same size, and vice versa. Moreover, given one of the solutions
the other can be computed in polynomial time.

Clearly, |E′| = |E|+ |V |. Now suppose to the contrary that there exists an ap-
proximation algorithm for the Edge-Disjoint Paths problem with ratio |E′|1/2−ε,
which by definition must hold for every input < G′,K ′ >. This implies that
there exists an approximation algorithm for the the Node-Disjoint Paths prob-

lem with ratio (|E| + |V |)1/2−ε ≤ (2|E|)1/2−ε ≤ √
2|E|1/2−ε, by considering the

correspondence between inputs < G′,K ′ > and < G,K > for the Edge-Disjoint
Paths and the Node-Disjoint Paths problems, respectively. For |E| large enough,
this implies approximation |E|1/2−δ for some δ > 0. This contradicts the ap-
proximation threshold for the Edge-Disjoint Paths problem.

At this stage we are able to provide an O(
√
n) approximation to the number

of vehicles that arrive to their destination and suffer no more than δ delay.
The question is how the delay will change if we allow all the vehicles to reach
their destinations. For this, we apply O(

√
n) approximation algorithm explained

above a number of times. After the first time we obtain a number of paths
for vehicles that allow them to reach their destinations with δ delay. Call this
paths 1st schedule group. Next, we remove all of these paths, and repeat the
algorithm by finding the paths obtained at second run (2nd schedule group). We
continue this procedure until no paths for vehicles can be produced and all the
vehicles arrived to their destination. Notice, that this process can be repeated no
more than

√
n logn times. It means that we obtained

√
n logn schedule groups.

In order to schedule all the vehicles, we divide the time slots into
√
n logn

sets corresponding to
√
n logn schedule groups. The ith schedule group receives

(i mod
√
n logn)th time slot to schedule the vehicles on their paths. In such

way, we guarantee that all vehicles arrive at their destinations after each vehicle
experiences at most δ

√
n logn delays.

We mention here that in order to solve the problem under MinMax delay
performance measure, we can follow the same approach as presented above for
linear networks, by obtaining 3-dimensional directed acyclic graph and running
algorithm for finding k vertex-disjoint paths between sources and destinations.

4 Rooted Trees

In the rooted tree version problem, the vehicles should go from theirs sources
to their destinations by their shortest paths. Since we have a tree, every path is
defined uniquely, i.e., it can be either either vertically upward, vertically down-
ward or upward-downward: go up to the least common ancestor of source and
destination and then downward. For our problem on rooted tree we can use ap-
proach similar to the one for grids: we first push only vehicles going up until all
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of them arrive to their highest point and then looking at the vehicles only going
down. In such a way we achieve 3 approximation for this case for MinMakespan
criterion.

In order to show the approximation ratio for MinSum criteria we apply short-
est remaining distance first algorithm. In this algorithm we always give a priority
to the vehicle with the shortest remaining distance to go, where ties are broken
arbitrary. For this, suppose that the optimal algorithm (minimizing the sum of
delays) schedules all the vehicles to their destinations at maximal arrival time
T . Let us look at some vehicle c′ and ask a question about how many vehicles
can delay c′ on its way to destination. Knowing that the maximal arrival time
in optimal solution is T , we can conclude that the distance of any vehicle to
its destination is at most T and therefore, there are at most 3T vehicles that
can delay c′ on every path’s segment (upward or downward) (T vehicles from
behind and 2T vehicles ahead of c′). We notice that, in general, some vehicle
c′′ following the same direction as c′ can delay c′ more than once; however, in
this case c′′ should also be delayed by some other vehicle. Moreover, each such
”repeated” delay can be charged to the vehicle from the set of 2T vehicles that
will never delay c′. It follows that the total number of delays is at most 6T (3T
downward and 3T upward), which leads to 7-approximation proof.

5 Bipartite Thrackle Network

A topological graph G is a graph drawn in the plane with vertices as points and
edges as curves connecting its endpoints such that any two edges have at most
one point in common. G is called a thrackle if every pair of edges intersects.
Suppose, we are give a bipartite thrackle (see Figure 3).

In a bipartite thrackle every two lines are intersected in one point and no
three lines have a joint point. We assume that passing each segment by vehicle
in obtained bipartite thrackle graph takes one unit of time.

The vehicles are located at A1, . . . , An points (as shown in Figure 3) and
should arrive to B1, . . . , Bn destinations. Thus, in our case si = Ai and di = Bi.
Let us consider the properties of the paths obtained by the following algorithm.

B1 B3B2 BnB4

A2A1 A3 AnA4

Fig. 3. Bipartite thrackle with switching paths
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When a vehicle wants to move from Ai to Bi, we start at Ai and move up.
Whenever we meet another intersecting line, the vehicle moves up to this line
(as shown in Figure 3 by even numbered paths). Denote by li the length of such
path between Ai and Bi in terms of number of segments in this path. First we
will make few observations regarding the obtained paths.

1. Path that starts at Ai will surely end at Bi.
2. Every segment of each line belongs to only one path.
3. Adjacent paths (say, kth and (k + 1)th) are touching by vertices, where kth

path is always to the left of (k+ 1)th path. Moreover, non-adjacent paths do
not have joint points.

In fact, if we simply rotate Figure 3 by 90◦ degrees, we get an arrangement of
n lines, where every pair intersects. The paths described above are simple the
k-level paths in the arrangement – all points on the k-th path have exactly k-1
segments below them (that is, to their left). By Observation 3, if we take odd
(or even) numbered paths, we would not have any intersections between them.
Thus in order to schedule our vehicles to satisfy objective MinMakespan, we
apply our algorithm separately for odd numbered vehicles, and then for even
numbered vehicles.

It is well known that the upper bound for the length of the obtained paths
(in terms of the number of segments) produced by our algorithm is O(n

4
3 ) [8].

Claim. On the other hand, at least one of the paths produced by the optimal
solution algorithm satisfying MinMakespan criterion has at least length n.

Proof. Let us look at the middle path of order m = n+1
2 if n is odd, and of order

m = n/2 if n is even. The path An
2
Bn

2
partitions the area into 2 parts: each line

A1Bn, A2Bn−1, . . . , AnB1 starts in one part and ends at another part. It means
that, the path An

2
Bn

2
is intersected at least n− 1 times.

Following the discussion above, we get that our algorithm achieves O(n
1
3 )

approximation for MinMakespan criterion.
Regarding the MinSum criteria, we note that by Observation 2 and Obser-

vation 3 we have li ≤ li−1 + li+1, where 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. On the other hand, it
is clear the the best possible solution is achieved when every vehicle does not
experience any delay and the total sum of completion times of all vehicles in this
case is at least

∑n
i=1 li. If we apply the same algorithm as for the MinMakespan

case, we obtain that the total sum of completion times of all vehicles is at most
3
∑n

i=1 li. Approximation 3 for the sum of completion times follows.

6 Conclusions

At this paper we have considered vehicle scheduling problems for grid, rooted
trees and bipartite thrackle networks under criteria of minimizing the maxi-
mum completion time, minimizing the largest delay, and minimizing the sum of
completion times. We obtained polynomially solved approximate solutions for
our problem. It would be interesting to generalize our scheme to more general
networks’ topologies.
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Abstract. Telecommunication has become very important in modern
society and seems to be almost omnipresent, making daily life easier,
more pleasant and connecting people everywhere. It does not only con-
nect people, but also machines, enhancing the efficiency of automated
tasks and monitoring automated processes. In this context the IBBT
(Interdisciplinary Institute for BroadBand Technology) project TRACK
(TRain Applications over an advanced Communication networK), sets
the definition and prototyping of an end-to-end train-to-wayside commu-
nication architecture as one of the main research goals. The architecture
provides networking capabilities for train monitoring, personnel appli-
cations and passenger Internet services. In the context of the project
a prototype framework was developed to give a complete functioning
demonstrator. Every aspect: tunneling and mobility, performance en-
hancements, and priority and quality of service were taken into consider-
ation. In contrast to other research in this area, which has given mostly
high-level overviews, TRACK resulted in a detailed architecture with all
different elements present.

1 Introduction

In the IBBT (Interdisciplinary Institute for BroadBand Technology) project
TRACK (TRain Applications over an advanced Communication networK), one
of the main research topics was the definition and prototyping of an end-to-end
train-to-wayside communication architecture, which is also a research topic of
the ESA ARTES project [17]. It is important to use a centralized approach for
the communication system, connecting the onboard network transparently to
the wayside, because it offers a more flexible and scalable solution. It allows for
better coverage on board and joint bandwidth optimizations, traffic conditioning
and differentiation.

A. Vinel et al. (Eds.): Nets4Cars/Nets4Trains 2012, LNCS 7266, pp. 137–150, 2012.
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The TRACK communication architecture can be used to bring passenger In-
ternet on the train, but more importantly, to enable a much broader spectrum of
railway applications, such as CCTV (Closed Circuit TV) surveillance, train con-
trol and diagnostics, etc. If these kind of operational services are to be supported
alongside passenger entertainment, a mechanism must be deployed to provide
sufficient Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees in the dynamic train environment.
The main topics that were researched in order to tackle these challenges, are:

– Analyze the behavior of relevant wireless technologies (satellite, Wi-Fi, 3G)
in the dynamic train environment in terms of variations in bandwidth, delay,
jitter and bit error rate.

– Optimize the throughput by introducing Performance Enhancing Proxies
(PEP).

– Investigate suitable IPv6-based solutions for:
• End-to-end Quality of Service (QoS);
• Mobility;
• Link aggregation techniques and the associated policy decision functions.

This paper will first give an overview of the network architecture that has been
designed in section 2. Section 3 will describe the most important components
in the architecture in more detail and will comment on the design decisions
that have led to that architecture. In section 4, some of the performance results,
obtained from a functioning prototype of the network architecture are discussed.
Finally, section 5 formulates our conclusions and addresses future work.

2 Network Architecture Overview

Research on the topic of Train-to-Wayside-Communications-Systems has already
been extensive [6], but most of the described architectures have resulted in high-
level overviews so far [9]. In the TRACK project an architecture has been worked
out in great detail, describing and implementing all elements.

2.1 TRACK Architecture

In figure 1, a general overview of the TRACK network architecture is shown. The
left side of the picture represents the network architecture on board a train. In
the TRACK architecture, this collection of components is referred to as “MCE”
or Mobile Communications Equipment. Each train contains one MCE, as can
be seen by the fact that multiple MCEs are stacked in the picture, representing
multiple trains. In the picture, each MCE is depicted with two uplinks. This is
not a requirement, however; each MCE can be equipped with as many or as few
uplinks as is required. On the right side, the “WCE” or Wayside Communications
Equipment is shown. Only one WCE is deployed in a control center. However,
the WCE contains a complete set of components per MCE, as indicated by the
stacked components in the WCE. As can be seen in the picture, the WCE only
has one Internet uplink, as we assume it is connected via a broadband Internet
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Fig. 1. TRACK network architecture overview

connection. The dimensioning of this Internet uplink is out of the scope of the
work described in this paper.

Figure 1 uses a color coding scheme to indicate the function of each indi-
vidual components: red components are responsible for QoS functions, green
components offer a performance enhancing function and the blue components
take care of mobility. Furthermore the TRACK architecture was designed with
an end-to-end IPv6 based network in mind.

2.2 Implementation

Prototype Framework. One of the goals of the TRACK project was to have
a functioning prototype version of the network framework by the end of the
project. This prototype has been implemented using the Click Modular Router
framework[8]. All of the components listed in figure 1 were implemented using
one or more Click elements. Most of the elements were standard, while some of
them have been custom made for the TRACK framework.

In order to design and implement the TRACK architecture, a number of
existing mobility/addressing/multi-homing protocols have been investigated. For
the performance enhancing elements, existing solutions have also been reviewed.
Wherever possible, existing solutions or standards are preferred over custom
solutions in order to maximize compatibility with existing systems.

Tunneling & Mobility. To support network mobility and multi-homing, which
is required since every train has multiple uplinks that are not necessarily un-
der the control of the train operator, some mobility solutions that have been
taken into consideration are: Mobile IPv6[14], HIP[10], SHIM6[12], NEMO[5]
and SCTP [19]. An important factor that was taken into account was the re-
quirement that the end devices, whether they are passenger smartphones or
diagnostic devices on board the train should not have to be modified in order
to support mobility. Moreover, the mobility solution deployed needs to ensure
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that connections from an onboard device to the Internet are not affected by mo-
bility and that the mobility solution should not break any of the optimizations
introduced by the performance enhancing elements.

Performance Enhancements. The performance enhancing elements in the
architecture can be divided in two classes: those elements that perform local
optimizations (i.e. they can operate at the WCE or the MCE separately) and
those that can only function if they are deployed both at the MCE and at
the WCE. Performance enhancements can be made in numerous ways, such as
deploying a local http proxy server (e.g. squid[18]) or a local DNS proxy; two
examples of purely MCE-based proxies that do not require a WCE equivalent.
Another possible performance enhancement is reducing the bandwidth required
to transfer a given amount of data by installing a ZIP proxy[21] or employing
robust header compression techniques like those described in [7], [4] and [3],
which do need a counterpart at the WCE. A final optimization technique that
has been considered, is the use of a TCP Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP)
such as SCPS[11].

2.3 Priority and Quality of Service

The architecture works with both the concept of priority and QoS. Every service
type is categorized with a priority and a QoS class, thus it is possible that a
service type has a high priority and a low QoS class or vice versa.

The priority level determines the importance of the service type: the higher the
priority, the more important it is that data of this service type is sent through,
the lower the priority the sooner packets from this service will be dropped when
the available bandwidth is less than the needed bandwidth. Table 1 gives an
overview of the eight different priority levels and which types of services are .

Table 1. Priority Definition

Priority Services

1 (low) Passenger Internet

2 Crew Intranet

3 Diagnostics

4 Application update

Content Update

TCMS Event

5 CCTV (security)

6 Intercom (VoIP)

CCTV (safety)

TCMS cyclic

7 Public address

PIS data

8 (high) Configuration traffic
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Table 2. QoS Definition

Class Delay Jitter Loss Services

A < 1 s - - Passenger Internet

Crew Intranet

Diagnostics

Application update

Content update

B < 0.5 s - - TCMS event

C < 1 s - < 1 · 10−3 CCTV (security)

D < 0.07 s < 0.016 s < 1 · 10−2 Intercom (VoIP)

E < 0.2 s - < 1 · 10−2 CCTV (safety)

F < 1 s - < 1 · 10−6 TCMS cyclic

G < 1 s < 0.1 s < 1 · 10−2 Public address

PIS data

Configuration data

On the other hand, the QoS class defines the requirements for a type of ser-
vice to function properly. It does not take bandwidth into account, but does define
bounds for delay, jitter and packet loss. We follow the IETF Differentiated Ser-
vices (DiffServ) architecture[2] for traffic classification. Table 2 gives an overview
of the different QoS classes that are used in our architecture. QoS and priority are
not mapped one-on-one as such. However, if due to priority restrictions a flow with
QoS class C-G encounters too much packet loss, that flow will be dropped because
its QoS constraints can no longer be met. Similarly, even if there is enough band-
width, but on links with delays and/or jitter higher than the delay or jitter allowed
by the QoS class of the service, the flow cannot be set up.

3 Component Description and Design Decisions

As you can see in figure 1, the architecture is symmetrical for trainside and
wayside, except for the fact that there is only one wayside network operating
center for all trains. The components also fulfill the same functions on both sides
of the architecture. In this section, the different components will be discussed
and also the design decisions that were made in the project concerning these
components. The components which handle mobility will be discussed in greater
detail as they form the main topic of the paper.

3.1 Quality of Service Components

The Marker. The Marker is the first element in the chain for outgoing packets
and is used to determine

– The flow ID of the packet
– QoS class of that flow
– Priority of that flow
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A triple source IP address, destination IP address and Flow label in the IPv6
header define a flow uniquely and in our architecture the marker sets the flow
label if the source did not do so. More information about the assignment of the
flow label can be found in [13] and a description of the different QoS components
and there implementation is worked out in [16] in more detail than in what
follows.

The SLA Enforcer. The SLA (Service License Agreement) Enforcer will shape
traffic flows according to the applicable SLA and drop or reduce maximum
throughput for those flows for which the SLA cannot be met (e.g. when data
volume limit has been reached). Thereafter the SLA Enforcer shapes all the flows
of the same SLA together. The SLA is specified by VLAN tagging.

Shaper. The Shaper shapes the flows when there is more data to be sent than
there is bandwidth available on the link. Different flows are handled appro-
priately considering flow priority and link occupation. The shaper receives the
link occupation and the link-flow mapping from the Scheduler. If necessary, the
Shaper drops packets with higher probability for low priority flows while try-
ing to prevent starvation and to maintain a fair share policy for flows of equal
priority.

Scheduler. The Scheduler decides which link to put the traffic on, based on
matching service classes of the flows with delay and jitter properties of the link.
The Scheduler also informs the Shaper of its decision, because the Shaper needs
to know which flows belong to a link when it becomes overloaded. The Scheduler
is based on Active Queue Management (AQM) [1], which means that there
are two thresholds used for the queue: below the first threshold, the Shaper is
permitted to allow more traffic going out. Between the first and second threshold,
the Scheduler signals the Shaper to start dropping packets gradually. Starting on
the second threshold, it is even possible that the Scheduler alerts the Marker to
drop flows entirely to make sure that the most important flows are still coming
through, meeting there QoS constraints.

The decision for the flow-link mapping is made based on the first packet and
all consecutive packets of that flow are put on the same link to avoid jitter,
unless the link goes down. In that case, the flow is rescheduled on a link that is
still available.

3.2 Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP)

The trains are connected to the wayside by means of costly media like 3G and
satellite connections. Therefore it is important to optimize bandwidth utilization,
which is taken care of by the PEP in the system architecture. In this section, the
different components of the PEP will be discussed: two traffic optimizers and an
accelerator.
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Traffic Optimizer 1. As a first optimization along the way, the Traffic Opti-
mizer 1 (TO1) tries to decrease the load on the wireless links by

– Caching information responses locally for requests it sees
– Responding with the cached information to future requests

Most of the functionality of the TO1 is situated on the application layer of the
ISO OSI model [20] and includes caching proxies like web proxies, DNS caching,
SMTP proxies. The caching does not only mean less load on the wireless network,
but also a gain in response time for the user.

Traffic Optimizer 2. The second Traffic Optimizer (TO2) uses another tech-
nique to reduce the actual used bandwidth. The sender compresses the date,
reducing traffic volume. The data is subsequently decompressed on the receiving
end, so the eventual receiver perceives the data flow as unaltered. Compared
to TO1, which tried to avoid sending traffic over the network by performing
local caching, TO2 tries to minimize the amount of data sent over the network,
reducing the bandwidth needed.

It is important to keep in mind that not all traffic should be taken under
consideration for TO2: while e.g. HTTP and FTP traffic can be compressed
well, data that is already compressed or appears to be random, like encrypted
data do not get a benefit from TO2 and small packets like e.g. NTP protocol
that are delay sensitive should not incur extra delay by compression.

Accelerator. Several long delay wireless connection types are used, especially
satellite connections. It is well known that TCP does not react well to big
bandwidth-delay products and therefore we have introduced the Accelerator in
our architecture. It tries to solve the problem by

– Mitigating performance degradation resulting from the large round trip time
between MCE and WCE

– Mitigating performance degradation resulting from multiple competing TCP
connections on such links.

The Accelerator does this by breaking up one end-to-end TCP connection in
three different connections: one TCP connection between the host on the train
and the Accelerator there, then a non-TCP connection between the Accelerator
on the train and the one at the wayside and thereafter a TCP connection again
between the Accelerator on the wayside and the destination.

Both TCP connections are terminated at the Accelerators to give a percep-
tion of faster round trip time to the end hosts, allowing the TCP windowing
mechanism to open the TCP window faster. Between the two Accelerators how-
ever, the data flow is converted to a “stateless TCP” stream, keeping the source
and destination addresses and ports, but removing the congestion mechanisms
of TCP, preventing competition between different data streams. The receiving
end of the Accelerator sets up a new TCP connection to the destination of the
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packet and conceals the fact that the connection has been split by the Accelera-
tors. In contrast to other TCP accelerators, this Accelerator is thus distributed
between a sending and receiving module.

3.3 Network and Mobility

The last components have should be discussed, are the components that connect
the train and the wayside to each other over the Internet, taking into account
the (network) mobility on the moving train. To accomplish this, the TRACK ar-
chitecture uses Reliable and Unreliable Tunnel elements, which will be discussed
in this section. To set up these tunnels, the architecture uses SCTP (Stream
Control Transmission Protocol)[19]. The advantages of using SCTP as a tunnel
protocol can be described as follows:

SCTP can bundle reliable and unreliable streams into one SCTP stream with
only one overall congestion control mechanism. This removes any contention
between different streams. In a more standard network situation, it often happens
that unreliable (UDP) traffic pushes the reliable (TCP) traffic away.

In many architectures, like e.g. VPN solutions it is sufficient to use an un-
reliable tunnel, since the reliable traffic inside the tunnel will take care of any
packet loss, as it would do without the tunnel. It would even lead to performance
degradation if reliable data traffic was put in a reliable tunnel. In the case of
the TRACK architecture however, the Accelerator removes the reliability of the
reliable connections between the accelerators at MCE and WCE. However, for
both end points of the transmission, the connection should still be reliable or
connections will break abruptly in the case of packet loss. Therefore, we need to
re-introduce reliability. Since the SCTP protocol supports sending data reliably,
packets that have been accelerated by the Accelerator will be transmitted in a
reliable SCTP stream. SCTP will thus take care of any retransmissions and rese-
quencing of packets. For unreliable traffic, there is no need to tunnel it reliably.
SCTP offers the possibility to send data in an unreliable SCTP stream [15]; both
reliable and unreliable streams are managed by a single SCTP connection, with
a single congestion control mechanism.

In order to support mobility, the following scheme is used: one SCTP tunnel
per link is set up by each train. Since the connection setup originates from the
train to a fixed IP address on the wayside (the IP address of the WCE), no
further mobility solutions are needed: the connections that are set up are the
SCTP tunnel connections. Any data originating from a device on the train or
on the Internet is unaware of the SCTP tunnel. This has the advantage that
the end-to-end IP connections can function without deploying any additional
mobility solutions. It is the responsibility of the SCTP tunnels to make sure
data is exchanged between train and wayside. Every time a link comes up, the
connection setup procedure is repeated.

Another advantage of SCTP is multihoming: a connection can survive link
failures as long as at least one of the links is available. SCTP maintains a main
path and several backup paths, with heartbeat messages going over each of
them. If the main path fails, SCTP falls back on one of the backup paths. In the
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TRACK architecture, link failure is also signaled to the Scheduler to ask whether
the QoS constraints can be met. If due to link failure the available bandwidth
gets too small, the Marker and the Shaper will act accordingly.

4 Results

4.1 Test Setup

As mentioned in section 2.2, a prototype framework has been implemented using
the Click[8] framework. All building blocks shown in figure 1 were implemented
using Click, with the exception of the “Traffic Optimizer” 1 and 2. In the pro-
totype, these elements were left empty. As these elements provide well-known
and mature functionality, such as proxies or header compression, they were not
taken into account when testing the performance of the TRACK framework. If
required, an existing implementation that provides these functions can be easily
plugged in to the overall TRACK framework.

The main test focus was on the performance of Accelerator, Shaper, Sched-
uler and Tunnel modules. Most importantly, the cumulative effect of all these
elements was tested to prove that they do not impact each other negatively when
all of them are enabled. In order to test this prototype, an emulated setup was
created using IBBT’s Virtual Wall infrastructure. This infrastructure allowed us
to emulate the network between a (virtual) moving train and a (virtual) wayside
control center. All hosts ran Debian Linux, with SCTP support enabled. The
TCP stack used is the standard Debian TCP stack, cubic TCP.

The test setup used is shown in figure 2; it consists of:

– Two Train Hosts, which are used to simulate onboard equipment;
– a MCE that has two Internet uplinks;
– Impair, the machine that is responsible for the network emulation. It adds

and can constantly vary delay, jitter and, packet loss and varies the band-
width between MCE and WCE;

MCE Impair

Train
Host 1

Train
Host 2

WCE

Wayside
Host

Fig. 2. Virtual Wall Setup
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– a WCE that has only one Internet uplink;
– a Wayside Host, simulating equipment in the control center.

To test the performance of all components, various test scenarios have been
defined. The most important ones are:

– Prioritizing some flows over others;
– Switching traffic flows from one link to another:

• Switching between links with equal delay characteristics;
• Switching from a low delay (10 ms) to a high delay (200 ms) link;
• Switching from a high delay (200 ms) to a low delay (10 ms) link;

– Bandwidth and delay variation on a link;
– TCP accelerator effect on multiple TCP flows;
– SCTP tunnel performance.

4.2 Test Results

Flow Priorities. As an example of prioritizing some flows over others, figure 3
shows two (excerpts of) graphs, each containing two traffic flows. The blue line
corresponds to a simulated CCTV video feed, which has high priority. The red
line is a background bulk file transfer with low priority. The black line shows the
total bandwidth used.

It should be noted that, when running this test, the link emulation was set
in such a way that the link could not support both flows simultaneously at all
times. In figure 3(a), no priority scheme was enabled. In figure 3(b), the CCTV
video was prioritized over the file transfer. As can be seen in the results, the total
amount of bandwidth consumed is roughly the same in both cases. However, in
the second case, the CCTV feed consumes considerably more bandwidth, while
the file transfer is using less. The variations in bandwidth used by the CCTV,
as seen in figure 3(b), are caused by the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) codec used.

(a) Flows have the same priority (b) Flows have different priority

Fig. 3. Prioritization Test
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The playback of both video feeds, which were recorded at the receiver, also
show a very noticeable difference in both cases. While the first case renders
the CCTV useless due to too much packet loss, the priority scheme ensures the
CCTV video feed has sufficient quality to watch.

TCP Accelerator & SCTP Tunnel. In figure 4, two graphs are shown that
demonstrate the effect of both TCP accelerator (PEP) and SCTP tunnel. The
graph shows the throughput, in bytes per second, of three concurrent secure
copy sessions (SSH over TCP) from a host on the wayside to a host on the train.
The three sessions copy a 30 MB file over a 10 Mbps link that has a RTT (round
trip time) of 400 ms. Each session was started 10 seconds after the previous
one. Figure 4(a) shows the baseline scenario: both PEP and the SCTP tunnel
have been disabled. Figure 4(b) shows the same test, but this time PEP and
SCTP tunnel are both enabled. In both figures the black line represents the
total amount of data on the link, while the red, blue and purple lines plot the
individual SCP sessions. The data to generate these plots was gathered on the
receiving host.

(a) TCP Accelerator and SCTP tunnel disabled

(b) TCP Accelerator and SCTP tunnel enabled

Fig. 4. TCP Acceleration and SCTP Tunneling Test
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As can be seen in figure 4(a), in the baseline scenario, the second (blue)
and third (purple) SCP sessions start very slowly. They only reach a reasonable
throughput after the first SCP session stops. After that, it still takes some sec-
onds before the second and third SCP sessions are able to fill the link, due to
the TCP windowing mechanism operation.

When we enable both PEP and the SCTP tunnel, the result is shown in figure
4(b). Several effects can be observed:

1. The second and third session sessions start much more quickly;
2. Bandwidth utilization remains close to maximum, without large dips as in

4(a);
3. Each SCP sessions receives, on average, the same amount of bandwidth at

all times. There is no longer one session that receives considerably more
bandwidth than the others.

4. The total amount of time needed to perform the three SCP file transfers, is
5% shorter.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an overview of the TRACK network architecture.
This architecture has been designed to provide a reliable train-to-wayside com-
munication architecture that can use multiple uplink technologies simultaneously
and supports mobility without requiring modifications to the end hosts. To test
the architecture, a prototype has been built using the Click Modular Router
platform. This prototype has enabled us to run a multitude of simulations to
test the functionality and performance of each individual component, as well as
the architecture as a whole. The results of two of these experiments have been
included in this paper as examples.

A follow-up project for TRACK called RAILS (Railway Applications Integra-
tion and Long-term networkS) has started on January 1st, 2012. This follow-up
will build upon the TRACK network architecture, extending reliability and load
balancing features, as well as integrating 3G/4G femtocells in the train coaches
in order to increase in-train cellular network coverage. This introduces some
challenges that need to be examined: in normal circumstances, femtocells are
assumed to be placed stationary and have a fixed, high-quality Internet uplink.
Onboard a train coach, however, neither of these assumptions still holds. While
the train is moving, the radio environment around the femtocells continuously
and rapidly changes. Moreover, the Internet uplink for the femtocells is also
continuously changing in bandwidth, delay and jitter. These effects will most
probably impact the performance of the femtocells. During the project, not only
will the TRACK network architecture be extended, but full cumulative RF (Ra-
dio Frequency) exposure inside a train coach will be examined, most notably
to compare the situation with/without cellular repeaters and with/without on-
board femtocells. A final important network-related subject that will be treated
in RAILS is the development of specialized handover mechanisms that take the
specific characteristics of a train environment into account (e.g. the fact that a
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train follows a fixed route). The mechanisms developed could try to minimize the
number of handovers, more intelligently choose a handover moment and intro-
duce a self-learning process that dynamically builds up a database of preferred
cells along a train route.
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Abstract. Modification of railway transportation to railway intelligent 
transportation system (RITS) will not only compete from other modes of 
transportation but also increase the efficiency and safety. Speedy development 
of emerging technologies such as communication and computing, intelligent 
systems, technological development of railway industries can be effectively 
integrated over existing infrastructures for Indian Railway (IR) to develop and 
design RITS. This new generation of railway transportation (RITS) will able to 
meet the challenges of IR vision 2020 and beyond. The use of RITS 
architecture encourages structured development and integration of intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS) that lead to maximization of benefits by 
minimizing redundancies and maximizing capabilities. This paper discusses a 
conceptual distributed framework for a multi-layered RITS architecture that can 
be designed for integrating generated information. The paper main focus is 
conceptual design of RITS in IR network. It also addresses the design issues 
and challenges in the IR scenario. 

1 Introduction 

Indian railway is the third largest railway network in the world in terms of size, the 
world’s topmost passenger carrier (in terms of passenger kilometers) and fourth larg-
est rail freight carrier [1]. It is the backbone of India’s infrastructure, along with the 
national highways and ports. It is estimated that more than 35% of the total freight 
traffic (tonne-kilometers) of the country moves by rail [2]. For certain core infrastruc-
ture sectors such as coal, power, steel, cement and other critical sectors like fertilizer, 
the share is even higher upto 70%. IR network binds the social, cultural and economi-
cal fabric of the country removing the distance barrier for its people. Its network of 
over 64,000 route-kms has integrated markets and connected communities over wide-
ly spread out geographies across the length and breadth of the country.  

Despite all these, development in IR transportation system is very minimal.  A 
mere 10,000 kms route has been added during last 60 years [1], maximum speed of 
passenger trains increased to 150 kmph, signaling and control systems remained vul-
nerable, accident rates remains high. IR is unable to meet the country’s expanding 
travel and freight transportation needs. During major holidays and festivals, getting a 
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railway ticket and making the trip are major events for travelers. There are some criti-
cal and important issues to be looked into: i) the requirement for capacity enhance-
ment in the railway network, ii) technological up-gradation for better maintenance of 
railway assets, iii) need for enhancement to passenger services and safety, and iv) up-
gradation of the railway production units for improved efficiency and productivity. 
These shortfalls in IR have significant negative economic impact and need immediate 
attention from the authority. Some initiatives like project IR vision 2020 [3] show the 
government intention towards improving efficiency and safety of passengers. 

Project IR vision 2020 call for a quantum jump in every dimension, breaking 
away from the path of ‘incremental change’ to one of the rapid growth. IR needs to 
restructure the management mode and upgrade the traditional technical approach. 
However, to realize development of railway transportation technology [4], there are 
many challenges: 

• efficient and effective train management system, an intelligent train operation 
control system and intelligent inspection. 

• railway disaster prevention, rescue and prompt response capability.  
• supervision and control systems for the railway crossing and station including 

image identification technology.  
• customers with real time information and inquiry service relating to the goods 

transportation  
• to meet the demand of the inter-modal transportation. 
• means for reduction in hazardous carbon emissions while promoting balanced 

sustainable development.  

Railway transportation system therefore has to integrate organically large scale of the 
latest developments of science and technologies, making them as the brain and neural 
system of new generation of railway transportation system. Systems such as positive 
train control [5] in North America, Australia using the concept of communication-
based train control, network centric system [6], advanced train management system 
with the aim of safety and increasing efficiency. Inclusion of technologies such as 
intelligent navigation system, intelligent emergency and safety supervision system, 
intelligent railway resource management system, intelligent train control and monitor-
ing system, modern communication technology, data and image processing system, 
decision-making system, artificial intelligent networks, sensor networks, storage sys-
tem and so on, the efficient and intelligent railway transportation systems can be de-
signed. This will bring a revolutionary change in IR transportation system. Develop-
ment of RITS is also useful for modern railroad system which will have integrated 
system of all transportation medium.  

Following the terrorist events of September 11, 2001, and especially following the 
terrorist bombings of trains in Madrid, Spain, on March 11, 2004, in London, Eng-
land, on July 7, 2005, and in Mumbai, India, on July 11, 2006, railway security has 
received increased attention. RITS will enable railways to prevent some types of ter-
rorist incidents from occurring, and, should incidents occur, these technologies will 
enable railways to detect them, notify appropriate authorities, and recover more rapid-
ly from the incidents. Railways will have continuous, real-time information with 
which they can manage their operations. 
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RITS can bring together a number of technologies, for example, sensors, commu-
nications, computing, intelligent control, management, interlocks, speed control,  
customer service, planning and scheduling and many more. This paper presents a 
conceptual design of a high level architecture for RITS in IR network. The paper 
highlights its importance and design issues. This conceptual design idea will carry 
many collective inputs to authorities and researchers in industries and academia. To-
gether they can participate for innovative design of intelligent railway transportation 
systems especially in IR network. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. A very brief review of accessible and 
existing IT infrastructure with IR is discussed in section 2. Major elements of RITS 
are presented in section 3, while its architecture is discussed in section 4. Important 
design issues and challenges are illustrated in section 5 and framework is addressed in 
section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2 Accessible IT Infrastructure  

Major parts of RITS would comprise IT related resources. This section therefore, 
identifies and evaluates existing associated infrastructure which will help in simple 
identification and integration of these resources to build system architecture for RITS 
in IR scenario. We broadly divide them into four segments: i) railway telecommunica-
tion, ii) railway computer networks, iii) passenger reservation systems, and iv) freight 
operation information system. 

2.1 Railway Telecommunication (RailTel) Corporation of India Limited 

Under the Ministry of Railways Government of India, RailTel [7] is responsible to 
create a nationwide broadband telecommunication and multimedia network. In fact, it 
has produced the state-of-the-art multimedia telecommunication network using 
SDH/DWDM (synchronous digital hierarchy/dense wavelength division multiplex-
ing)-based transmission systems and high-end routers for MPLS-IP (multiprotocol 
level switching–Internet protocol) network. Existing 36,000 route-kms of Optical 
Fiber Cable (OFC) running along IR track in many parts of the country is planned to 
be extended to 50,000 km of rail-route covering most of the stations and commercial 
requirement (5000+) on its backbone by the end of 2012.  

As shown in Fig.1(a), the network is designed as a layered structure for its effec-
tive management. Access Layer, Edge Layer and Backbone layer offer required ca-
pacity with desired granularity. Access layer provides (synchronous transport module 
level-1) STM-1 (155 Mbps) capacity at stations, spaced at every 8-10 kms. The traffic 
from access layer is aggregated on to the Edge layer having STM-16 connectivity, 
which is available at every 50-60 kms. Collecting the traffic from edge layer is finally 
aggregated on to the Backbone layer with DWDM/STM-16/64 available in big ci-
ties/towns situated at every 60-70 kms. MPLS IP core network connects 38 important 
points of presence (POP) locations all over India.  
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2.2 Railway Computer Networks (RAILNET) 

The system structure of RAILNET is shown in Fig.1(b). RAILNET [8] offers com-
puter connectivity between various offices such as Railway Board, Zonal Railways, 
Production Units, Centralized Training Institutes, and 46 Major Training Institutes. It 
has the potential for transfer of messages, files, e-mails between important locations 
on IR. In addition, the internal web site in railway board and zonal railway headquar-
ters support codes, manual procedure orders, policy directives and so on.  

2.3 Passenger Reservation System (PRS) 

Center for Railway Information Systems (CRIS) is the internal service provider for 
IT. It is responsible for design, development and implementation of computer based 
information systems and associated communication networks and products, support 
and other systems. Currently over 1200 locations with 5000 terminals cover journey 
of more than 3000 trains and executes one million passenger transactions every day. It 
integrates five regional reservation centers as illustrated in Fig.1(c). Internet booking 
has started in 2002 and capable of providing reservations for 22 hours per day (uptime 
of PRS is 99.5%).  

 

Fig. 1. Existing IT Infrastructures: a) OFC System Architecture (RailTel); b) Railway Network 
(RAILNET); c) Country Wide Network of Computerized Enhanced Reservation and Ticketing 
(CONCERT); d) FOIS 
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2.4 Freight Operations Information System (FOIS) 

Responsible for total logistic system, FOIS deals with online real time system for 
management and control of freight traffic. FOIS is based on a hierarchical tree 
topology. An overall FOIS architecture is shown in Fig.1(d). It connects all major 
regional head quarter. It uses heterogeneous communication media such as IR owned 
OFC, digital microwave, leased channels from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, 
Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN), Very Small Aperture Terminal based 
satellite links. It constitutes Rake Management System which captures events such as 
customer indents, wagon supply, and departure/arrival in real time. Terminal 
Management System ensures billing and account of freight earnings, calculation of 
freight charges, generation of railway receipt and so on. Parcel Management System 
covers parcel booking, cancellation and loading, monitoring and tracking and Radio 
Frequency IDentification tags for tracing parcel. To meet the freight demand and 
enhance the quality of service, six dedicated freight corridors (DFC) are planned. Two 
of which are expected to be in operation before 2020.  

IR is aiming for bringing technological changes in order to improve the system. 
The available resources with additional state-of-art IT infrastructure operational 
systems also provide a platform for RITS development. However, if broad design 
methodology and planning is considered at this level; efficient, effective and flexible 
RITS architecture can be designed and developed. Though, the IR vision does not 
include RITS development at present but it can be well introduced into the system 
with more flexibility to enhance the features in beyond IR vision 2020. In order to 
bring the conceptual idea of designing RITS, it is advisable to identify the key 
components of the architecture and its short falls. 

3 Important Components of RITS Architecture 

It can be conclude from above that the computerization on IR has been mainly in the 
form of data processing applications.  However, a large complex infrastructure system 
of IR can benefit greatly from the intelligent use of IT. Available resources together 
with some additional intelligent technologies could make an efficient intelligent rail 
transportation system.  The development of intelligent railway systems for command, 
control, communications, and information (C3I), as well as for braking systems, grade 
crossings, defect detection, and planning and scheduling systems can prevent colli-
sions and over speed accidents. They can prevent hijackings and runaways, increase 
capacity and asset utilization, increase reliability, improve service to customers, im-
prove energy efficiency and emissions. They can increase economic viability and 
profits, and enable railways to measure and control costs and to “manage the unex-
pected. Intelligent railway architecture will enable railways to improve their respon-
siveness to military deployments and to respond with flexibility and agility to rapid 
changes in the transportation marketplace.  

3.1 The Major Constituents of RITS 

There are four major domains in railway system: i) Rolling Stock Management, ii) 
Operations, iii) Traffic Management, and iv) Infrastructure Management. Apart from 
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their dedicated operations they cooperate and interact to achieve the targeted end 
result which is to provide quality transport service for passengers and goods. RITS 
aims to be an enabling concept and architecture for improving the performance of 
each of the railway sub-systems, and the overall objective is to improve the system as 
a whole. RITS architecture is sure to bring in improvement by enhancing information 
exchange between the main processes through the players of the different subsystems 
or domains by means of more powerful, standardized and pervasive information and 
communication technology systems. We identify the major architecture components 
which operate at different levels of railway management and operation. This identifi-
cation will allow us to understand their behaviors, their interactions, and usefulness 
and then it would be easy to integrate them into the whole system. The following 
components are grouped in: 

• Intelligent Customer Service System (ICSS) – It is mostly custom-
ers/passengers/users oriented. It offers optimal travel choices. It helps freight 
shipment options. The system should include maximum of information such as 
ticket pricing, freight charges, booking information, train timings, real time track-
ing and so on.IR will be radically different from what it is today. ICSS can elimi-
nate queues for tickets and congestion in coaches. Facilities like conferencing, 
banking and other IT-enabled services are not used in IR currently, which will be 
introduced in important trains shortly. 

• Intelligent Train Control and Operation Management System (ITCOMS) – It deals 
with proper operation and control of train. It offers control over speeding up train 
and numbers of train on track with scheduling. It is also responsible for managing 
locomotive, rolling stocks and all operation related resources/infrastructures. 

• Intelligent Monitoring and Emergency Rescue System (IMERS) – The objective of 
IMERS is to improve the safety of railway as well as passengers and goods. Various 
technologies and systems monitor real time status of trains, track surrounding envi-
ronment and automate processing where applicable as well as keep informing track 
side supervisory and management systems. The track surrounding environment is not 
yet monitored. This leads to one of the major accident reasons as tracks are disturbed 
intentionally or because of other reasons. Passing through very difficult terrain and 
forest, track and its surrounding monitoring has become one of the key challenges to 
IR. Still there is no plan of monitoring the area near to the tracks. 

• Reliable and Control Software – Control software should act as a nerve system for 
rail transportation. The software must be highly reliable and flexible to deal with 
the complexity of railway intelligent transportation system.  

• Train-to-Ground Station Communication – This is another very important aspect to 
have effective control and operation of railway transportation system. It requires 
many heterogeneous networks for timely information transmission enabling 
immediate corrective and necessary action. 

• Computational Platform – A computational platform can assess the reliability and 
safety of railway systems. It must be designed keeping in view the human-machine 
behaviours, management strategies and so on.  

• Knowledge Discovery from Information Integration – Intensive information are 
available and must be collected, stored and studied on regular basis to bring 
improvement in rail transportation system. 
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These components operate at different levels in the layered RITS architecture. They 
must be interconnected with efficient communication (always on) facilities.  

4 RITS Layered Architecture 
Communication facilities are the key elements of RITS which keep every system 
integrated and coupled. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the layer architecture is divided into 
five different levels. The top level focuses on the major services (user/application 
subsystem) offered by RITS. While, rest of the main four levels comprises of all the 
key components, i.e. IMERS, ITCOMS and ICSS. It presents a functional view of the 
RITS user services [9] called as Logical architecture. 

1. User Application Subsystem- This level is intended for end user applications such 
as reservations, enquiry, goods and freight booking and tracking. 

2. The central management and control subsystem- It is responsible for overall 
management and control of all the available static and floating resources. They are 
responsible for both passenger and freight traffic management and control, safety 
and timely rescue operation. The user navigation system offers passengers or 
consignee making optimal travel plans by using available information round the 
clock. Similarly, e-Business allows Internet ticket booking, catering and railway 
related services via e-Payment. The intelligent resource management system helps 
efficient management of financial, infrastructure and maintenance. On the other 
hand, train operation and management system ensures train time schedule, 
passenger traffic management, freight traffic management and so on.  

 Information exchange among different modes of transportation and decision about 
change in transportation mode is supported by inter model transportation system. 
The train monitoring and control system should able to detect position/status of 
train and other resources in real time. Because IR involves a large amount of 
transaction per day and a large number of employees, an efficient, comprehensive 
accounting and transaction system as well as reliable budget compilation system 
must be used. 

3. Railway Station Subsystem– It consprises railway station inspecting system, signal 
testing and control system, interlocking control, freight transportation and user 
accessible services and applications. While inspecting system ensures proper order 
and present health of incoming and outgoing trains, signal testing and control takes 
care of error free and efficient routing and flow. Latest information relating to 
passenger and goods trains must be made available at the station. To avoid 
overcrowding automatic ticket machine and verification machine must be made 
available for passengers. 

4. Train Onboard Subsystem– Very important in case of emergency. It should be 
equipped with inspection and maintenance systems for emergency. It should have 
effective train control mechanism to handle proper operation and communication 
system to deal with information transmission to railway station subsystem, or 
central management and control subsystem or train-to-train or other transportation 
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systems. A health management and information system becomes necessary in a 
huge geographical area. 

5. Rail Trackside Subsystem–Keeping trains on track is an important issue. Intelligent 
track and road intersection supervision system will not only monitor the status and 
condition of tracks and associated infrastructure, provide the signal for incoming 
train but they will also automatically close the unmanned intersection points and 
prevent any disastrous that may occur. Wayside equipment sensors can identify 
defects that can occur on passing trains so they can be stopped for necessary 
repairs.  Among the defects that can be detected by wayside sensors are overheated 
bearings and wheels, deteriorating bearings, cracked wheels, derailed wheels, and 
excessively high and wide loads.The subsystem also equipped with GIS based 
track maintenance, accident inspection and timely prevention and recovery 
mechanism. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Railway Intelligent Transportation Systems Architecture 
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Railway system is very complex and produces large quantities of data, mostly in 
proprietary formats, which are difficult to understand, elaborate and share. The data is 
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extracted. Efficient acquisition of information, transmission and flow and sharing of 
information are some of the critical issues which need to be addressed. An important 
method to integrate spatial and attributed data is to use common platform. Fig.3 
illustrates an example of architecture for a common platform.  

In a modular form the common data platform is divided into 3 level systems: (i) 
Ministry level – has highest access and full control management and planning, (ii) 
The Zonal Level –has full access and control of data in its respective zone, and (iii) 
The Divisional level – limited to the divisional geography. Data base design normally 
follows the Client-Server approach as in the case of largely distributed data in the 
enterprise like Wipro, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), IBM etc. Requests from any 
end first go to the "listener", few thousands of listeners handle the multiple requests in 
the beginning and they transfer the request to server, and in the server there are three 
phases: i) Parsing, ii) Fetch, and iii) Execute. Parsing will check the syntax of the 
requests. Fetch is a normal process to return the answer of the request and execute 
option will find the least approach to return the result of the request. Least approach 
can get the result in minimum time of interval following different approaches. Within 
few main data bases, there will be logical division of main data base like train status, 
ticketing, parcel information, rescue and recovery and so on. The provision of back-
up is available for defined time duration of current transaction. There can be 3-4 
mirror copies of back- up data base at different locations for recovery in the case of 
crash and such events. Thus a huge and efficient data base system is mandatory 
requirement. This will establish the standard of structures and transmitting methods 
for railway transport and build a series of data warehouse used for organization, 
storage, query and communication of common information. Designing this data base 
is a big challenge. Apart from this, there are many important design issues that need 
to be addressed in order to develop the architecture. Some of the basic issues are:   

 

Fig. 3. Architecture for a Common Platform 
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of infrastructure and rolling stock data sources in the railway domain, stakeholders, 
hardware and software systems are very difficult.  

• Process Coordination - Coordination of distributed heterogeneous processes is 
multifarious. Similarly, the cooperative computing performance data from 
infrastructure, operational management, rolling stock and traffic management 
become complex.  

• Network Integration - Integration of heterogeneous networks technologies is one of 
the most challenging tasks. 
 

RITS plays very important part in obtaining this information. In addition, 
development of RITS will enable effective usage of existing systems. It will be 
flexible enough to be capable of updating at any stage and any time in the future.  

6 Design Framework  

A well organized and careful planning is required to design RITS architecture in IR 
network in order to enhance the performance such as safety, capacity, punctuality, speed 
and so on. Using intelligent monitoring, maintenance, decision support, key performance 
indicator (KPI), better data interpretation and evaluation, flexible data and process 
integration can enhance the performance of RITS. For this, system should require co-
operation, heterogeneity and efficient distribution. An intelligent communication system 
with many different flexible communication networks can provide ubiquitous data 
access. Communication networks offer dependable connections to the wayside and 
central data sources. It can extend reliable service transport to mobile resources. This will 
result in optimization of railway system’s observability and controllability. The system 
architecture defines the functions that must be performed to implement a given user 
service, the physical entities where these functions resides, the interfaces/information 
flows between the physical systems and the communication requirements for the 
information flows. It also defines the requirements for the standards needed to support 
national and regional interoperability.  

The process of building RITS architecture starts with clear definition of user 
needs. Then the system specifications must be defined which follows the design. On 
systems integration, testing and validation are carried out. A methodology adopted in 
the project InteGRail [10], intelligent Integrated Railway in European context, can be 
used following combined approach of top-down and bottom-up. The top-down 
approach defines a high-level description of the railway system in terms of KPI. The 
bottom-up approach examines the current practices and requirements. Available 
technologies then can be examined to convert data into information and allow them 
process intelligently. The processed information is then stored into suitable 
repositories and processed to obtain necessary knowledge. The knowledge is made 
available by means of suitable services such as, following service oriented approach. 
The methodology is expected to result in development of system architecture, 
complete and flexible enough to allow the implementation of all envisaged 
applications, in the framework of their respective scenarios. 

Complexity of the system design can be reduced by subdividing the major 
operations. For example, a devised framework consisting of four major phases/tasks 
of design is shown in Fig.4. Different divisions may operate simultaneously; however, 
some are dependent on the completion of others. Some continuous processes like 
overall management, evaluation and co-ordination between scientific and industry 
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community, providing support, cost analysis and training go on throughout project life 
cycle. It includes the platforms to provide sufficient dissemination and preparation of 
training courses, as well as the provision and the application of a harmonized 
methodology to calculate the economic impacts. 

The system architecture defines the functions that must be performed to implement 
a given user service, the physical entities where these functions resides, the 
interfaces/information flows between the physical systems and the communication 
requirements for the information flows. It also defines the requirements for the 
standards needed to support national and regional interoperability. 

 

Fig. 4. Architecture Design Framework for 
RITS 

Fig. 5. Advanced Monitoring Systems for 
Intelligent Railways 

RITS, a new generation of rail transportation should incorporate advanced and 
intelligent subsystems such as advanced intelligent monitoring and control systems 
for train, infrastructure, supervision; advanced maintenance and so on. An example of 
standard architecture for a new generation of monitoring and control systems is 
shown in Fig.5. It is expected that all needed devices can dynamically plug-in, with 
simple decentralized intelligent re-configuration in case of service update, changes or 
other modifications. It should have: the ability to expand and dynamically 
accommodate to new functionality (e.g. new sensors) via service discovery; to be able 
to upgrade, and to guarantee that changes will be consistent in functionality for other 
autonomous components. Similarly, intelligent maintenance ensures availability, 
reliability and safety. It should include methodology to optimize and integrate process 
to improve the efficiency of maintenance operations and reduce waste (of material, 
capital and resources). For example, lean maintenance optimizes and improves 
efficiency, linking of maintenance planning into the railway operations process 
balances critical needs of two areas minimizing wastes.  Automation of manual 
activities and integration of support systems reduce the time needed for maintenance 
and prevent mistakes, thereby improving vehicle availability and reliability. 
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7 Conclusion 

Design and development of intelligent railway transportation systems becomes 
extremely important especially in scattered geography and huge networks such as in 
Indian scenario. However, to achieve this mile stone a proper planning and study must 
be undertaken. Though, there are many research and training organizations supporting 
Indian railways helping in engineering, design and building IR as one of the 
competitive transportation systems, but RITS merits can’t be ignored. RITS integrate 
all the components in a most efficient and optimized manner. Therefore, the proposed 
RITS architecture will able to meet many of the challenges set by IR vision 2020 and 
beyond, making it one of the most developed and efficient transportation systems in 
the world. Many challenging issues have been discussed. A framework of design is 
also presented. It is expected that, such conceptual knowledge will not only facilitate 
Indian railway’s research and training organization but also accelerate the railway 
development in rest of the world. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel concept of an application to
improve safety at unmanned level crossings without the burden of a
huge infrastructure cost to the railways governing body. The applica-
tion will keep track of all running train locations and the unmanned
level crossings on its way. The application needs to have access to lo-
cation Appplication Programming Interface(API) provided by Telecom
Service Providers. With usage of these APIs the application will be able
to keep track of all the people near unmanned level crossings. All ser-
vice providers have Bulk Short Message Service(SMS) APIs using which
the application will be able to send alert messages to people in vicinity
of unmanned level crossings. It will make road users aware of the train
approaching the level crossing and reduce the risk exposure. The same
principle of Internet of Things (IoT) can be extended here for developing
a query service by users about approaching trains in a particular level
crossing.

Keywords: Unmanned Level crossing; Connected Train, SMS, SOS,
IoT, Warning System, Safety, Road users, Grade crossing, train to in-
frastructure communications; traveller information services.

1 Introduction

In developing countries like India, accidents at unmanned level crossings are
still a big challenge where the train network span length and breadth of the
nation having 32,735 level crossings out of which 14,896 are still unmanned.
According to the data, 229 people were killed at unmanned level crossings in
2010-11 and 95 in 2011-12 due to rail accidents [1,9]. Even though, the technology
has improved and there are sensor-based solutions for automatically controlling
level crossing gates, these solutions are often difficult to implement because of
huge infrastructure cost involvement. It is difficult to ensure the maintenance
and protection of devices and sensors at secluded unmanned level crossings in
these countries.

A. Vinel et al. (Eds.): Nets4Cars/Nets4Trains 2012, LNCS 7266, pp. 163–173, 2012.
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The main motivation behind this application is to build a warning system,
which does not require any hardware installation at level crossing locations, or on
the railway track. Moreover, the alert raised by the application must be delivered
reliably to at least some people near the level crossing.

To meet the objectives mentioned above, we have devised an application,
which does not require any extra hardware installation at the level crossing
locations or train unit. It blends existing technology components to build a
solution, which meets the stated objectives. It is an IoT based application, which
just needs a smart phone (with Global Positioning System (GPS) module &
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) connectivity) mounted in the train unit.
The smart phone in the train unit acts as a geometrical location sensor and keeps
on posting its geometrical position, speed, direction etc. to the application. We
have specially mentioned smart phone here as it has become a commodity item
available in every day market and its price will decrease to a large extent with the
explosion of new smartphones every day with GPS module and GPRS modem.
Alternatively the smart phone can easily be replaced by a specialized hardware
with a very reduced BOM (Bill of Materials) cost with the necessary processing
unit, sensors and a modem module. To manage the data sent by the train unit,
the application uses Sensor Observation Service (SOS).

The application keeps the train routes, and level crossing locations as static
data in a spatial database. On receiving a train unit whereabouts, the application
projects the warning zone based on the trains speed and location, and identify
all the level crossing locations lying within the warning zone.

The application needs access to mobile operator services in order to raise
SMS alerts (considering co-operation, policy mandates & investment from the
government and mobile operators) for the level crossings lying in the warning
zone. The alert service will only be provided to subscribers in order to honor the
privacy & consent of the user and avoid legal complications. As mobile phones
are quite common these days and within the reach of everyone, there is a high
probability that SMS alert will be able to caution majority of the people near the
level crossing. The alert will be a subscription based service and people can SMS
to a certain number to deactivate and activate this service at their discretion.

In this paper, we explore the previous work done in this area and its relevance
to our concept in section 2. In Section 3, we describe the System architecture,
components and their interaction. Section 4 provides the functional details of
various components along with the algorithms in form of pseudo code. Section
5 shows the results and screen shots visualizing the concepts. Section 6 provides
the concluding remarks.

2 Previous Work

Following are the major works, which are close to the subject area of this paper:

– [2,4] depends on hardware (transceiver) installed at trains/tracks/level cross-
ing. It neither employs a server-based system nor gives SMS alerts. The
decision for alert generation is taken at the end user vehicle.
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– [3] Describes a system where a locomotive signals its approach to the up-
coming railroad crossing signals which in turn activate warning devices. It
does not communicate with a central server, and does not push SMS alerts.

– [5]Describes an approach, which replaces signals and sensors on the route
by radio communication and software computations. It is flexible and cost
effective approach and is closer to our objective of creating an infrastructure
less solution. It drifts away from our objective of providing the SMS alerts,
by communicating directly with the level crossing to raise an alarm.

– [6] Depends on ultrasonic-based obstruction detection at a level crossing with
snow covered tracks and discusses the safety implications.

– [7] Targets the performance of warning systems required at level crossings for
soundproof vehicles, high speed conditions and poor visibility due to weather
conditions. It suggests directional sonic devices and tactile warning devices,
which gets activated on a real-time closing velocity determination.

– [8] Covers an extra mile and discusses the second level of protection, i.e. ad-
ditional measures required to mitigate the intrusion incidences by providing
real-time crossing site image to the train drivers.

3 System Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic architecture of our proposed application. It comprises
of a train unit, a central application server and telecom operator services as
major components, which are described in the following subsections.

3.1 Train Unit

The train unit needs a smart phone with a GPS module and GPRS connectivity.
The smart phone identifies its speed, direction and geographical location (lati-
tude, longitude) using the GPS module and sends the data at periodic intervals
to the central application server through GPRS connection.

3.2 Central Application Server

This is the back end server meant to receive, store and analyze all the data
posted by train units identify the warning zone and concerned level crossings,
identify the registered mobile users in the warning zone and raise the warning
alerts to them. It has following modules

SOS Module. SOS is a standard provided by Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
initiative of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). It supports spatial data type
and provides XML interface to store & fetch sensor observations. The authors have
used open source implementation of SOS from 52North.org and it was available as
an offering for their IoT platform. It has a generic schema, which can accommodate
the sensor observations from any type of sensor, and does not require a schema
redesign. The proposed application treats every train unit as a sensor, and store
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the data posted by them as a sensor observation in a spatial database. The static
train routes and level crossing locations are kept in the spatial database. On every
insert, the database trigger checks the geographical location & speed of the train
unit and calculates the warning zone. It notifies the traffic router module about
the warning zone and the level crossings lying on it. The Results section contains
screen shots illustrating the warning zone calculation.

Mobile Locator Module. It provides an interface for registering a mobile
number to receive warning alerts, and store them in the database. It can locate
the mobile phones in vicinity of a given geographical location by calling the API
provided by telecom operator.

Traffic Router Module. It keeps on listening to the notifications from database
trigger for the level crossing location lying on the warning zone. On receiving a
notification, it requests a list of registered mobile numbers in vicinity of notified
level crossing locations from mobile locator module, and push an SMS alert to
them by calling bulk SMS API provided by telecom operator.
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3.3 Telecom Operator

This component lists the APIs provided by the telecom operator. Location Ser-
vices API and Bulk SMS Services API are the major offerings of this component.
Mobile locator module calls Location Services API to locate the mobile phones
in vicinity of a given location. Bulk SMS Services API is used by the traffic
router module to push warning alerts.

4 Functional overview

This section traces the flow of data through various components of the system
and its culmination in the warning SMS.

As GPS & GSM modules are not integrated in a train unit, this component is
prototyped as an iPhone application as shown in Fig.2. iPhone has been chosen
as a train unit in our application for the trial run as performance wise we have
found iPhone to be the best in terms of sensitivity of its sensors as well as
reliability. Train number, upload frequency and the central application server
location can be configured using settings screen. The application screen shows
the current value for speed, geographical location and direction parameters for
the latest post. The data originates at the train unit and flows to the SOS
module of the Central Application Server as SOS compliant XML. The SOS
module parses the XML data and inserts in the spatial database. A pre insert
trigger checks the data and finds out the warning zone. A snapshot of a typical
XML is as follows.

Fig. 2. Train Unit iPhone Application
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<InsertObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"

.....

<swe:CompositePhenomenon gml:id="cpid0" dimension="1">

<gml:name>resultComponents</gml:name>

<swe:component xlink:href=

"http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/ISO-8601/0/Gregorian" />

<swe:component xlink:href=

"urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:TrainNo" />

<swe:component xlink:href=

"urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:Speed" />

<swe:component xlink:href=

"urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:Degree" />

</swe:CompositePhenomenon>

.....

<gml:Point>

<gml:pos srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326">

52.1 8.1

</gml:pos>

</gml:Point>

.....

<swe:values>

2011-04-03T04:45:15+00,TrainFoi051,504,51,225

</swe:values>

.....

</InsertObservation>

The psuedocode of the warning zone calculation algorithm is as follows.

INPUTS : TrainRouteId, TrainLocation,

TrainSpeed(kmph), TrainDirection, Time

PRECONFIGURED : THRESHOLD_TIME (120 sec)

Static Routes : Route_Id, Route,

Level_Crossings, Route_Length

BEGIN

/* Fetch static route */

TrainRoute := Select Route

Where TrainRouteId = Route_Id

TrainLevelCrossings := Select Ulc

Where TrainRouteId = Route_Id

TrainRouteLength := Select Route_Length

Where TrainRouteId = Route_Id

/* Convert THRESHOLD_TIME to THRESHOLD_DISTANCE */

/* using Speed */

THRESHOLD_DISTANCE :=

(TrainSpeed * 1000 / 3600) * THRESHOLD_TIME
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/* Calculate Warning zone as Linestring */

/* using spatial queries written as stored proc */

WarningZone := warningZone_stored_proc(TrainRoute,

TrainLocation, THRESHOLD_DISTANCE)

/* Identify LevelCrossings on warningZone */

/* using spatial queries written as stored proc */

LevelCrossings := LevelCrosing_stored_proc(

WarningZone, TrainLevelCrossings)

RETURN LevelCrossings

END

For each train number, corresponding route as line string and level crossing
locations as multipoint are stored in a static table. A pre-configured threshold
time value is used in combination with train speed to calculate the distance to be
marked as warning zone. This enables the application to raise an alert within safe
distance from train unit, removing the chances of road user getting distracted by
the alert SMS. On receiving the list of level crossings via the algorithm depicted
above, the trigger notifies the list of level crossings to the traffic router module.

The pseudo code representation of traffic router module is shown below. It
depends upon mobile locator module to get the list of mobile numbers in vicinity
of a given location or a list of locations.

INPUTS : LevelCrossings

BEGIN

WarningMessage :=

"Train is arriving shortly at this level crossing"

/* Query mobile numbers from mobile locator */

MobileNumbers := mobile_list_from_mobile_locator(LevelCrossings)

/* Issue SMS using telecom operator Bulk SMS API */

Push_SMS_using_Bulk_SMS_API(MobileNumbers, WarningMessage)

END

The mobile locator module is responsible to provide mobile registration facility
to the target application users and stores them along with the geographical loca-
tions and timestamp. The Location Services API provided by telecom operator
is based on mobile number. To simulate the location based query, it caches the
mobile locations in one thread periodically and provides service to traffic router
module in another thread.

The inner working of the overall scheme is summarized as activity chart in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Activity Chart for Overall Working Scheme

5 Results

In this section, the final output & intermediate results from our application is
mentioned as screen shots taken from visualizations of routes and SMS. The first
screen shot as shown in Fig. 4 refers to the warning SMS generated by using Bulk
SMS API provided by the Telecom Operator. This is the final output from our
application, meant to serve as a warning to the people in vicinity of the level
crossing.

The train route and level crossing locations corresponding to each train num-
ber is stored as static table in the database. Since performing this test is difficult,
a simulator has been developed using google maps with the roads acting as rail-
way tracks. We have made some well-known road crossings as level crossings.
The train has then been simulated to run on the google map with posting of
its location to our backend using google location points. This has been done for
testing the backend system. Fig. 5 represents one such static route marked as
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Fig. 4. Snapshot view of SMS

Fig. 5. Train Route and Level Crossings Marked on a Map

a green line on the google map. The train is positioned at the beginning of the
route. The level crossings are also marked along the whole route. The view of
Fig. 5 is a representation of a dashboard application, which can be hosted on a
centralized train control room. This kind of view will be very helpful for railway
authorities, as it gives them snapshot of all running trains under their authority.
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Fig. 6. Train Route and Level Crossings with Highlighted Warning Zone

While processing the data posted by train unit, current position of train is
considered to calculate the warning zone, and all the level crossings lying on
warning zone are also identified. Fig. 6 marks the train current position of the
train. The highlighted part of the route represents the warning zone. The level
crossings lying on warning zone are also highlighted. This is the intermediate
result based on which warning alert is raised.

Field tests have been carried on the marked routes simulating train with a car,
track with road and road crossings as level crossings demonstrating the practical
implementation of this application.

5.1 System Latency

For the sample tests conducted, the SMS API response time is quite fast, and the
SMS gets delivered within 5 to10 seconds. However the Location API provided
by telecom operators is based on mobile numbers. The Mobile Locator module
needs to cache the mobile locations every minute and simulate the location-based
query. The database trigger processing is quite fast and does not introduce any
considerable latency in the system.

6 Conclusion

Thus we have devised an infrastructure less system, which can generate SMS
warning messages and alert the road users about the approaching train near
level crossings. It thus acts as a first level of defense near secluded unmanned
level crossing locations.

There are a few areas, where improvement can be made & system latency can
be reduced. The Location Services API must take location as input and provide
list of mobile numbers, so that the locations of mobile phones is more precise. The
trigger mechanism may not be appropriate for large volume of traffic. Streams
processing might be a viable alternative to handle it.
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This concept can be extended to provide traveler information by introducing
a query interface. The application users can query a train position nearest to
any given level crossing or request the status of any level crossing by providing
its geographical location.
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Abstract. Nowadays the quality of the indoor coverage on trains is not
enough to offer broadband services, mainly due to two factors: the high
penetration losses caused by Faraday cage characteristics of the railcars
and the high speeds reached. In this paper we aim to enhance the 3G
indoor coverage on trains by setting up femtocells inside the railcars and
establishing several wireless interfaces along the roof of the train. We
design an architecture to connect the train to the fixed network in a
transparent manner, so that the end users do not experience service dis-
ruptions during the journey. Finally, we deploy a testbed to evaluate the
performance of the mobility management system based on test results.

Keywords: mobile femtocell, multihomed femtocell, femtocell,
MOBIKE.

1 Introduction

Mobile computing is fast becoming a part of everyday life in which users demand
being reachable anywhere and anytime. We spend much time traveling from one
place to another, often by train. An important part of passengers is moving
from air transport to high-speed trains due to the possibility of being able to
get the most of their journey time, using their mobile devices connected to the
Internet. Providing indoor coverage on trains directly with outdoor base stations
may not be a good solution due to the high penetration losses caused by the
Faraday cage characteristics of the railcars. This fact leads to a poor signal
quality inside the train and offering broadband services is not always possible.
Broadband access on trains could be achieved by installing base stations close
to the railways, however this solution is not attractive for train operators due to
the high investment needed to deploy such base stations. This issue has focused
the research community effort on offering solutions that take advantage of the
existing wireless infrastructure, in order to propose efficient methods to manage
the mobility in a seamless way for the end user.
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Fig. 1. Internet connectivity on trains

In recent years solutions have emerged to support Internet connectivity on
trains relying on a single wireless technology. Aguado et al. [1] propose an ar-
chitecture based on WiMAX since it is able to support mobility at speeds up
to 500 km/h. Other approaches are based on satellite, IEEE 802.11 or emerging
standards such as the IEEE 802.20. There are also approaches relying on several
technologies instead of one. Rodŕıguez et al. [12] argue that a more efficient ap-
proach is to use a multitude of wireless technologies simultaneously and present
a system combining several wireless interfaces. Most related works deploy Wi-Fi
APs inside the train to connect to the Wi-Fi devices of the end users. How-
ever, users frequently have 3G devices such as mobile phones, tablets or UMTS
dongles, which can also connect to the Internet and provide cellular connectivity.

Moreover, today’s users are expecting seamless and ubiquitous access to voice
and data services regardless of their location. In order to prevent users from
being aware of mobility, it would be desirable offering the same coverage indoors
and outdoors. In this paper we aim to provide on board 3G connectivity on trains
by means of femtocells [4] (they will be presented in Section 2). Figure 1 shows
the main idea behind this work. In the roof of the train several wireless interfaces
are installed which provide connectivity with the outside world. Then, the signal
is forwarded to the femtocells deployed inside the railcars which provide 3G
connectivity to end users. This solution is responsible for selecting the most
suitable technology at a given time according to several requirements in order to
achieve the best performance. For instance, if the train is stopped in the train
station it could connect to a Wi-Fi network but if it is on the move it could
connect to cellular technologies such as WiMAX, UMTS, LTE or even satellite.

To that end, we have designed the MOFETA architecture (described in Sec-
tion 3) to handle the mobility on trains. However, setting up femtocells on trains
bring new challenges due to their fixed architecture. Mobility concerns for fem-
tocell networks will be reviewed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a testbed that
simulates some elements and functionalities presented by the MOFETA archi-
tecture. Finally, the results of this testbed will be discussed in Section 6.

2 Architecture for 3G Femtocells

Femtocells are low cost and low power cellular base stations typically used in
homes and enterprises to improve indoor coverage and bandwidth. They are
connected to the operator’s core network by means of the user’s broadband
connection (DSL, cable. . . ), hence they are envisaged to be deployed by users at
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Fig. 2. 3G femtocell architecture overview

their premises. The new deployment model defined for femtocells requires new
elements (see Figure 2). In this section, we briefly describe the new network
elements and interfaces introduced by 3GPP in [17] for 3G femtocell networks.

– The Home Node B (HNB) is the femtocell. It serves User Equipment
(UE) traffic by means of the UMTS UU [16] interface and sends it to the core
network over the new IUH interface. It contains part, or all the functionality
normally associated to a Radio Network Controller (RNC).

– The Home Node B Gateway (HNB-GW) terminates the IUH interface
and acts as a concentrator to aggregate a large number of HNBs. It is seen
as a RNC by the core network and communicates with it using the existing
IU−CS and IU−PS interfaces. [16]

– The IUH interface connects the HNB with the HNB-GW and defines two
new protocols in the control plane to address the differences between femto-
cell networks and the original IU interface: The Home Node B Application
Part (HNBAP) [19] and the RANAP User Adaptation (RUA) [18] protocols.

– The HNB Management System (HMS) is a management server that
configures the HNB according to the operator’s policy. It is composed of a
TR-069 manager [15] and a file server. It performs location verification and
assigns local access information to the femtocells.

– The Security Gateway (SeGW) terminates the IPsec tunnel established
with the HNB, provides mutual authentication, encryption, data integrity
and access to the operator’s Intranet.

3 The MOFETA Architecture

In mobile and ubiquitous networks it is desirable that users do not experience
fluctuations in the service quality when they are moving, i.e., they should not be
aware of mobility. Nowadays, mobile users demand for the same quality in theirs
own network than in mobile ones (e.g., travel by train). In this sense, efficient
mobility management systems are needed to prevent the user from detecting
changes in the quality of the services when moving.

In order to enable cellular connectivity on railway environments we propose
the MOFETA architecture. It is based on the idea of using femtocells (henceforth
referred to as mobile femtocells) inside the railcars to provide connectivity to
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Fig. 3. MOFETA architecture overview

the passengers on board. We have designed this architecture to enhance the 3G
connectivity inside the railcars and to support mobility between the train and
the core network in a heterogeneous environment. This new architecture relies
on the three differentiated layers described below (see Figure 3):

1. The Train Network Layer (TNL) consists of the set of mobile femto-
cells installed along the railcars and all the mobile users (passengers, train
crew. . . ) attached to them.

2. The Convergence Layer (CL) aggregates the traffic sent by femtocells in
the TNL and forwards it to the Internet by means of the pool of wireless
interfaces. Several wireless interfaces from several technologies are installed
across the roof of the train to enable connectivity with the outside. This
is meant as the Heterogeneous Wireless Interfaces (HWI) module, which
acts as a gateway between mobile femtocells and the outdoors access points.
Finally, the Decision Function (DF) is responsible to decide how and when
a handover procedure must be triggered, i.e. it decides which technology is
the most suitable at a given time to perform the handover.

3. The Access Network Layer (ANL) is composed by the outdoor wireless
technologies available along the journey, e.g. UMTS, WiMAX, Wi-Fi. . .

This new layered architecture has potential advantages:

– It avoids multiple handovers. A single handover is required between the HWI
and the ANL instead of perform a handover for each mobile node. Since only
the HWI handles handover procedures, end users do not care about mobility.

– It combines several access technologies exploiting thus the environment di-
versity. Moreover, several interfaces from the same technology can be used
to provide redundant links.

– It reduces the power required by mobile nodes due to the shorter distance
between them and the femtocell.

– It makes a better use of the coverage area. Thanks to the antennas installed
across the roof of the train, the signal quality received by them is better
than inside the railcar, where high penetration losses occur [21]. This results
in a longer use of the wireless link and therefore the number of handovers
needed might be reduced.
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4 Femtocells and Mobility

Femtocells include several network interfaces, both wireless and wired. The wire-
less interface is used for communications between the femtocell and the end user,
e.g. mobile phones, PDAs or tablets. WCDMA, UMTS, WiMAX or LTE are the
most popular femtocell-based solutions. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that
there exist hybrid femtocells, able to provide both cellular and Wi-Fi connectiv-
ity. On the contrary, the wired interface is used to connect the femtocell with
the mobile operator’s core network over a fixed broadband connection. Hence,
they are always placed in a fixed venue, i.e they cannot move.

Femtocells are also expected to be deployed in mobile environments such as
buses, trains or airplanes in order to offer better coverage and bandwidth to
passengers. However, supporting mobility on femtocells poses new challenges
due to their fixed architecture. An important issue to deal with when moving
femtocells is the IPsec tunnel established between femtocells and SeGWs (see
Figure 2). The MOFETA architecture employs different wireless technologies to
connect the train to the Internet according to decision procedures. During the
journey, trains will be under the range of different wireless technologies. Due
to handover procedures, changes in the IP address of the mobile femtocell are
expected. This fact leads to the IPsec tunnel break and thus in service outage.

We already proposed improvements to the protocols defined by 3GPP for fem-
tocell networks in [11]. In this work we also propose and evaluate the use of the
MOBIKE protocol [6] between the femtocell and the core network (SeGW) in or-
der to maintain the IPsec tunnel during handovers and thus providing continuity
of service to the traffic conveyed by it.

MOBIKE is an extension to the existing IKEv2 protocol [7] to support secure
mobility in IPsec tunnels. MOBIKE updates the IP addresses tied with IKEv2
and IPsec security associations (SA) without need for disconnecting existing SAs
and establishing new ones, therefore continuity of service can be achieved. MO-
BIKE makes this possible managing the Security Association Database (SAD)
and the Security Policy Database (SPD) [9] by using an internal API.

Femtocells and SeGWs already implement the IKEv2 protocol to establish and
maintain security associations between them [20]. In that sense, our proposal
would suppose minor changes in the current femtocell architecture since only
femtocells and SeGWs would need to be upgraded to support the MOBIKE
extension and thus handle the mobility in the IPsec tunnel.

In order to understand the operation of the MOBIKE protocol, we show in
Figure 4 an example of tunnel reestablishment between two entities, an initiator
(the entity that initiates the connection) and a responder. The initiator could
be a mobile node with several interfaces, e.g. the mobile femtocell proposed in
this paper, whilst the responder must be a stable node, e.g. a SeGW. Let us
assume that the mobile femtocell (mHNB) is under the range of two wireless
technologies so that it has obtained two IP addresses from them, IP1 and IP3.
On the contrary, the SeGW is a fixed and stable node reachable at IP2.

Communication using IKE always begins with IKE SA INIT exchange, where
cryptographic algorithms are negotiated. Then, in the IKE AUTH exchange,
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Fig. 4. MOBIKE handover procedure

peers transmit their identities, prove knowledge of the secrets and finally estab-
lish the first CHILD SA for the ESP [8] protocol. MOBIKE introduces an addi-
tional payload to be used in the IKE AUTH exchange. The MOBIKE SUPPORTED

payload is sent to inform the other peer that it supports the MOBIKE extension.
Finally, if mutual authentication is successful, IKE and IPsec SAs are established
between IP1 and IP2 and traffic exchanged between them is protected by ESP.

Now, let us assume that the initiator runs its decision function and decides
to perform a handover to its secondary address, IP3. Hereafter MOBIKE would
proceed as follows: first, the initiator updates its SAs with its new address (IP3)
and then sends the UPDATE SA ADDRESSES payload from that IP to notify the
responder. If the responder accepts the handover to that IP address, it updates
its SAs and send back the same COOKIE2 payload sent by initiator. This ensures
the initiator that responder is replying to that concrete handover request.

5 Experimental Testbed

In this section, we aim to evaluate the feasibility of MOBIKE in order to use it in
railway environments. To that end, we deploy a testbed to simulate the train sce-
nario presented in Figure 1. We use three Linux hosts to emulate some elements
in the femtocell architecture. The first host (initiator) emulates a mobile fem-
tocell connected to three different wireless interfaces: WLAN, UMTS and GSM
EDGE (GERAN). The second host (responder) emulates the SeGW, i.e. the en-
try point to the mobile operator’s core network. To connect both elements we use
a third host (router) which simulates network conditions. It simulates wireless
technologies to connect to the femtocell and a fixed IP network to connect to
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Fig. 5. Experiment overview

the SeGW. MOBIKE has been implemented on both initiator and responder to
support mobility in the IPsec tunnel established between them. Figure 5 shows
an overview of this testbed. The left column represents the functionality of each
block whilst the right one shows the host that emulates such functionality.

We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of MOBIKE when han-
dovers occur. To that end, we measure the data traffic delay and losses during
handovers to discuss later the validity of the solution depending on the concrete
application. We define MOBIKE delay (DM ) as the time elapsed between the
first data packet tunneled over the destination network and the last data packet
tunneled over the home network when using MOBIKE to handle the mobility.
Three different traffic sources are sent: CBR-12.2, CBR-45 and CBR-Max. CBR-
12.2 has a send rate of 12.2 Kbps since it is the highest rate provided by the
AMR codec [2], widely used in UMTS and GSM networks to encode voice traffic.
Besides, CBR-45 sends 45 Kbps and CBR-Max sends with 70% of the wireless
network bandwidth. Data is sent over UDP since it is the transport protocol
defined for the IUH interface in the user plane. Table 1 lists the properties of
the three traffic sources employed in the experiment. CBR-45, CBR-Max traffic
classes and the network parameters used (bandwidths and propagation delays
for each network) are based on the experiment proposed by �L Budzisz et al. in [3]
in which authors study the feasibility of using the SCTP failover mechanism for
handovers between WLAN, UMTS and GERAN networks.

There exist several IKEv2 open source implementations but only one includes
the MOBIKE extension: StrongSWAN [13]. We install StrongSWAN in both
femtocell and SeGW to handle the mobility between them. Besides, in order to
simulate network conditions the router has installed Dummynet [5], a widely
used tool that simulates bandwidth, delay and packet losses by configuring
rules.
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Table 1. Properties of the traffic types employed in the testbed

Traffic Packet size Send rate Time between packets

CBR-12.2 32 Bytes 12.2 Kbps 20.983 ms
CBR-45 200 Bytes 45 Kbps 36.8 ms
CBR-Max-G 1410 Bytes 0.7×GERAN bandwidth (56 Kbps) 201.428 ms
CBR-Max-U 1410 Bytes 0.7×UMTS bandwidth (268.8 Kbps) 41.964 ms
CBR-Max-W 1410 Bytes 0.7×WLAN bandwidth (7.7 Mbps) 1.464 ms

Fig. 6. WLAN to GERAN handover example (12.2 Kbps)

6 Result Analysis

To analyze the mobility support of MOBIKE, we create a test based on the
one performed in [3]: first, data traffic is sent over the primary interface. Five
seconds later, the secondary interface detects connectivity from another wireless
technology and thus a secondary IP address is obtained. Three seconds later, the
primary interface loses connectivity and as a result, a handover is triggered to
the secondary interface. We repeat this test 30 times and then, we compute the
mean and 95% confidence interval of the measured DM and packet loss for each
handover scenario. Specifically, we contemplate the following handover scenarios:
UMTS to WLAN, UMTS to GERAN, WLAN to UMTS, WLAN to GERAN,
GERAN to UMTS and GERAN to WLAN. This section presents the results
according to three approaches, depending on the home network propagation
delay (Dhn) and the destination network propagation delay (Ddn).

6.1 Approach 1: Dhn < Ddn

In this first approach, Dhn (15 ms) is lower than Ddn (80 ms). Hence, WLAN
to UMTS and WLAN to GERAN handovers are grouped in this classification.
Figure 6 illustrates a comparison between two handover examples when WLAN
is the home network and GERAN the destination one. The red and dotted
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Table 2. Approach 1: Results

Scenario Traffic class Average DM [ms] Average packet loss [packets]

WLAN CBR-12.2 378.009±2.683 11.8±0.159
↓ CBR-45 392.014±0.005 7±0

UMTS CBR-Max (7.7 Mbps) 380.743±0.732 68.866±0.305
WLAN CBR-12.2 403.747±1.172 12±0

↓ CBR-45 437.864±5.417 7.33±0.179
GERAN CBR-Max (7.7 Mbps) 526.564±7.463 72.833±1.503

bars represent the packets received by the responder ideally, i.e., there isn’t any
additional delay introduced by mobility management, but the delay added is
produced by the inherent features of the networks crossed (transmission and
propagation delays). The black bars represent the packets received by the re-
sponder when using MOBIKE to handle the mobility. In this case several delays
are added, those produced by the networks crossed and the one produced by the
MOBIKE implementation, StrongSWAN.

In that example, we send CBR traffic at 12.2 Kbps (e.g. a passenger voice
call). At second 8 the handover is forced from the primary (WLAN) to the sec-
ondary interface (GERAN). In both cases, the last packet sent over the home
network (#337) is seen at second 8.079. Ideally (red bars), packet 338 is re-
ceived over GERAN 67.176 ms later than packet 337 due to the propagation
and transmission delays introduced by GERAN. By contrast using MOBIKE,
12 packets are lost during the handover and hence the first packet received from
the destination network (#350) arrives at second 8.482. Here, DM takes 403.31
ms which is the time elapsed between packet 350 and packet 337 (black bars).
Below, Table 2 shows the mean and 95% confidence interval of DM and packet
loss after repeat 30 times each test on each handover scenario and traffic class.

Wireless communication requirements for railway environments can by clas-
sified into 4 groups [10]. Class D communication is tied to passenger expecta-
tions so that the requirements depend on the user behavior. Train passengers
would like to spend their journey time on surfing the Internet using their tablets,
watching TV series on their laptops or talking on their cell phones. Depending on
its nature applications have different requirements. Real time communications
have strict requirements on delay, jitter and packet loss. For instance, voice and
interactive video require delays not exceeding 150 ms whilst streaming-video
applications are not delay sensitive due to the buffering (4 to 5 seconds are al-
lowed) [14]. In that sense, the results obtained for WLAN to UMTS and WLAN
to GERAN handoffs do not satisfy the delay constraints for voice and interactive
video applications for any traffic class, preventing thus the use of the MOBIKE
implementation (StrongSWAN) in those scenarios. On the contrary, all handover
scenarios satisfy the streaming-video requirements for all traffic classes.
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Fig. 7. UMTS to WLAN handover example (45 Kbps)

Table 3. Approach 2: Results

Scenario Traffic class Average DM [ms] Average packet loss [packets]

UMTS CBR-12.2 100.543±0.852 6±0
↓ CBR-45 128.800±0.719 4±0

WLAN CBR-Max (268.8 Kbps) 128.011±0.012 4±0
GERAN CBR-12.2 94.1421.341 6±0

↓ CBR-45 104.937±0.641 4±0
WLAN CBR-Max (56 Kbps) 208.582±1.503 1±0

6.2 Approach 2: Dhn > Ddn

The second approach represents those handovers in which Dhn (80 ms) is higher
than Ddn (15 ms). Hence the first packets sent over the destination network could
arrive earlier than the latest sent by the home network (i.e. they can anticipate).
Figure 7 shows an UMTS to WLAN handover example when CBR-45 traffic is
sent. In the ideal case, packet #203 arrives at second 8.162, 29.09 ms later than
packet 204. Using MOBIKE we get a DM of 128.50 ms, i.e. the time elapsed
between packet 203 and 208, therefore 4 packets were lost due to handover.

In this approach most traffic classes provide average delays below 150 ms,
therefore they satisfy the requirements for real time communications (voice, in-
teractive video and streaming-video). Only in GERAN to WLAN handoffs send-
ing CBR-Max traffic class we obtain an average delay above 150 ms. However
that case satisfy the streaming-video requirements (see Table 3).

6.3 Approach 3: Dhn = Ddn

The last approach implies that both Dhn and Ddn have the same propagation
delay (80 ms). Figure 8 represents a GERAN to UMTS handover example when
CBR-Max traffic is sent (in this case, 56 Kbps). In the ideal case (red bars),
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Fig. 8. GERAN to UMTS handover example (56 Kbps)

Table 4. Approach 3: Results

Scenario Traffic class Average DM [ms] Average packet loss [packets]

UMTS CBR-12.2 336.555±1.399 12±0
↓ CBR-45 355.846±4.172 7.066±0.094

GERAN CBR-Max (268.8 Kbps) 482.635±0.718 7±0
GERAN CBR-12.2 286.782±2.894 11.166±0.141

↓ CBR-45 296.664±0.567 7±0
UMTS CBR-Max (56 Kbps) 504.028±0.008 2±0

the first packet received over the destination network (packet 41) arrives earlier
than if it had been sent over the home network, which has the same propagation
delay. This is produced by the UMTS bandwidth, since it is greater than GERAN
and therefore transmission delays are lower. Since the packet size used in this
traffic class is large (1410 Bytes), transmission delays are not negligible. Using
MOBIKE we compute 2 lost packets and a DM equal to 504.02 ms (time between
packet 40 and 43). Table 4 shows the mean values for DM and packet loss for 30
tests for each handover scenario and traffic class. These results reveal that both
handover scenarios are not feasible to voice and interactive video but they are
for streaming-video applications.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a novel architecture to provide Internet access on trains by
means of femtocells. Our solution considers several layers in order to separate
the functionality. MOFETA assumes a pool of wireless interfaces on the roof of
the train and femtocells inside the railcars to serve cellular users. This way of
proceeding ensures better signal quality inside the train, since the signals are
forwarded from the outside by means of cable, avoiding thus penetration losses.

MOBIKE has been proposed to handle the mobility in this architecture. We
have evaluated some handover scenarios by using StrongSWAN, the only open
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source implementation of MOBIKE at this moment. We have presented the
results for each scenario in terms of delay and packet loss, to argue the feasibility
of StrongSWAN under concrete situations and applications.

In the future, we want to enrich the decision procedures by employing addi-
tional information. We anticipate to use level 2 information to know the signal
quality of a given interface in order to aid in the decision-making procedures. For
instance, link losses can be monitored to decide when a handover is necessary.
Also we can take advantage of the fact that train routes are known in advance,
to reserve resources in the next wireless network before initiate the handover.
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